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IMPROVED PORTABLE SAWMILL. 

There is on exhibition at the Centennial a machine com
monly known as the Canada sawmill, which has attracted 
much favorable notice both on account of the simplicity of 
its construction and the speed a.nd accuracy with which it 
accomplishes its work. It was designed by the Waterous 
Engine Company, of Brantford, Ontario, Canada, expressly 
for use in the extensive lumber districts of the Dominion, 
to saw up the timber in the localities where it is felled, and 
thus to save the trouble and the expense of the carriage or 
rafting of the logs to distant points; and being portable, it may 
readily be moved from 
an exhausted part of a 
forest to a new situa· 
tion. The machine is 
also excellently adap. 
ted for employment in 
shipyards, in most of 
which establishments 
in Nova Scotia and 
New Brunswick, we 
are informed, it has 
super�eded whip saw
ing by hand. 
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A. Hint Cor Nervous Orators. 

That distressing sensation known as stage fright, which 
often afflicts persons ineKperienced in speaking before a 
large audience, can be removed by a few whiffs of either. 
Dr. William Fuller, of Montreal, says that either this rem· 
edy or a minute dose of morphia will remove all the spasm 
of the cerebral vessels, violent palpitation of the heart, and 
obviate the confusion and forgetfulness with which the suf
ferer is usually seized, so that he does not have to wait for 
symptoms of reaction to set in to allow him to "get warmed 
up, " as the saying goes Too large doses of either remedy, 
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of a liquid from the eye would be indicated, such as hy
drophthalmia, staphyloma, detachment of the retina, abso
lute glaucoma. etc. Thus far the results have been en
couraging. -B1'itish Medical Journul. 

Open Air the Be",' Keloedy tor Consumptio n .  

The conclusion reached by late observers is in favor of the 
open air treatment of consumption. The following case, 
given in the Briti8h Medical Journal, is illustrative: "An 
officer of a regiment contracted phthisis when stationed in 
the south of England. He was under medical treatment 

some time, and had 
the usual sick leave, 
but, on his return to 
duty, got worse again 
in the same way. The 
next time he was in
valided with the up. 
per lobe of the right 
lung seriously invol. 
ved, in the third stage, 
with cavities; and he 
was examined by the 
usual medical board, 
and finally he sold out 
of the service and reo 
giment. Undermedi· 
cal advice he took to 
traveling about this 
country and the Con· 
tinent, to riding on 
horseback instead of 
walking, and atttnd
ing meetings of the 
hounds frequently. 

"Two or three J ears 
then elapsed, d uring 
which his case w&s 
withdrawn from my 
observation; and I was 
1hen surprised to meet 
him one day in the 
summer at Lord's 
cricket ground, look
ing quite recovered. " 

In the annexed en· 
gravings, Fig. 1 repre
sents the mill as it ap· 
peared at work while 
on exhibition at the 
Santiago (Chili) Expo
sition of 1875; and in 
Fig. 2 the portable 
boiler and engine are 
shown. The portable 
machine has a 20 horse 
power engine, which, 
together with its boil· 
er, is of such weight 
and of such construc
tion that both boiler 
and engine may easily 
be loaded on truck�, 
when changing the po· 
sition of the mill, with· 
out any disconnection 
being necessary ; so thll t 
the labor of a skillful 
machinist is not re
quired to readj ust the 
mechanism. The saw 
mandrel, feed, and gig 
work are compactly CANADIAN PORTABLE SAWMILL AT THE CENTENNIAL. 

This report, by Sur· 
geon Major W. T. 
Black, leads him to 
formulate the propo
sition: " It is living in 
the open air in  a fine 
climate that is really 

and not the mere climate of it-arranged in an iron frame, and can also be loaded and moved 
without being taken apart ;  so that, when resetting the mill, 
all that is necessary is to frame the foundal ion timbers pre
viously used in the ground, set the mill on them, coupling 
the engine shaft and saw mandrel, lay the track, place the 
carriage on it, and the mill is then ready to start. The whole 
operation does not. take more than from one to two days. 
The boiler is supplied with sawdust grates, 
by means of which it is enabled to keep up 0. 
full supply of steam with no other fuel than 
pine sawdust and refuse edgings. It is 
also covered with hair felting and lagged 
with wood or sheet iron. Its form is clear. 
ly shown in Fig. 2. The plates are of the 
best English material, and the heads are 
Lowmoor iron. Each boiler is subjected to 
120 Ibs. cold water pressure before ship
ment. The 20 horse power engine drives a 
56 inch saw, which will, it is claimed, cut 
from 6,000 to 10,000 feet of lumbE>r per day, 
or 1,000 feet of one inch pine lumber in a 
single hour. The 20 horse power engine, 
which is usually employed in connection 
with a tubular stationary boiler, drives any 
size of saw up to 66 inches, and its capaci. 
ty is said to be from 8,000 to 12,000 feet of 
lumber per day. 

At the Chili Exposition, the 20 horse 
power mill, we are informed, sawed and 
edged 1,060 feet of lumber in 40 minutes, 
vanquishing all competitors and gaining a 
medal and diploma. It has received the 
first premiums at ten Canadian Provincial 
Exhibitions, besides a highly favorable re
port from the judges at the Centennial. 

... � .. 
To FIX fugitive colors in linens, muslins, etc. , soak the 

fabric for an hour in a pail of water containing a tablespoon
ful of turpentine. 

it should be remembered, produce the opposite condition of 
the vessels, quite as fatal to a successful result. An objection 
is that reliance on this means may lead to a dangerous habit. 

.411 .. 
Drainage oC the Eye BaU. 

Dr. D. Weeker has introduced ano�her new operation in 
ophthalmic surgery. It consists of a system of drainage 

Fj . 2 . 

effected by the introduction of a piece of gold wire through 
the membranes of the eye, which is so arranged that the 
patient is in no way inconvenienced by its presence. This 
new method is applicable to all cases in which the drainage 

beneficial for consumption, 
self. ' 

"If this is not new, it is at least too often forgotten, "  says 
the Medical and Surgical Reporter. " A friend of ours, a 
medical gentleman, who has suffered from phthisical symp
toms, and has traveled largely, has lauded the climate of 
Northern Africa as best suited for open air life in winter. 

The recently published book of Dr. Arthur 
Leared, " Morocco and the Moors ,"  informs 
us that at Tangier the accommodation is good 
and the cost of living decidedly cheap. The 
ordinary summer temperature ranges be
tween 78° and 82° Fah. 'rhe mean tem. 
perature of winter is about 560 Fah. " 

11.-
Portland Cement on Woodwork. 

Portland cement has many uses in the gar
den and elsewhere, not generally apparent. 
Some of them are enumerated by the Gar. 
den as follows: When made into a thin solu
tion like whitewash, this cement gives wood
work all the appearance of having been 
painted and sanded. Piles of stone may be 
set together with common mortar, and then 
the whole washed over with this cement, 
making it look like one immense block of 
gray sandstone. For temporary use, a flour 
barrel may have the hoops nailed, so as not 
to fly apart, and the inside washed with a 
thin paste of POItland cement, and it will 
serve for a year or more to hold water. 
Boards nailed together and washed with it 
make good hot water tanks; and it is of use 
in so many ways that it may be regarded as 
onl;l of those peculiar things in a garden 

which it is always good to have at hand. 
• 411 .. 

A CUBIC inch of charcoal has not less than 100 square feet 
of surface in its pores. 
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Jtitntifit .!mtritan. 
THE OCEAN ECHO···HENRY VS. TYNDALL AGAIN. 

Even his arduous labors in connection with the Centeno 
nial Exposition , added to his other pursuits, have not been 
sufficient to cause the venerable leader of American scien· 
tists to relax his researches into his favorite acoustical 
problems during the past year; and he recently came before 
the National Academy of Sciences with a new series of dis 
coveries and theories) which he modestly announced as a 
" few additional facte" related to the results of his previous 
investigations. 

It will be remembered that, at the 1875 fall meeting of 
the above named association, Professor Henry read a paper 
on a similar subject-in fact, lJis attention has been enlisted 
in the same direction for many years-in which he changed 
the scientific duel between Professors Tyndall and Osborne 
Reynolds into a triangular controversy. While he contented 
himself with disagreeing with Reynolds in many points, he 
hurled such a host of convincing experiments against Tyn
dall's theories of "acoustic transparency" that those str uc
tures, which Reynolds had already badly undermined, had 
little substantial support left them, even in the minds of 
those perplexed physicists who watched this war of the 
giants from afar, and who scarcely ventured opinions of 
their own in view of the disagreement of so learned a tri 
umvirate of doctors. 

Now Professor Henry returns to the fray, and again pro
ceeds to discomfit the results of the "scientific use of the 
imagination" of Dr. Tyndall, not by propounding adverse 
theories, but by the inexorable logic of actual experiment. 
How he does it will appear in the following brief explana
tion of the new discoveries, whi ch chiefly relate to the 
"ocean echo. " Loud sounds, Professor Henry says, are 
wanting in analogy to light. so far as concerns obeying its 
rule t!:lat the angle of incidence is equal ed by the angle of 
reflection. Instead of being reflected from a parabolic mir
ror in parallel rays, sounds diverge in all directions. A 
whistle being located in the focus of a parabolic reflector, 
12 feet in diameter, gave a sound which, at a distance of 4 
miles, had diverged so that it reached the whole horizon, 
and was heard with equal intenEity to the rear and in front 
of the reflector. The cause of this di vergence is explained 
in two ways : first, we may suppose the crest of a sound 
wave to be abruptly terminated at either extremity, when 
the tendency of the compressed air which constitutes the 
wave will be to expand itself in all directions-laterally 
from the ends of the wave as well as directly in front. 
Second, another cause may probably be found in the retard
ation of the two ends of the wave as it proceeds from the 
mouth of the trumpet. This would occasion a curling of 
the ends of the wave, as well as an elongation of them as 
they proceed from the swelling aperture. In the tendency 
of the sound to spread is to be found an explanation of the 
action of the trumpet, which gives the sound beam a greater 
condensation along its axis, and thus checks its spreading. 
Thus a speaking trumpet may act as efficiently if  lined with 
felt as if lined with metal. 

Although the tendency of sound is to diverge in all direc
tions from an axis, ytt there are cases where "sound 
shadows" are produced. Professor Henry mentioned a case 
where a fog whistle was placed near the water level of an 
island on which was a conical elevation. Vessels approach 
ing from the other side of the hill heard the sound distinctly 
at a distance of three miles; but when the distance was re
duced to a mile, the sonnd was lost and not recovered at any 
smaller distance. Here the termination of the shadow was 
at the one mile point, at which the diverging beams of 
sound, passing over the crest of the island, bent down and 
reached the surface of the water. 

These conclusions are applied to the elucidation of the 
ocean echo, which is a reverberation coming from the hori· 
zon, near the surface of the ocean, and from around a point 
in the prolongation of the axis of the trumpet. It will ve 
remembered that last year, in a lecture before the Royal In· 
stitution, Professor Tyndall adduced a number of brilliant 
experiments to show that echoes may be caused by reflection 
of sound from clouds of air of varying density. He showed, 
for example, that invisible warm air may act as an " acous
tic cloud,"  and he pointed out that, " when such clouds are 
close to the source of sound. the echoes are immediate, and 
mix with the original sound ; but if the acoustic clouds are 
further off, then there are prolonged echoes. "  He also showed 
the reflection of sound from gas flames. Professor HeJlry 
offers no objection to Dr. Tyndall's proof that a reflection of 
sound from a portion of air of different density is possible ; 
but he says Tyndall's experimental conditions are exaggera
ted, and fail to represent any real atmospheric state. To 
test Tyndall's theory, he turned the mouth of a trumpet to· 
ward the zenith. The blast was intense, but no echo from 
the prolongation of the axis, that is, from the zenith, came 
back, althougb it was audible all around the horizon, half 
of which was on land and half on water. A rain cloud 
passed over the trumpet, and even a few drops fell : still no 
sound from the zenith. Compare this with Tyndall's expe
riment, in which he showed that, while two hundred layers 
of muslin did not cut off sound, a single layer, when wet, 
did, the latter presenting continuity of the air. Certainly it  
might be supposed that the rain cloud would act in It some· 
what similar manner to the wet fabric. Professor Henry 
repeated his experiments several times, failing in each C'lse 
to find any substantial basis for Dr. Tyndall's assumption 
On the other hand, applying his own conclusions, he consid. 
ers the echo to be due to reflection from the perfectly smooth 
surface of the ocean. On account of the divergence of 
sound, portions of  waves in every direction must have de
scended to the horIzon ; and as some of these must have 
reached the plane of the ocean in a path curving inward to· 
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ward the source of sound, they would, when they reached 
the ear of the observer in the vicinity of the source, seem as 
if coming from a point in the horizon, and hence would g-ive 
rise to the phenomenon of ocean echo. Rays of sound at 
different distances from the ear would be reflected from the 
surface of the ocean, and thus occasion the prolonged echo : 
a blast of 5 seconds in one experiment on this point gave an 
echo lasting 20 seconds. " This ,"  says Professor Henry, as 
a final shot at the " acoustic cloud" theory, "could only be 
produced by ordinary reflection from a serie!! of Burfaces 
placed at different distances, an arrangement of the mate
rial of the atmosphere whir'h (on the doctrine of probabili� 
ties) would not be of frequent occurrence." 

.. 4 '  � • 
SLADE SUSTAINED. 

Speaking of the exposure of the Slade trick, in Londou a 
few weeks ago, we expressed the belief that it would not 
lessen in the least the coufidence of t'lpiritualists in Dr. Slade 
or his practices. Even if strong enough to secure his con
viction in the courts as a common swindler, the evidence of 
Dr. Lankester and others could not and would not shake 
their assurance of his personal honesty and the genuineness 
of his mediumship,for the simple reason that their confidence 
was the result of delusion, not a sane mental condition de
termined by or amenable to evidence. 

Whether we were right. or not as to the cause, we certainly 
were right as to the fact" for which we have the testimony of 
the president of the (British) National Association of Spirit· 
ualists. At a special meeting of the association, in London, 
October 4, that gentleman said he would williugly speak 
of Dr. Slade, in compliment to whom the gathering had 
been announced, but that could hardly be done without be· 
ing drawn into a discussion of the case before the courts, 
and respect for the law made such a discussion unadvisable 
at that time. "It may be permitted me, however," he con· 
tinued, with a sublimity of faith and felicity of diction mar
velous to see, " it may be permitted me, ho wever, to state 
a fact, which we cannot conceal if would, that our confi
dence in Dr. Slade as a genuine medium is in no way affected 
by the inferences drawn by two gentlemen who were quite 
inexperienced in the difficulties of the subject, and which 
inferences were founded on observations likely to be uncon
sciously vitiated by apparently slight but really i mportant 
foregone conclusions "J 

Surely our venerable poet must have been in a satirical 
mood when he penned the familiar lines : 

., Truth cru�hed to earth shall ri�c agnin; 
Th' eternal year.:'! of God arc hers-: 

But cnor wounded writhes in pain, 
And dIes amId hIs worshIpper- : •. 

Since the above was written Slade bas been found guilty 
of trickery at his seance with Dr. Lankester, and sentenced 
to three months imprisonment with hard labor. From this 
decision, an appeal has been taken to a higher court, pending 
which he ha� been allowed to go out on bail .  He was given 
the opportunity of performing his legerdemain in court, and 
of satisfying the judge of i ts spiritual character, but de
clined, not daring, apparently, to testify even in his own be
half, 

,. .. � .. 
THE LEVERRIER OF CHEMISTRY. 

The correspondence between the hypothetical element 
eka-aluminum, imagined by the Hussian chemist Mendeleef, 
and the real element gallium, recently discovered by M. Lecoq 
de Boisbaudran, is so remarkable that the attention of Eu
ropean scientists is now being closely devoted to its eXll.mi
nation. In 18(19, Mendeleef published a memoir, which at· 
tracted little notice at the time, but wbich announced as a 
law that •. the properties of simple bodies, the constitution 
of their combinations, as well as the properties of the latter, 
are periodic functions of the atomic weights of the ele
ments. "  Without entering into the details of the theories 
whence arose this conclusion, it will suffice to state that the 
author considers that this periodic law indicates the gaps 
which still exist in the system of known elements, and ad
mits of predicting the properties of unknown elements, as 
well as those of their combinations. Thus, for example, 
there are two gaps in the groups D III and IV of the fifth 
series, which elements, yet to be discovered, M. Mendeleef 
some time ago namtd eka silicium (Es) and eka-aluminum 
(El). To show how this last mentioned hypothetical ele
ment is related to gallium, the characteristics of that metal 
must be reviewed. 

At the present time, M. Lecoq de Boisbaudran has suc
ceeded in preparing 7'5 grains. In a liquid state, gall ium, 
the fusing point of which appears definitely to be 86'2,° 

Fah . ,  is of a fine silver whiteness; but on crystallizing, it 
takes a very marked bluish tint, and its brill iancy nOlably 
diminishes. By suitable cooling of the melted material, 
isolated crystals are obtained, in octahedral shape, and 
these M. de Boisbaudran is now measuring. As regards 
density, which is the important point to be noted, M. de 
Boisbaudran says: "In May, 1876, I attempted to measure 
the density of gallium by a specimen weighing 0'92 grain. I 
obtained 4'7 at 59° Fah. (and relatively to water at the same 
temperature). The mean of the densities of aluminum and 
of indium being 4'8 (to 5'1) the specific gravity provi
sorily found for gallium appeared to accord quite well with 
the theory placing that metal between indium and alumi
num. The calculations established by M. Mendeleef, how
ever, for a hypothetical body wbich appears to corre�pond 
with gallium, show the number 5'9. Gallium, crystallized 
under water, sometimes decrepitates on heating, Perhaps 
my first metal contained bubbles fill with air or water. To 
eliminate this possibility of error, I heated the metal higbly 
and solidified it in a dry atmosphere. 'l'hen I obtained 
higher densities, varying from !'i'5 to 6'2, the weight f tIle 
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pieces tested being some tenths of a grain. Finally, I com 
bined six specimens, aggregating 8 '7 grains. " The mean of 
two different experiments gave (1st) 0 5935 ; (2d) 0 '5956. " It 
is hardly necessary to insist ," adds the author, . ,  upon the 
extreme importance which attaches to the confirmation of 
the views of M. Mendeleef concerning the density of the 
new element." 

'l'his, however, is by no means all .  Seven years ago, M. 
Mendeleef said, eka aluminum will have an oxide of the 
form EI.03 . "  The oxide of gallium is Ga.03. " It will be 
almost fixed, and will melt at a very low temperature 
This ans wers exactly to gallium, which melts at 86°.  He 
said, further, that the future element, volatile and taking 
its place between indium and aluminium, would be discov
ered by spectral analysis, and so gallium was discovered. 

'Ve may agree with Lrt lVature, whose editor, M. Tissan
dier, discussing this same subject, holds that Mendeleef's 
prediction abstracts nothing from De Boisbaudran's merit 
as the original discoverer. The French chemist attained 
his result in no fortuitous manner. He also foresaw the 
existence of gallium, and he isolated it only after ten years 
of persevering labor. He compared the spectra of different 
metals minutely , and thus was led to suspect the interme· 
diate element between aluminum and indium. 

The analogy between Mendeleef's discovery in chemistry 
and that of Leverrier in astronomy is most striking. Lever
rier, from the perturbations of Uranus, deduced a hypo
thetical planet by purely th€oretical considerations, treated 
it HS if it were a real world,  and then verified his calcula ·  
tions and theories by his magnificent discovery. Mfmdeleef 
likewise, by considerations as purely theoretical , conceived 
a hypothetical element. Had Adams, who discovered Gra
nus almost at the same time as Leverrier, worked from that 
astronomer's calculations, the analogy would be without a 
flaw, for he would then stand as De Boisbaudran now does 
toward Mendeleef. As it is,  the discovery seems to open as 
wide an horizon in theoretical chemistry as did Leverrier's 
achievement in theoretical astronomy. 

.. 4 ' � .. 
PANICS IN SCHOOL HOUSES. 

It seems to us that remedial measures are needed to pre
vent the occurrence of the panics which, on the breaking 
out of a fin', real or imaginary, always occur in crowded 
schools, or at least to obviate the dangers incident to the 
headlong rush which takes place when the tumult overpow
ers the means of prevention. Several such scenes of con
fusion have lately been witnessed in this vicinity, and they 
are becoming sufficiently frequent to render parents unwill
ing to permit young and feeble children to attend the crowd
ed public schools. A panic occurred the other day in a large 
school room, because a steam pipe, l eaking, discharged into 
the apartment a cloud of steam, which the children sup · 
posed was smoke from a fire. Another was just avoided 
through the scholars being at recess, when a genuine fire 
broke out near the recit.ation rooms, and on one of the stair
ways which formed a means of egress. 

'l'he prevention of disastrous confusion demand� the great. 
est care. especially from those who construct school build· 
ings and those who are responsible for their management. 
That such care is not exercised, we are persuaded from the 
frequency with which panicI' occur. Had the 8team pipes 
been in proper order, or inflammable materials not existed 
in the school houses, neithf'r of the above examples would 
have happened ; and so, in every instance, some provoking 
cause can general ly be fOl1ud, which is attributable to a lack 

of proper vigilance or the absence of proper precautions. 
School houses shoulo be fireproof and contain no material 
likely to feed flames. Even the probability of spontaneous 
combustion should be considered, and no dry or pul verulent 
material should be allo wed to accumulate upon or around 
the steam hep�ing apparatus. So carefully should risks be 
avoided that, while considering plans for new structures, or 
the intr<'<luction of new appliances into old buildings, the 
question whether there is anything in the schemes or pro · 
jects proposed, which by any possihility might determine 
conditions sufficient to cause a panic, should be fully 
wljighed. The case is one in which the ounce of prevention 

"worth II great many pounds of cure, although in the lat· 
tel' respect much can be done in providing ample modes of 
exit. If  some rigid system of inspection of all school build. 
ing�, to be made hy men thoroughly conversant with all the 
causes of schoolhouse panics-the principal of which, of 
course, is fire-were enforced, we probably should hear much 
less of children killed and injured through the efforts of a 
frightened crowd to escape. 

·---........ 4H .... � -4 .. _------ --•. -

VULCAN AGAIN. 
Still another correspondent, as the subjoined letter shows, 

informs us that he saw Vulcan, or something on the sun 
which may answer to the description of that fugi tive pla
net. This time the date is October 24, which is within Le
verrier's first predicted period when observations should be 
made ; and singularly enough the hour, 3 P. M., coincides 
with that of the reported observations of our other corre
spondents. The motion of the body, according to Mr. Wright, 
is different from that hitherto reported. as hitherto the spot 
has appeared moving upon the sun's disk, while now it is 
traveling off. The observation, in any event, is especially in. 
teresting, hecause it is the only one made since Leverrier' s 
announcements in which anything resembling Vulcan has 
been seen ; and moreover, it  is also the only one of late 
date where the observer was not " taken by surprise, "  and 
where he adopted the best measures possible under the cir
cumstances to verify the discovery. The following is the 
report : 
To the Editor of the Scientific Ame7ican : 

I was reading last night in the SCIENTH'rc AMF.RTCAN 

Jtitufifi t Im,ritau. 
about the transit of Vulcan, and was so interested that I de
cided to make search myself during · these clear, unClouded 
days. So this afternoon at 3 o'clock I got out my tube (4 inch 
lens); and at the very first focus the transit stood before me 
j ust as distinctly as it is printed in your paper (page 257).  I 
was so astonished and delighted that I had to look and look 
again to satisfy my wondering eyes. Then I called my fam
ily, and they all saw it as plainly as I had done. Having 
satlsfied myself by a half hour's observation that it had mo
tion. I at once telegraphed to Professor Davidson (of the (: . S. 
coast survey) at San Francisco : " 'l'ransit of Vulcan this af
ternoon ; look for it . " 'rhen I went to the photograph rooms 
and used every effort to get a negative of it ; but as we had 
no appliances, no facilities, and no knowledge how to take 
such a negative, it is not surprising that the one plate ex
posed is not of much value. 'l'he transit, however, was seen 
by four persons ; others I did not summon , as  I was more 
anxious to get a photograph. Had it been earlier in the day, 
I would have telegraphed to some eastern observers, but at 
the time I faw it first (3 P. M . )  the sun was already set to 
eastern people ; but I did the bes t I could by telegraphing to 
San Francisco . and then trying to get a photograph. 

'l'he a pparent path of the planet, as near as my o bstlrvlttions 
show, for the two hours' time before sunset , was as iudicltted 
on thi� diagram ; and the time occupied i ll its transit 1 judge 
to be from about sunri�e till 9 in the evening, about fi fteen 
hours. In thi� dingram, I have drawn VUlCM1'S !tppearance 
too large : the relative size is perfectly shown in yonr dia-
gram, page 257, this current month. W·. G. W R HlHl'. 

San Bernardino , Cal. , October 24, 1876. 
If we might pin our faith to M. Leverrier's recent utter· 

ances, and assume, as we stated last week, that the supposed 
planet rotates about the sun once in 33 days, an even number 
of such periods from July 23, the date of other reported ob
servations, would bring us to October 30, or within a week of 
Mr. Wright's observation. But M. Leverrier's views on the 
subject appear at present to be in a transition state, and our 
French mails each week bring us new statements from him, 
which of late have invariably failed to accord ; in fact they 
often wholly differ from those enuciated seven days before. 
The reader will therefore understand that the data we now 
give,as well as those which we have presented,represent mere
ly stages of progress in M Leverrier's investigation, through 
which we are endeavoring' to follow him. 'l'he latest dic
tum of the emineL t astronomer is more logical than some 
previous announcements, but at the same time seems to con
tradict flatly his previous results. In lieu of  Vulcan swing. 
ing in a regular orbit in equal periods about tile sun , we are 
no w told that its orbit is highly eccentric, and that the plan
et behaves like Venus, making two transitH within a few 
years, and then not repeating the passage for a century. 
This, of course, puts a stop to any such off·hand calculation 
of future transits as is above referred to. 

M. Leverrier's reasoning whereby he reaches this conclu
sion is very interesting. He starts with the idea of finding 
a formula which will enable him to predict the Vulcanian 
transit ,  and to do this he makes use of }[ercury, the theory 
of the motions of which planet, as is well known, is com
plete. Taking five good observations of Mercurial transits, 
dated 1789 , 1802, 1832, and 1845, he determines this ex pres 
sion for the Mercurial orbit : V = 56'040 + 4'092307° j - 7'66° 
sin. ·v - 9'18° cos. v, in which j is counted from 1875. 
From this he calculated the next Mercurial transit, which he 
found would fall on November 9, 1848. Now this ilS exactly 
the date when a transit of Mercury did occur, and it was ob
served by Hind in London. In other words, had Mercury 
never before been seen, it would then have been discovered 
through the calculations. 

M. Leverrier applies this methoJ to Vulcan; and assum
ing the data of previous observers to be correct, he reaches 
the formula V = 139 ·94°+ 216'180 k + (10'9012.52° - 1 '972-
4720 k).f, in which k is unknown, but the values of which are 
necessarily whole numbers. It is to be noted first that ,if 
the solutions differ in the majority o f  points on the orbit, 
they coincide at the node, and this circumstance renders the 
problem much simpler. Besides, the variation of which k is 
capable is confined within very narrow limits.  

With k = 0, the distance to the sun is 0 '201, or one fifth of 
the earth's distance. The elongation i� then 10°, that is to 
say, Vulcan is always so near to the photosphere that it is 
easy to understand why the planet is so rarely visible. 
With k = 1 almost the same results are obtained. The dis
tance is not more than 0 '181,  and the rarity of observations 
is still better justified. But if k = 2, the rotation of the star 
must take place in 24 days, or in a less period than that in 
which the sun revolves on its axis; and consequently this 
solution is inadmissible, unless Laplace's cosmogonic hy
pothesis is rejected. Inversely, if k = l  (or � 1) in the Rhove 
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equation, the elongation becomes so great that for this rea
son the planet could not often be observed. 

Now there has always been noted,  in the transits of a sin
gle planet, periods of frequence and rarity. Venus, as we 
before stated, crosses twice in ten years, and then a century 
elapses before another transit occurs . The same is true of 
Mercury, and, M. Leverrier says, also of Vulcan . The period 
of the latter planet, he states, is n years, and there should 
he a transit on March 22, 1877, and not another until 1883. 
He advises that even the passage next year is not certain, 
the calculations showing that the trajectory of the planet 
will be sensibly tangent to the sun's edge ; and besides, they 
do not determine its position with accuracy. But he counsels 
careful observations on the day noted. 

Meanwhile there will be a chance for spectroscopists ,  as 
pllssages will occur frequently in the coronal region . These 
M. Janssen has already begun to search for. 

.. I. � .. 
IRREGULARITY OF THE EARTH'S MOTION. 

Pro fe�sor Simon Newcomb, of the Washington Observa 
torv, is to be credited with a new astronomical discovery, 
which bids fair to be of  some importance. He has found 
that our planet, instead of rotating regularly about the 
sun , is pursuing an apparently irregular motion, some· 
times running ahead of, sometimes falling behind, the time 
based upon its own movement at any given period. The con 
sequence is that the motion of the earth becomes no longer 
an absolutely exact standard for time measurement; and thus 
our reliance on our globe, already impaired since it has been 
demonstrated that there is no such thing as terra firma, aud 
that its surface is constantly changing, is again weakened, 
and in a new direction. It is safe to believe that, now the 
discovery is in the hands of the astronomers, we may look 
for remarkable deductions 

Professor Proctor, who has recently been discussing it, 
says that for about half a century there has been a doubt 
among astronomers as to the steadiness of the earth, and 
that Sir William Herschel suggested the possibility that, i f  
a careful comparison were instituted between the turning 
m'ltion of the earth and that of other planets, minute 
changes might be recognized. Accord ingly he undertook 
the study of Mars, and measured the Martial day to a tenth 
of a second in a day ; but this was of no use in testing the 
errors of our terrestrial time piece, where the same errors 
have to be measured by hundredths of a second in a year. 
Besides in Herschel's time the doubt on the earth's mo 
tion had been raised by Halley's recognition of the moon's 
apparent hastening ; and this suggested little, because the 
lunar movements had never been clmlely analyzed, and the 
lunar hastening, as it was, indicated too small a change for 
Herschel to measure by his standards. Still tbis vague 
doubt was deemed of sufficient importance to cause Laplace 
to investigate it ; and he showed that, among the various cir· 
cumstances which affect the moon, there is one whose effect, 
at present and for many centuries to come, will hasten her 
motion. Then calculating the amount of such hastening, he 
concluded that it exactly corresponded with the hastening ac· 
tually observed. "Perhaps there is not, in the whole history 
of Science, " says Professor Proctor, " a  more remarkable 
circumstance than this seemingly exact solution of a most 
difficult problem, where in reality the sOlution was incor
rect. " There was no forced agreement of figures; the work 
was placed in all i ts detail before the scientific world ; math
ematicians and astronomers recomputed it, and all agreed in 
its accuracy. 

About a quarter of a century after Laplace's death,Adams 
(the co-discoverer, with Leverrier, of N eptune) re- examined 
the reasoning and found a flaw. Laplace judged a certain 
effect might be neglected. Adams thought not, and tested 
the matter; and then it appeared that it exercised so impor" 
tant an influence that, when due correction was made in La
place's work, only one half the hastening was accounted for. 
Then arose a storm in the astronomical world. Leverrier, 
with all his acumen, failed at first to perceive the nature 
of the correction, and declared Adams to be mistaken.  Pon
tecoulant sneered at it as . 'analytical legerdemain;" but the 
English mathematicians first accepted Adams' result, and 
then, after Delaunay had verified it, the continental astrono" 
mel'S followed . Delaunay not only admitted a retardation of 
the earth's motion, but pointed out where and llOw the same 
might be affected, namely, by the friction of the great tidal 
wave, which travels round in a direction opposed to the 
earth's rotation. This view has been generally accepted;  and 
it can be shown that, if a clock could be made to go at a rate 
correspondmg precisely to the earth's rotation, as indicated 
now, for 100 years, at the end of that time the earth would 
be found to have lost 22 seconds. 

Now comes in Newcomb's discovery to show that the 
earth (judging from the moon's movements) undergoes it·" 
regul ar changes. It lost seven seconds between 1850 and 
1862, and then, turning too fast between 1862 and 1874, 
gained eight seconds. Meanwhile smaller changes, SOllle 
in one direction, others in the other, have taken place, gen 
erally lasting about four weeks at a time. 

Two theories are suggested to account for these move" 
ments, either that the earth's motion is nominally irregular, 
or that some unseen body passes near enough to the moon 
to disturb her motion around the earth. Professor New
comb adheres to the first hypothesis. 

Up to the hour of going to press, the list of patents issued 
during the week ending October 17, and bearing that date; 
had not arrived from Washington . •  

.. 4 ' �  • 
SHELL lime, which contains considerable phosphorus, is 

s uperior to 8tonf;l lime for agricultural purposes. 
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IMPROVED SlIOE.$COLLOPING MACHINE. 

In the manufacture of ladies' and childrens' fine shoes, it 
is now customary to scollop the edges of the vamps, quar
ters, and button laps. This work, as ordinarily produced by 
hand, by dies, is irregular in appearance, and not uniform 
through any number of pieces ; while, as each part has to 
be scolloped in turn, the labor involves considerable expen
diture of time. By means of the improved process, per
formed by the aid of the new machine herewith illustrated, 
the work can be done with ease and rapidity by a boy or 
girl ; and the single tool used answers equally well for all 
sizes, from the smallest infant's shoe upward. The inven
tion also admits of the use of cheap paper or cardboard pat
terns, instead of those of galvanized iron or zinc commonly 
employed. 

Fig. 1 is a plain view of the machine, and Fig. 2 an eleva· 
tion. A is a massive circular cutting block, in the lower 

part of which a hub, B, is let in, and tapped to receive the 
vertical screw pivot, C, which rests on the circular bed 
plate. Said plate is supported on legs, as shown On 
each side of the block are slotted bars, D, which, by set 
screws passing through the slots, are movably secured to 
the standards, E, Fig. 2. Projecting from each end of these 
bars are pivoted arms, F, which at their extremities carry 
the vertical three-armed guide pieces, G. H is a bar, bent, 
as shown, at right angles, its horizontal part having longi
tudinal projections, which enter a guide socket beneath the 
bed plate ; so that by drawing said horizontal part out or 
pushing it inward, securing it in either case by the set 
screw, the vertical arm may be adiusted farther from or 
nearer to the cutting block, A. On the vertical arm, H, is 
pivoted a presser, I, which is held downward by the leaf 
spring shown. To an eye in the outer end of said presser 
is attached

' 
a cord connecting with a foot treadle, J, so that 

when the latter is forced downward the presser is lifted 
against the action of the spring. Also pivoted on arm H, 
is a bar, K, at the extremity 
of which and over the cut
ting bar is pivoted a curved 
adjustable I slotted bar, L. 
To the rear of bar, H, is 
pivoted a cam lever, M, on 
the cam of which are shal
low notches, which engage 
against the end of bar, K, 
and thus hold the same 
when its opposite extremity 
is pressed by the action of 
the cam against the cutting 
block. 

Sufficient of the mechan
ism has now been described 
to enable its working to be 
understood. In Fig. 2 a 
button lap is represented 
resting on the block; sever
al of such portions are in
tended to be adjusted and 
cut at once. To this end 
the bar, M, is turned back 
out of the way, and the 
foot, pressing on the treadle' 

raises the presser, I, as each lap is in turn adjusted in place 
upon the one beneath it. The presser, it will be observed, 
in so acting, leaves the hands free to place the pieces 8Il 
desired. When a sufficient number are adjusted, the pattern 
is laid on top, and the bar, K, is carried down, jammed, and 
locked by the lever, 0, as described. Then the scollops are 
cut by a proper tool placed so as to follow the scollops of the 
pattern. 

In course of time the surface of the cutting block becomes 
injured ; but its durability is greatly increased by the fact 
that it can be turned on its pivot so as constantly to expose 
fresh surface, and through the adjustability of the parts 

which hold the pieces, to be cut as already described. 
When, however, the surface becomes too badly scarred, a 
thin slice is sawn off, and the block turned upward on its 
screw pivot, until its hight is such that it fits against guides, 
etc., as before. In order to steady it, the four set screws 
are provided. These pass up through the metal base plate 
and are readily adjusted from beneath. 

The object of the set screws which confine the slotted 
bars, D, is to allow of the adjustment of the guides to suit 
the different pieces to be scolloped. Thus, in Fig. 2 a but· 
ton lap Is being operated upon, and but two guides are used 
to hold the corners. In Fig. 4 a vamp is in place ; and here 

all four guides are employed, while the quarter in Fig. 5 

requires but three guides. Of course when the guides are 
once adjusted, they enable a series of objects of like size to 
be laid on the block, al ways exactly in the same place 
Another point to be noted is that the set screws of the bars, 

MANLEY'S SHOE-SCOLLOPING MACHINE. 

D, may be removed by the Wl'ench, Fig. 3, and the bars reo 
versed (as will be seen by comparing the different positions 
of said bars in the various figures). This admits of accurate 
and easy adjustments which would be impossible were the 
bars immovable. 

Patent pending through the Scientific American Patent 
Agency. For further particulars address the inventor, 
Mr. William Manley, 11it North Water street, Rochester, 
N. Y. 

• •  1 • •  
Nothing to Do. 

Under the above heading, Anthony's Photographic Bul
letin counsels studio operators to put their places in order 
during slack times. The editor's hints are equally appro
priate to other professions. 

Necessarily there are no idle moments in the photographic 
studio-no need of yawning and lounging about for want 
of useful occupation . In every department there is work 
enough for willing hands to do, rain or shine; and if the 
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" head (if the house " is level, he will see to it that his sub 
ordinates are provided with useful if not at all times partic
ularly agreeable occupation. To say nothing of the req uire
ments of order and neatness in the several work rooms, as 
well as the reception and sales rooms, there are always 
little matters of repairing and adjusting, which the opera
tor, closet hand, and printer in hurried moments deferred 
till " a  more convenient season," which season is now, 
when no orders are pressing, and no sitters in waiting. 

Your bath needs cleansing and renewing ; your shields 
are loose-jointed and leaking light ; your chemicals need 
filtration : your camera and lenses require readjustment ; 
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your posing chairs are shaky, discolored, and sadly in need 
of renovation for decency's sake ; and numerous other little 
matters, apparently of trifling consequence, would be all 
the better for a little, or, if you please, a good deal of, timely 
attention. 

And then the printer's quarters : Is everything in place 
and there a place for everything-we mean, of course, every· 
thing needful ? Are the printing frames in working order, 
the negatives carefully classified-accepted, doubtful, and 
rejected-and conveniently placed for the duty that awaits 
them ? Are the silver clippings and solutions prudently 
bagged and bottled, and have you done all that an ingenious 
and enquiring turn of mind would suggest to make this 
branch of the photographer's savings' bank a paying success? 
Finally, have you straightened up things about the rooms 
with a view to safflty as well as neatness, so that the in· 
surance examiner, calling unannounced, would not write you 

specially hazardous, and charge your employer accordingly ? 
And now, Miss Blank, of the reception room : are you 

waiting for a customer, and while waiting have you taken 
up your embroidery or the last novel, or, what is more like
ly, a position of rest on your elbows with hands supporting 
a head not able to comprehend the fitness of things in the 
duties assigned you ? If unable to wield the broom and 
dust brush, you have, of course, had the service performed, 
and in the meantime you have brightened up the showcase, 
arranged in tasty order the specimens therein and there
abouts, and you have not forgotten the disorder in which 
you or some one else left the cabinet of drawers the other 
day in looking for a needed mat, passepartout, or frame ; and 
you have looked into the toilet or dressing room , and seen 
that the mirror reflected the image of a neat and tidy at 
tendant ; and then you have carefully looked over the prom
ised work and appointments to know of yourself that they 
are not to result in disappointment when the specified time 
arrives ; and finally you have carefully surveyed the field 

over which you hold dominion, 
and find it not deficient in any 
of those little attractions and 
matters of taste which your 
thoughtful brain and indus 
trious hands could supply. 
Then you, and the operator, 
the closet hand, and the print
er, are always busy and use
fully occupied, and the pro
prietor, if he is observant and 
appreciative, as he should be, 
is happy in the possession of 
such help. 

Swllnmer's Cramp. 
The loss of body heat in 

water is now held to be in
timately associated with the 
cramp which so often seizes 
even able swimmers. Here 
there is not only a general 
powerlessness induced, but 
the spasm of the muscles con-
nected with respiration dimin
ishes the capacity of the 

thorax, and the cramp-stricken swimmer often disappears 
immediately without warning, never to appear alive. The 
buoyancy conferred by the chest being full of air is largely 
reduced by this diminished thoracic space, and the body at 
once goes under water. No skill in the art of swimming 
will secure any one from this risk; and when the water ie 
cool it is well that the swimmers keep near the shore, or at 
least near each other, so that aid can be readily rendered if 
required. -Sanitary Record. 

• ••• • 
IF, during a frost, the moles throw up fresh earth, within 

48 hours the frost will be gOlle. 
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CURIOSITIES OF THE CENTENNIAL.--I. 

We have collected a number of the most curious and in
teresting objects, to be seen at the Centennial Exhibition, in 
the series of sketches herewith given_ These articles, as 
well as those which will follow in future issues, are m03tly 
unique either in value, handi work, or historical interest, or as 
representing some unusual phenomenon or occurrence: and 
hence are, we think, the features likely to remain uppermost 
in the mind of the visitor, while the rest of the display may 
be remembered in its immense entirety. The engraving in
scribed 

SWEDISH BOILER 

represents a steam generator of Bessemer steel, which in it
self illustrates the great strength of its material in with
standing effects which might, in an ordinary boiler, easily 
have determined an explosion. The generator was con
structed at the Goteburg Engine Works, in the summer of 
1869, and, with a 10 horse power engine, was placed in a 
small steamer. After a year the vessel returned for repairs. 
On examining the boiler, it was found that the crown sheet 
had evidently, through lack of water above it, been rendered 
red hot, possibly repeatedly. The pressure above had forced 
the plates in, as shown in the two views given, without 
injuring them or causing the slightest rupture, thus afford
ing proof of the great strength of construction obtained by 
flanging the edges of the flue joints as well as of the excel
lence of the material. The plates were rolled from Fa
gersta (Sweden) Bessemer ingots. The diameter of the box 
is 2 feet 3 inches, length about 5 feet. The plates are t 
inch in thickness, and the flanges 2 inches in width. There 
are foul' depressi 'ns, the deepest of which is 6 inches, and t 
inches by 1 foot in area. The outline diagram given shows 
the general construction of the boiler. We also give a 

DANIEL WEBST£ftS - PLOW. 

\ 
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sketch of one of the Swedish iron exhibits, a four-stranded 
rope made of t inch round iron and tied into a complicated 
knot while cold. No fracture is visible. This is but one of 
many similar objects displayed to show the excellence of 
Swedish iron. The famous 

$72,000 SILVER INGOT, 

exhibited in the Mexican section, looks like a huge cake, 
smooth and rounded beneath and having an irregular sur
face above. It was produced from 272 tuns of argentifer
ous lead, and was cupelled in a German cupelling furnace. 
It weighs 4,002 Ibs. , and thus averages 235 '4 Mexican ounces 
to the tun of ore. The cost of production was $1. 76 per tun. 
Its diameter is about 6 feet, and thickness at thickest part 
nearly 5 inches. 

THE BRAZILIAN COTTON PAVILION 

and the Rhine wine exhibit, both in Agricultural Hall, are 
remarkable for tasteful and striking design. The cotton pa
vilion is a large roofless enclosure having numerous gothic 
arches. The frame is of light wood, but entirely hidden by 
masses of pure white cotton which cover every portion. 
Balls of cotton on stems, to represent flowers, project from 
the angles, and inside the arches long fragments of the 
staple hang down in a graceful fringe. At a little distance 
the structure looks as if made of snow. Inside, arranged upon 
a pyramidal stand, are glasses filled with samples of fine 
cotton, and outside are cotton bales and similar packages, 
tastefully disposed. The Rhine wine exhibit is notable for 
the four enormous bottles which stand on pedestals at each 
corner of the platform. They are accurate imitations of the 
bottle peculiar to the variety of wine displayed, only Iln a 
colossal scale. Smaller bottles, perhaps 3 feet in hight (the 
large ob.es measure about 10 feet) are placed in huge vases 
and surrounded by imitation ice. Vines are trailed over the 

pedestals, and with painted decorations render the exhibit 
one of the most noticeable in the entire building. Another 
German exhibitor, a scythe manufacturer, disposes his pro
ductions in the form of a tree, so artistically that at first 
sight the object looks like a leafless pine. The scythes are 
turned backs up, and placed radially about the trunk. An 
eagle perched on the apex adds to the illusion. 

To agricultural visitors there seems to be no object in the 
entire Exposition which possesses a greater interest than 

DANIEL WEBSTER'S BIG PLOW. 

The crowds around this venerable machine are immense ; 
and if it were not for the close watch of the police, the relic 
hunters would probably carry it off piecemeal. It is a huge 
affair, 13 feet long, its beam measuring 9 feet 1 inch and its 
handle 6 feet four inches. 'l'he share is 16 inches, and its 
mold board 20 inches, in width. It was made by the great 
Webster of colossal brain himself, in 1837 ; and although 
rudely constructed and bearing the marks of age in numer
ous cracks and weather stains, it looks capable of good ser
vice yet. That it once did great work we have the famous 
statesman's own word. In one of his speeches, he says : 
" When I have hold of the handles of my big plow, with 
four yoke of oxen to pull it through, and hear the roots 
crack and see the stumps go under the furrows and out of 
sight, and observe the clean mellowed surface of the plowed 
land, I feel more enthusiasm over my achievement than 
comes from my encounters from public life in Washington." 
This extract is posted up beside the ploW, and we suppose it 
may be found in a great many more note books than in the 
50,000 copies of the present issue of the SCIENTIFIC AMER
ICAN. We watched one aged and enthusiastic granger study 
it till he knew it by heart, and then depart, repeating it 
over to himself, in tones and with gestures doubtless born 

SOME REMARK ABLl'l EXHIBITS AT �THE CEWTENNIAJ, 
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of a vivid reminiscence of the " Great Expounder's " match
less oratory. 

AN INGENIOUS MECHANICAL DEVIC'E, 

whereby the reciprocating of a piston is transformed into 
rotary motion , and the piston at the same time oscillated on 
its axis, exists in the Russian valveless engine. As repre
sented in our sketch, there is an arm attached rigidly to the 
piston rod, and having on its end a ball which enters a sock
et near the periphery of a disk. The la �ter answers for a 
flywheel, and is rotated by the arm as the piston rod reci
procates, while the rotl i tself is vibrated . The effect of oscil
lating the piston is to open and close the steam valve pas
Hages suitably arranged therein. 

We have hitherto labored under the idea that in in
genious combinations of furniture our American inventors 
excelled the rest of mankind . But now we doubt it. There is 
an exhibitor from the Argentine Republic from whom our 
inventors may take lessons. He contrives to stow more 
utterly tliverse articles into a smaller space than any one we 
ever saw; his furniture is at once a puzzle and succession of 
surprises. No drawing would do justice to the principal ob
ject which he displays. It is a dressing case which con
tains everything in the housekeeping line, from a coal cellar 
up. There are places for utensils, for blacking boxes, for 
cigars, hair brushes, garments , gas stoves, provisions ;  and 
the rest a Sew York Ilerald exploring expedition might 
profi tably be fitted out to discover. If there is a cradle and 
haby tender also com bined, and we dare say there is, the 
young housekeeper needs nothing more to complete her 
mell a.qf. For people who have no fixed ahoae, but who 
" li ve in trllDks," this South American inventor provides a 
less complicated but none the less ingenious combination, 
which is (lepicted in our sketch. To begin with, there is a 
trunk about as large as the average " Saratoga, " presenting 
nothing remarkable in aspect except an exterior strength 
calculated to defy the most persistent baggage smasher. 
You seize the top, throw it over sidewaYH in two portions, 
lift up and open out the back part, and behold the trunk 
is a comfortabl e lounge. Where are the garments? In �he 
drawers under the seat, which the fall of a false front piece 
reveals. Is a table needed 'I A flap hung to the back is raised 
and firmly supported by props. One arm may he developed 
into a writing case with all the appurtenances, the other into 
a dressing box containing all the toilet articles. The empty 
Hpaces in the lid are to be utilized. Step around to the rear, 
pull on a couple of knobs, and there are two small tables 
set with plateH, knives, forks, tumblers, napkins, and all 
the et l'etCl'1t8. That trunk is an exposition by itself. 

TIlE CALIFOUNIA MAMMOTH Q UAPE VINE 

is exhibited in Agricultural Hall, and is probably the lar
gest vine in the world. It has produced yearly 12,000 pounds 
of the variety kno wn in California as the Mission grape. 
It waH planted by Dona Maria Marcelina de Dominguez, ac
cording to the custom of the cO lmtry, at the birth of a child, 
some sixty years ago. For several years it has shown signs 
of decay, and was dug np, sectionized, and boxed for remov
al to the Exposition. There the sections are bolted together, 
and the vine is set up as nearly as possible in its natural 
position. It is, of course, very irregular in shape, so that 
no definite dimensions can be given. The size of the trunk 
can, however . be estimated from that of the figure repre
sented heside it. 

Boller Explosion",. 

To the Editor of the Scientific American : 

In the last number of the SCI ENTIFIC AMERICAN I read 
your notice of a disastrous boiler explosion at Pittsburgh, 
Pa. , in which you state that "no cause is yet assigned for 
the casualty," and that ' the boilers were inspected some 
five weeks ago, and were then in good condit ion." There 
has been much argument on the subject of boiler explo
sions; and from an everyd ay experience of nearly forty 
years in the construction and management of steam boilers 
of various kinds, I will venture to give you my opinion on 
the subject, although I shall differ from many. 

In the first place, I think there is one, and only one, cause 
of boiler explosions.  and that is the want of a sufficient 
quantity of water. But a boiler may be burst from many 
causes. You will see here that I dr�.w a distinction be
tween the explosion and the bursting of q, boiler. An ex
plosion is an expansion with great force, followed by a vio
lent report, and a burst is simply a liberation from confine
ment, without the great force and violent report of the ex
plosion. Bursting may result from various causes, such as 
a weak or defective boiler, an over pressure of steam, or 
water, or air, as the case may be. A boiler may be made 
defective in several ways. First, by letting dirt and sedi
ment collect on the bottom of the boiler, which is directly 
over the fire. Boilers can be and are very frequently burnt 
entirely through in this way. Second, by using inferior 
qualities of iron in the construction. Third, by poor rivet
ing. Fourth , by injury in testing, by subjecting the boiler 
to more pressure than the iron is capable of bearing. Fifth, 
by freezing. Sixth, by the present ruinous practice of blow
ing the water out of the boiler under a pressure of steam, 
and while the fire box or bridge wall is still hot. The con
sequences of this practice are cracked sheets, broken rivets, 
grooving, etc. Moreover the dirt and sediment dry and 
adhere firmly to the iron, and form a crust or Bcale ; 
while if the water was drawn off cold, the sediment would 
be soft, and the most of it would be drawn off with the water, 
or at least could be washed off. 

A boiler may be burst either by steam pressure or hydro-
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static pressure, and the destruction of property be the same ; 
but of course life would be endangered by scalding water 
and steam. The bursting of a boiler makes little or no re
port, no more than the opening of a safety valve or a blow
ing-off valve. But a boiler is seldom allowed to burst, as 
timely notice is usually given by the leakage of steam and 
water from the defect\ve part. Not so with an explosion. 
This agent of destruction never seeks the weak places of a 
boiler ; and the strength and thiekness of a boiler has nothing 
whatever to do with its explosion. In fact the stronger a 
boiler, the more terrific the explosion, and the more disas
trous will be tbe effects. And as far as boiler inspectors 
are concerned, they can pronounce a boiler good or bad, and 
determine its liability to burst, but that can do no good in 
preventing its explosion. 'rhat depends wholly on those 
having it in charge. 

Boiler manufacturers are often and unjustly blamed for 
the explosion of a boiler which, I repeat, can only occur 
from the want of a sufficient quantity of water, caused by 
the carelessness or inexperience of those in charge of it. If 
employers were more careful to secure competent engineers, 
there would be fewer explosions. There need be none .  

L. B. D A  YIE�, 
.. � . . . 

[ For the Sclentillc AmerIcan . ]  
THE MERITS AND DEMERITS O F  LINNEUS, 

'l'o the great Swedish naturalist Linnreus, who was burn in  
the year 1707, belongs the honor of having first originated a 
system of classification of the vegetable and animal kingdoms, 
which system (although Linnreus himself remained perfectly 
orthodox, believing in the theory of special creations) con
tained in itself the germ of the evolution doctrine, now 
grown to such mighty proportions. In regard to the' account 
of the creation given in the book of Genesis, we must (with 
Haeckel) acknowledge that it reveals two grand fundamen
tal ideas, namely, differentiation and progressive develop . 
ment of the matter " created " " in the beginning. " 'ro
gether these form a grand conception. perhaps, far more 
important to the truth of the narrative than the now ascer ' 
tained error of considering this little earth as the center of 
the Universe, around which sun and stars revolve. This 
error was confuted by Copernicus, G alileo, and their suc
cessors . Another important change in the popular ideas of 
creation, namely with regard to the position of man in the 
whole scheme, has been effected by Lamarck, Darwin, and 
others. It is strange that theologians should so frequently, 
as they do, content themselves with asserting the literal 
accuracy of so ancient a book as the Bible, which has suf
fered severely by the course of tradition and the vagaries 
of translators, in place of confining themselves to the grand 
moral lessons and the pure religious principles it inculcates. 
Th e Bible is not a text book of natural science, nor has it 
ever pretended to be one. 

The great progressive step lUade by Linnreus was as sim
ple as it was rich in results. It was the designation of each 
plant and animal by two names. 'l'he first, the genus, was 
given to each family of plants or animals ; while the second, 
the species, gave greater definition and more individuality 
to each single plant or animal. 'rhus, for instance, he in 
cluded all animals resembling the tiger, whether large or 
small, under the genus felis, and he used the name for the 
whole class ; and he added a second name for the species to 
which the animal belonged. Thus, he ealled the common 
tiger felis ti,q1"i8, the lion felis leo, the panther felis pm'dIlN, 

the jaguarfelis 011 CCt , the wildcat feli.� cat'U8, and the house 
cat /elis dome8tica. 'rhis method was perhaps suggested to 
him by the custom in society of having family names and 
baptismal names, by which members of the same family 
may be d istinguished. Before the time of Linnams, the 
different names of the individual plants and animals formed 
a perfect chaos ; but the dual nomenclature not only neces
sitated a classification, but became its basis. The two 
names soon proved the value of  the system, as by them at
tention was drawn to the similarity and relationship be, 
t ween the various plants or animals. Linnreus in fact at
tempted to complete the whole system, and divided, for in
stance, the whole vegetable kingdom into 24 classes, which 
he subdivided into orders, these into genera, and these again 
into species. He divided the animal kingdom into 6 classes, 
which were again subdivided into many orders, genera, and 
species. Notwithstanding that his classification has been 
modified, and has been based on facts since ascertained to be 
more fundamental than tl.lose on which he grounded his 
theory, the honor of the reform belongs to him : although 
he was often in doubt, especially whether some particular 
animal had to be considered as a separate species, or only as 
a variety of the same species . He even went so far as to 
Itdmit that hybrids may constitute the origin of new spe
cies, and even that a great number of new species had orig
inated by the interbreeding of other species. Tlis opinion 
was very remarkable as that of a man who had already ac
cepted the theory of the miraculous creation of every spe
cies ; and it would have been in direct contradiction to his 
creed, were it not that he had claimed as an exception to the 
rule that some species were originated by hybridism or inci
dental changes : and all that Lamarck and Darwin did was 
to extend Linnreus' exceptional theory to the origin to all 
species whatsoever. 

In regard to the origin of the distinct species, Linnreus, as 
before remarked, believed in special acts of miraculous cre
ation, and adhered strictly to the Mosaic account, according 
to which plants and animals were created by God, H each 
after its own kind." Linnreus expanded the idea, and went 
into details, expressing the belief that, originally, either a 
single individual or a pair of each animal or plant had 
been created. He believed that " man and wife created He 
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them " of every species which exists in two sexes ; how
ever, in those cases where every individual is possessed of 
both sexual organs, as is the case with many ldnds of snails, 
worms, parasites, and the majorlty of plants, LinmpuB be
lieved that God created only one individual ,as this was suf
ficient. Linnreus further believed that, in the deluge, all 
the then existing organisms were drowned, except the few 
individuals of the various species which were saved in 
Noah's ark, and afterwards put ashore on Mount Ararat . 
The geographical difficulty of widely differing animals and 
plants living together when put ashore, he explained by the 
fact that Ararat, in A rmenia, is situated in a warm climate ; 
and being more than 16, 000 feet high. it unites in itself all 
the conditions for affording diversity of climate to suit ani
mals of different zones. The animals accustomed to the 
climate of the polar regions,such as polar bears,could there
fore at once ascend to the cold snow-covered summits ; those 
accustomed to a warm climate could go to the foot ; while 
the inhabitants of the temperate re/iion could remain where 
they were, half way up. From this mountain ,he  asserted, 
the animals distributed themselves afterward again over the 
whole earth. 

Haeckei makes a serious objection to the possibility of ex
istence of a single pair of animals of each k ind at the same 
time. He says that, for the first, few days after the creation 
or after the deluge, the carnivorous animals would have eat
en all the herbivorous cattle,the lions and tigers would have 
eaten the single pairs of sheep and goats in existence ; while 
the herbivorous animals would have eaten as once all the 
�ingle plants before there was a chance of propagation .  
Certain i t  i s  that the balance i n  the economy o f  Nature, 
such as we see it now, could never have eXIsted if only 
one single pair of each species had been created at the 
same time. It is seen, then, that the hypothesis of LinnH,u8 
is scarcely worth a serious discussion ; and when we con
sider that he had a clear head and excellent reasoning pow 
ers, it is indeed very doubtful if he could believe in it him, 
self. 

This hypothesis prevailed, however, for about a century 
without being disputed ; and thi� was perhaps partially due 
to the merit� of Linnalus as a naturalist, and the great re
nown he had earned by his systematic description of the 
works of Nature. This, added to the prevailing idea of 
considering the Bible to be intended to teach the science8, 
retarded the acceptance of sound and correct ideas concern
ing the institution of the Universe. 

In closing thi" review of the merits and errors of Linnrens, 
we cannot abstain from expressing our surprise that Pro
fesor Huxley, in his recent lectures in this city, selected Mil
ton in place of Linnreus as the defender of the six day 
miraculous creation. Milton should be considered by every 
one as drawing on his imagination, and availing himself of 
poetical license to the fullest extent. He was no sc'entist, 
but a poet ; and he should on this account not be held re
Hponsible for his q'U(ufi scientific opinions. But Linna'us was 
a scientist, and his opinions, hypotheses, and theories fall 
within the pale of scientific criticism : and he was especial 
ly �cientifically definite in all he said and wrote. If Pro
fessor Huxley selected the poet beeause e ,'erybody knows 
Milton and hi'! works, we may suggest that some inform a
tion about the great naturalist Linnreus and his Hervices to 
Science would have served the purpose, of bringing out the 
truth of the evolution theory, far better than the heautiful 
poetical dreams of " Paradise Lost." 

P.  H. VANDER WEYDE. 

The Thirty-Eight Tun G U ll. 

For some little time past a substantial target has been in 
course of erection on the experimental grounds at Shoebnry
ness, England. The object of this structure was to ascer
tain the measure of power of the 3S-tun 12�-inch gun at the 
muzzle. This object was satisfactorily accomplished on 
Wednesday afternoon in the presence of a large number of 
officials connected with the War Department, besides offi 
cers of both branches of the service. The target was com
posed of three plates of John Brown and Company's make, 
each plate being 10 feet wide, 8 feet high, and 6+ inches 
thick. Between the plates were 5 inches of teak packing, 
bringing the total thickness of the target to 20+ inches. 
The plates were bolted together in couples, the first to the 
second and the second to the third, with sixteen 3 inch 
Palliser bolts. The target was supported in the rear by 
horizontal and vertical bracing formed of 14 inch square 
timbers with raking struts abutting upon piles of the same 
scantling, the latter being stayed against an old target. At 
the side of the target were placed some old 6 inch armor 
plates on end strutted with timber, and on the top were 
some old 8 inch plates tied back to the target with old rail
way bars. A trial shot was first fired at an old 10 inch 
armor plate with a charge of 130 lbs. of 1 '5 inch cube pow
der and an 800 lbs. Palliser shell made up to weight with 
sand. The shell struck the plate with a velocity of 1,436 
feet per second, punched a clean hole through it, snapped 
short a 14 inch pile a couple of feet behind it, and broke up 
against an old target. The round against the new target 
was fired with a similar charge to the foregoing, the range 
being, as before, 70 yards. 'rhe shot, which had a striking 
velocity of 1 ,421 feet per second, punched a clean hole 13 
inches by 12+ inches in the front plates, and passed through 
the middle into the rear plate, where it broke up. 'rhe base 
of the shot with a portion of the walls was left in the hole, 
but the point, with 9 inches of solid metal, struck against the 
rear target some 10 feet otI. and rebounded to a distance of 
20 feet to the right proper of the target. The rear plate was 
considerably buckled, but the iron around the shot hole was 
not cracked or started, the metal showing a fibrous fracture 
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bespeaking i ts high quality. The timbers were considera
bly started, a pile next the target in the rear to the left pro· 
per being sheared clean off. In fact the proper side of the 
target was thrown back about 7 inches, and , of course, it 
generally suffered severely. The results as regard pene
tration were such as had been anticipated by the Heavy 
H un Committee, so that practice here has satisfactorily con
firmed theory, and has afforded data of considerable value to 
the authorities.-Engineering. 

• •  1 1i . 
NEW ICE VELOCIPEDE. 

In the annexed illustration is represented a novel ice ve
locipede, invented by Mp6srs. J uan Arnao and Juan Arnao, 
Jr. ,  of Brooklyn, N. Y. , and patented through the Scientific 
American Patent Agency. A represents a drive wheel, hav 
ing points, B, on its periphery, and arranged on a shaft that 

Jtitutif i t !mtri tau. 
of confidence in a third party by the inventor or his confi
dents is liable to,and often has,cost the inventor not only time 
and money to obtain his rights, but has entailed the entire 
loss of his invention. 

It is therefore necessary that the patent agent should not 
only have the confidence of the inven;or, but that he shonld 
carefully guard the interest of his client and see that no in
judicious exposure or explanation is made that parties lia
ble to creat" trouble can get hold of. The utmost confidence 
ought �o be maintained between an inventor and his attorney 
or agent. 

A patent agent ought to be patient. Inventors are pro 
verbially tedious. They like to talk about their inventions . 
especially to the person whom they have employed to pre
pare their patent papers and attend to prosecuting their ap
plications. 'fhis is also excusable, because it relieves the 
mental pressure. It is the inventor's safety valve. Fear of 
exposing his secret to others compels him to keep it locked 
up in his brain ; and there it lies, unfolding itself, expand
ing in value and importance and permeating every tissue of 
the human anatomy until the accumulated pressure is re
lieved by a distribution of the burden with a confidant, and 
the patent agent is usually that confidant. 

The agent should patiently listen, for the talk of an in
ventor is valuable to him. It gives him the inventor's pe
culiar ideas ; and if he is a student of  human nature, it en
ables him to frame the case so that the inventor will be sat
isfied with it in every particular. 

The patent agent should be accommodating. Inventors are 
often whimsical ; the very nature of their undertaking is apt 
to lead them to peculiar theories and incorrect conclusions, 

���i�������ii!iii���i.���il although the general result of their theories and conclusions 
" may be correct. These theories the agent must not combat, 

unless they are vital and enter into the essence of the case. He 
had better let their possessor retain them than incur his dis 
trust and possible enmity by opposing them. The inventor 
will find his errors when he comes to enter upon the actual 
and practical field of operation. 

is journaled in two longi tudinal springs.  C is the frame, 
and D a seat located on lts rear 80 that the rider may con
veniently operate the foot cranks, O. H are real' bifurca
tions of the frame,  to whose lower ends are pivoted the run
ners, F ;  while G is an independent standard, swiveled in 
the front of the frame, and connected, by cross pieces and 
cords, with the front end of a lever, J .  This enables the 
rider to guide his velocipede with great facility. The lever, 
J,  is pivoted to a stud on top of the frame, so as to bring 
its power end near the drivbr, and is connected at the other 
end, by pivoted rods, L, WIth the drive shaft. By this ar
rangement the driver can readily lift the wheel . from the 
ground at any time, and the runners are enabled to pass over 
small obstructions on the ice. 

• '4 . �  .. 
A Solar D18111ler), . 

M. Mouchot, whose steam boiler, heated by the sun's ray s 
concentrated by a concave mirror, we described not long ago, 
recently exhibited to the French Academy of Sciences a new 
apparatus whereby by solar heat he distilled excellent 
brandy. The mirror was but 19 ·5 inches in diameter. A 
little over a quart of wine was placed in the boiler, and 
brought to boiling for 15 minutes by the concentrated rays .  
The alcoholic vapor entered a tube placed in the center of  
the boiler, traversed the supporting foot of the mirror, and 
descended into a room, wh ere it condensed. The liquor was 
of remarkably gooll flavor, free from the disagreeable taste 
of alcohol peculiar to that obtained from wine in the usual 
way, and savoring strongly of the best cherry brandy. 

M. Mouchot afterward placed flowers and odoriferous 
leaves in his boiler, and made a variety of perfumes and es
sences. Finally leading the steam into a cooking appara

t us, he prepared an entiredinner by the agency of the sun's 
h eat. 

· . , ,  .. 
NEW METHOD OF SETTING HAIR TRIGGERS OF RIFLES. 

'rhis is a timely invention, which will interest riflemen 
and the many amateurs who are engaged in the laudable 
effort of attempting to rival the famous scores mete by the  
international teams at  Creedmoor recently. The 
usual manner of setting the set trigger i;; to throw 
the trigger, B, in the engraving, forward with 

The patent agent must be familiar with the law of patents; 
otherwise how can he guard the v ulnerable points of the in
vention ? Every specification must be prepared with a view 
to its having to pass at some time or other through the 
ordenl of a j udicial examination. and a j udgment as to its 
validity and scope; and unless the person who prepares the 
specification fulfills the legal requirements, and in a legal 
manner sets forth the description and claims, the patent 
will not stand. 

No general knowledge which h3 may possess will make 
up for the want of legal knowledge : this want is the one thing 
that may defeat the end sought, and the knowledge mUHt be 
properly possessed and properly employed. 

The patent agent must be a mechanic, theoretical, at least. 
In this particular,a patent agent must be qualified by nature, 
and not by education, although education is necessary to en
able him to dress his mechanical points in proper language 
and render his points plain, certain , and intelligible. Tech
nical knowledge of each particular art, trade, or profession is 
not required, but a general knowledge of the various steps 
and requirements is necessary. A person who possesses 
the inventive faculty, if otherwise qualified, makes the best 
patent solicitor ; he can then see each invention through the 
same medium and in the same light that the inventor him
self spes it ; he can pick out and embody the small mechani
cal points that form the real safeguards of a patent, and 
thus more absolutely prepare the case for the scrutiny of 
judicial invest.igation and the criticism of mechanical px
perts. 

Few men possess all of these qualities, therefore we might 
say that few men are competent to serve as patent solicitors. 
The want of proper qualifications in patent agents is the 
cause of so many worthless patents being issued from the 
Patent Office. The inventor must absolutely depend upon 

IMPROVED SAP SPOUT· 

Mr. Hiram A. La wrence, o f  Vrest Shefford, Quebec, Ca
nada, has patented through the Scientific Americau Patent 
Agency, September 12, 1876, an improved sap spout, which 
may be applied to the tree without pounding, and, conse
quently, without inj uriDg the bark : which will prevent leako 
age, cannot be forced out by the sap freezing in the hole, 
and which cannot be drawn out or loosened by sUilpending 
a bucket from it. The body of the spout, which is of iron, 
is made in the form of a half tube. At the base the sides 
of the spout are extended up to meet above the cavity, as 
shown in the engraving. The hole in the tree is made 
of  such a size that the stem, B 0, can be inserted in it by 
raising the outer end of the spout. When the stem haa 
been pushed so far into the hole that the upper part of the 
base of the spout strikes against the bark of the tree, the 
outer end of the spout, A, is then pressed downward. This 
forces the transverse edge of the end of the hook, C, into 
the upper part and the longitudinal edge of the base of the 

hook, C, into the lower part of  the hole in the tree. At the 
same time, the edge upon the base is forced into the bark of 
the tree around the lo wer part and sides of the hole, so that 
there can be no leakage. 

,. � . . . 
Solvent for R ubber. 

This new solvent con�ist3 of a mixture of methylated 
ether and petroleum spirit-the common benzolene used 
for burning in sponge lamps. This forms the most rapid 
and, perhaps, the best solvent we have tried ; the mixture 
is as much superior in power to either of its con stituents 
singly as the ether-alcohol is to plain ether in its action on 
pyroxylin. We make a very thick solution by dissolving 
sixty grains of good india rubber in two ounces of benzo
line and one ou nce of sulphuric ether. If the india rubber 
be cut up fine and th e mixture shaken occasionally , the so
lution will be complete in two or three hours, when it may 
be diluted to any required �trength with ben zoline alone. 
The india rubber should be as light colored as possible, and 
all the outer oxidized portions must be cut away. Shred 
the clean india rubber with a pair of scissors, and throw it 
at once into the solvent.-British Journal oj PhotOg1·a,phy. 

. . .. ..  
Wood Pulp. 

Many substitutes for cotton wool have been proposed for 
the making of pyroxylin, such as linen rags, sawdust, flax, 
paper, etc., the last-named material alone being the on' y one 
used practically, though it is by no means certain that saw
dust might not supply a good pyroxylin with organic reac
tions for special purposes. But the most promising material 
of all is offered in cellulose prepared from wood, which is 
now made for the paper manufacturers in very large quanti
ties. The mechanical wood tissue obtained by grinding wood 
does not answer their purpose at all; but the cellulose pre
pared by chemical me�ns is a substance whose qualities 
render it l'Iuitable for the manufacture of the highest quality 
of paper. So far back as 1868, a company made paper from 
this material alone, without the addit ion of rags. Three years 
afterwards five large mills were started (by an Engl ish com
pany) in Sweden ; and in Germany, at the present time, 

there are six factories in whieh the same process 
is carried out. It is somewhat as follows : The 
wood of pine and fir trees (oak is of no use what 
ever) is cut into small pieces a little less than an the thumb. This operation requires both timA. 

and some exertion, and the present device is in
tended to obviate the difficulties. Referring to the 
engraving, which is a side elevation, A is a finger 
lever, which is pivoted to the lock at a ,  in the usual 
manner. B is the trigger, and C the set trig
ger D is a milled h ead screw, which runs through 
the finger lever to a point near the trigger. and is 
capable of moving the trigger sufficiently to set 
the set trigger, C, when the finger lever, A, is 
moved either away from or toward the rifle stock. 
/) is a jam nut placed on the screw, D, that bears 
on the finger lever, A, to prevent the screw from 

.....•.. -. . . .  -_ . .  _ . _.-.... . . . . . . . . •  

inch long by half an inch wide and a third of an 
inch thick, which are then comminuted by pass 
ing them into a machine very like a large coffee 
mill. It is then boiled, under a pressure of ten 
atmospheres, in a solution of caustic Boda for 
about four hours. The residue is well washed, 
bleached, prEssed, and lastly dried and cut up into 
sizes suitable for packing. It is also sent out un
bleached , in which form it is used for a variety of 
purposes, besides making brown paper. This is 

LEONARD'S METHOD OF SETTING HAIR TRIG GERS Ol!' RIFLES. the form we should be inclined to think would be 

turning when once adj usted . The rifle can then be dis
charged with greater rapidity and with less exertion. 

The device was patented through the Scientific American 
Patent Agency, September 5, 1876, by Mr. George O. Leon

the preparation of his case for his security and defense, and 
it therefore behooves him to examine into the character and 
qualifications of the person in whose hands he places his in
vention and secret. 

The safest and best guide for inventors who require the ard, of Red Bluff, Cal . 
• • II .. services of a patent agent is to choose those who have been 

Wltat a Patent Agent Ougltt to Be. long in the business and who have acquired a settled repu-
A patent agent ought to be careful and honest, because he tation for integrity and capacIty. Mushroom patent agents 

is the repository of his clients' secrets. No class of property exist everywhere. They employ the most specious means 
is more highly valued by its possessors than that which de- to entrap the uninformed inventor, but their services are an 
rives its origin from invention. No matter how trifling the actual damage nine times out of ten. It is a hundredfold 
idea may be, the person who conceives it is apt to place a cheaper to pay a competent attorney or agent a fair fee than 
much higher estimate upon its value than others, and he is to accept the services of such men for nothing.-Mining and 

therefol'e jealous of its possession . This jealousy is excusa Scient·�fic Press. 
ble, however, on account of the fragile nature of the tenure • •  I I .. 
by which hI' holds possession, and because his title cannot : To I'URTFY glycerin, add 10 lbs. iron filings to every 100 

be permanently established until the patent is actually al- I lbs. glycerin. In a few weeks all impurities will lay at the 

lowed and issued. AT). improper exposure or unwise placing I bottom. 

most suitable for the manufacture of pyroxylin. 
The greatest demand hitherto has been in Germany and Aus. 
tria, the former country producing, It is estimated, 250,000 
tuns of paper a year, and Austria about 100,000 tuns. If 
only one fifth part of this be made with cellulose, that woul d 
mean 70, 000 tuns of this material , which would require 
280,000 tuns of wood for its production. 

• •  ,1 .. 
REMOVING SUBSTANCES FROM THE EAR.-Take a horse

hair, about six inches long, and double it so as to make a 
loop at one end. Introduce this loop as deeply as possible 
into the auditory canal ,  and twist it gent y around. After 
one or two turns, according to the originator of the plan, 
the foreign body is drawn out with the loop. The method 
is ingenious, and at all events causes little pain, and can do 
no harm.-Medical Reco·rd. 

,. • •  to .. 
THE Amazon river drains 2, 500,000 square miles of land, 

and is navigable for 2,200 miles from its mouth. 
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IMPROVED T WIST DRILL AND TOOL-GRINDING MACHINE. 

Great difficulty has always been encountered in grinding 
threading tools to an accurate angle and center. 'fhe same 
is true of drills, and, in fact, of any tools whose edges are 
made up of straight lines, in which symmetry of shape is a 
necessity, in order that they may produce true and correct 
work. Makers of taps, among others, meeting this difficul
ty, have been obliged to try many devices to obviate it, and 
often, to obtain uniformity, employ rotary cuttprs or other 
and hitherto ineffectual substitutes ; but as a rule most ma
chinists rely on their manipulative skill and accuracy of eye 
to grind their implements to exact shape. 

The new machine, which is illustrated herewith, is anoth
er instance of that 

Fig. 1 .  

Jtitufifi t �mtritJu. 
scattered about the city, his device also has paid. The in
vention illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 of the annexed engrav
ings offers a still more striking instance. It is a combined 
writing desk and book case, adapted to the uses of offices, 
libraries, hotels, etc. , and was patented September 7, 1875. 
The inventor has exhibited it at local fairs and has displayed 
it at the Centennial in a very prominent locality. The re
sult is that a number of clerks are employed to show the 
article, explain its operation, and to fill orders. The desk 
is an excellt'nt article of furniture, handsomely designed, as 
our engravings show, and combining improvements in the 
shape of an ingenious inkstand and paper file, which are the 
subjects of separate patents, and which are illustrated more 

L NOVEMBER 1 8, 1 876. 
It is constructed double or Single. In the one case it has 

desk, book shelf, and other conveniences below enumera
ted, on both sides, and is intended t.o stand in the center of 
the room, occupying an area of only 6 x 2 feet; in the other, 
the conveniences are on one side, occupying even less 
space, and it may be placed against a wall of the room. The 
fioor space occupied is then but 15 inches in depth. 

In Fig. 1 the desk is represented opened, in Fig. 2 closed. 
The various portions will be understood from Fig. 1. At 
A are hinged frames, whereon are mounted brackets to re
ceive paper files of the pattern shown in Fig. 4. Tbese files 
consist of a bent tin back, in which are a number of wires, 
the ends slipping into sockets at one extremity, and being 

Fig. 2. tendency, which 
is everywhere ma· 
nifest, to substi
tute the absolute 
certainty of me 
cb anism for the 
doubtful results 
depending on the 
j udgment ; and it 
is so constructed 
that the corrpct 
grinding of the 
tool is simply a 
matter of easy ad
j llstment. Tools 
may be ground to 
any given angle, 
from zero to nine
ty degrees ; any 
desired clearance 
may be given to 
them, a n d  t h e  
grinding is done 

FAY'S 

secured by a lock
ing hinged cap at 
the other. News
papers are held by 
passing the wires 
through them and 
then fastening the 
latter in place, as 
alreadJidescribed . 
In the book case, 
B, a secretary, C, 
is provided. The 
folding desk, D, 
is hinged and sup
ported as shown, 
and provided with 
a swinging ink
stand, which al 
ways remains per
pendicular with 
out regard to the 
position of the 
leaf. The ink-TWIST DRILL AND TOOL·GRINDING MACHINE. 
stand is hung on gimbals, and is protected by a cap When the leaf is in an improved manner by using a wheel which has an �n

nular recess in each of its sides. This allows the edge of 
the implement to pass entirely across the grinding face on 
the side of the wheel, and thus be made perfectly straight 
and fiat, instead of concave, as must be the case when the 
periphery of the wheel constitutes the abrading surface. 

Fig. 1 represents the machine in use, grinding tools. The 
tool is fastened to the top of a circular graduated and pivo 
ted tool block and held the same as when in use in the lathe 
or planer, bei�g adjusted by the index on the edge of the 
block to any desired angle and clearance with the grinding 
face of the wheel ; and when brought in contact with and 
passed across the wheel by means of feed screws, the edge 
is  made perfect. Then (without unfastening the tool) pass
ing it to the other side of the wheel by means of the feed 
screws, the operation is repeated. This machine has a steel 
spindle, with adjustable taper bearings, of gun metal. A 
wheel for general use can be mounted on the other end of 
the spindle as shown. The machine is furnished with pa
tent corundum wheels, which are made specially for tool 
grinding. and which will do the work rapidly and effectual
ly without drawing the temper. Fig. 2 shows a drill-grind. 
ing attachment, by means of which twist drills or fiat drills 
may be ground with accuracy. The shank of the drill is 
held i n  a socket, the same as when in use. The point is held 
in j aws adj usted with right and left hand screw. By means 
of the graduated and pivoted tool block, the point of the 
drill may be placed at any angle and clearance with the 
grinding face of the wheel and ground the same as a tool, 
using only one side of the wheel. After grinding one lip, 
it is turned exactly half round by means of an index on the 
end of tIl e spindle holding the drill. and the other l ip  is 
ground. Then, by passing the point just inside the grind
ing face and drawing out the index pin, and turning the 
spindle forward, clearance is given to the back corner with
out making the edge too thin, and the drill is put in the best 
condition for use. Twist or fiat drills, of any length or size 
up to two inches, can be ground on the machine. 

This machine has been patented by John P. Fay, of Wor
cester, Mass., and when exhibited at the American Institute 
Fair of 1874 received their silver medal and commendatory 
report, as " the first completely successful machine for the 
purpose." It has also received the same notice at the Cen
tennial Exposition, where it has been on exhibition. It is 
being rapidly introduced in some of the largest and best 
shops iJil the country. For further particulars, address tbe 
makers, the Wood and Light Machine Company, Worcester, 
Mass. 

IMPROVED COMBINATION DESK AND BOOK CASE. 

We live in an age of condensation, and combination fur· 
niture accords with the spirit of the times. Hence inven
tors of the same find a ready sale for their productions, and 
make money. At the present Fair of the American Institute, 
there is a table which transforms itself into a bed, a bed 
which turns into a bureau, a combined washstand, ward
robe, and dressing case, a mixed blacking box and shaving 
case, sofa beds uncounted, and so on through a long catt'
gory of articles, whi nh are always surrounded by a curious 
crowd. The exhibitors tell us that sach inventions pay ex
cellently, and point to the fact tbat large numbers of regular 
furniture dealers are now keeping the newest combined ap
pliances in stock, in response to popular demand. On Broad
way there are two or three stores, in the large windows of 
of which active indivlduals constantly display iron chairs, 
which can be adjusted to form lounges or to suit any posi
tion of the body. The throng of gazers renders the sidewalk 
almost impassable ; and if we may judge from the rapid ex
tension of the proprietor's busineS:I from one store to several, 

fully in Figs. 3 and 4. All were devised by the same inven
tor, who "didn't know he was inventing," but merely wan
ted some conveniences of the kind to answer his own re
quirements, and exercised his ingenuity to make them. 

This suggests the idea that a process of self examination by 
every one, to determine whether or not he is an inventor, 
mil!ht result to the profit of a great many people. The pro-

babilities are strongly in favor of any original idea, which 
will prove lucrative, as in this case, however trivial the in
vention may seem at first. Bll.t to return to the desk. 

c�osed. A similar ar:angement of swinging ink wells, deslgned for use on shIpboard, is represented in Fig. 3. In order to afford greater writing faCilities, sliding desks,which may be drawn out when desired, are provided at E, and be-

neath, at F, there is a case of drawers. Into the receptacle 
at G, waste paper may be placed, and at H, attached to the 
doors, there are boxes for letters and newspapers for the 
mail, and in real', in the body of the desk, are alphabetic:: 
pigeon holes for filing printed documents, etc. A set of in
geniously contrIved secret drawers are provided, the loca
tion of which we leave the reader to determine if he can. 

Fig 4 

The desk received a medal at the American Institute Fair 
of 1875, and the Centennial judges have awarded it an ex 
cellent report. Further particulars may be had by address
ing the inventor and manufacturer, E. W. Stiles, 1 , 020 Arch 
street, Philadelphia, Pa. 

.. . . � .. 
Sulphur Tamping. 

Sulphur tamping for iron in stonework ought never to 
have been substituted for lead tamping, since the presence 
of the least moisture between the surfaces of the iron and 
sulphur sets up chemical action, and, in a few years, the 
sulphur has been converted into a true hydrated sulphide of 
iron. During this conversion, the tamping swells greatly, 
and is either forced. out of its place, and consequently its 
utility destroyed, or else it cracks the stone in lines radiating 
from the tamping, if this is used in a single spot ; or, if 
there is a row of holes so tamped, the stone will be cracked 
longitudinally. To be surp, it may take fifteen or twenty 
years to actually break the stone apart ; but in that time 
granite stones measuring eighteen inches by eighteen inches 
by nine inches have been so brokan. 

• II' .. 
A CORRESPONDENT, writing from Japan, says that one of 

the practical results of Japanese traffic with this country is 
the extensive introduction into Japan of kerosene lamps and 
gas works, which the natives are commencing to manufac 
ture themselves. 

-
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A MUSEUM OF BRITISH BIRDS. 

Brighton, the Londoner's favorite seaside resort, has not 
onl y the largest and most complete aquarium which has yet 
been built, but also many other galleries of art, sciencQ and 
literature. Among these is a museum containing specimens 
of nearly all the birds native to the British [sles. The col
lection is the property of Mr. Booth ; and the labor and ex
penditure must have been very large before so complete a 
collection was obtained. We select from the London 
Graphic four admirable engravings of subjects selected from 
M r. Booth's Museum, the first of which shows a pair of 
those wonderfully wild and shy birds the herons, the Euro
pean variety of which has furnished from time immemorial 
the game of the falconer. It will be seen that the neck is 
long and flexible, and the bill large, strong, and pointed ; 
so that when the bird stands in a swamp or pool (as its 
habit is), with the long neck drawn down between the 
shoulders, the bill can instantly be darted forth and the 
passing reptiles or fish seized and swallowed. 

The European heron (ardea cinerea) is of a bluish ash color, 
with a black crest on the hind head, the fore part of the 
neck being white with black dots. Its size and strength 
make it a noble quarry for the trained hawk, whose employ
ment for sport is still practised in some parts of England. 
The falconer carries a square wooden frame suspended 
around him by straps over his shoulders. On this frame 
are perched the hawks, their heads being covered com
pletely with leathern hoods, the caps of which, covering 
the eyes, can be raised. When a heron appears in sight, 
on the wing, the falconer raises the cap from a hawk, who 
is instantly on the alert, turning his brilliant eyes in every 
direction in search of a victim ; the falconer then takes the 
bird on his hand and lets him go. The hawk flies with 
lightning speed toward the heron; and a struggle between 
the courage and skill of the one and the weight and strength 
of the other takes place, ending sooner or later in the death 
of the heron. 

The peregrine falcons, shown in our second engraving, 
have been much used for the sport of hawking, as they 
are capable of being tamed without losing any of their 

llERONS N ESTING 

PEREGlnNE FAl.CONS .AND YOUNc;,. 

Ititufifi t �mtri tll. 
power and courage ; and when the battle is ended, they re
turn to the falconer to :receive the prize of victory. They 
are exceedingly handsome birds, the eyes being large and 
keen ; the plumage is very compact, the head and neck in 
the adult male being grayish black tinged with blue, the 
rest of the upper parts being of a dark bluish gray with in 
distinct brown bars ; the throat and front of the neck are 
white, and a broad triangular mark of blackish b lue ex
tends downward on the white of the cheeks from the cor
ners of the mouth. The American bird most resembling the 
peregrine falcon is the duck hawk (falco anatum, Bonaparte). 

The three owls shown in our third illustration are of the 
barn variety common in England . The tribe is known to 
science as atri:JJ jtammea (Linnreus) ; it is somewhat smaller 
than the American barn owl, and is lighter colored, the 
breast being white. The singular look of wisdom of the 
whole owl family is well shown in the deep set eyes and 
the solemn, taciturn expression of countenance in this 
variety ; and their zealous hunting after mice and small 
birds makes them useful in the barn and granary. 

Our fourth engraving shows a family of kestrels, birds to 
which our sparrowhawks are very similar. The kestrel is 
about 14 inches long, with an extent of winJ of 28 inches ; 
the general color in the male is light grayish blue, the back 
and wing coverts being pale red with triangular dark spats. 
In the female, the upper parts are light red, with transverse 
dark bars and spots ; the young of both sexes resemble the 
female. The kestrel hovers at a hight of about 40 feet 
above the ground, and pounces suddenly on small birds, 
mice, or reptil es, the numbers of field mice which it de
stroys being enormous. When not in search of prey it 
flies high, and is silent ;  in the breeding season, however, it 
becomes vociferous. 

:Alcohollc Solution of She]]ac. 

The production of a clear solution of shellac has been the 
subject of numerous experiments, but hitherto none has 
turned out satisfactorily except slow filtration. As is known, 
by digestion of one part of shellac with six or seven parts 
70 per cent of alcohol, a solution is obt.ained wh ich, when 

A FAmLY OF DAR X O\,;I.S 

warm, is almost clear, but upon cooling becomes turbid,and 
is only partially clear after standing a week. The plan of 
pouring sufficient alcohol over coarsely powdered shellac to 
form a thin paste yields, upon the addition of more alcohol 
after the lapse of eight or ten hours, a liquor that does not 
deposit any more, but which is not clear. Another method 
suggested, of boiling; the 8.lcoholic shellac solution wit.h 
animal charcoal, gives a clearer liquid, but there is always 
loss through absorption by the animal charcoal. 

The object sought by the author was to obtain a clear al
coholic solution in a short time without much loss. Pre
vious communications upon the substance occurring in shel. 
lac to the extent of five per cent, which renders its alcoholic 
solution!! turbid, and is described by some authors as wax, 
and by others as a fat acid, suggested an attempt to effect 
its removal before dissolving the shellac. The shellac, 
therefore, was boiled with water, from one to five per cent 
of soda or ammonia being added, but without satisfactory 
res ult ; a somewhat larger addition of the alkali caused the 
solution of the shellac. The author next prepared a solu
tion with one part of shellac and six parts of 90 per cent 
alcohol at the ordinary temperature, which was effected with 
frequent shaking in ten or twelve hours. To this he added 
carbonate of magnesia to about half the weight of the shel
lac used, and heated the mixture to 1400 Fah. The solution 
so obtained cleared more rapidly than a solution to which 
magnesia had not been added, and filtered in less time ; but 
it did not supply what was sought. When powdered chalk 
was substituted for magnesia, the solution, after standing 
some hours, became three fourths clear, while the lower 
turbid portion could be rapidly filtered. It only required a 
little alcohol to wash the filter, and a clear alcoholic solu
tion of shellac was obtained. Further experiments-for in
stance with sulphate of baryta-did not give a better result. 
When �uch a solution is made on a large scale, it would be 
best filtered through felt. 

Notwithstanding that the object o f  the author had thus 
been attained. one or two other experiments were tried. To 
three parts of the above mentioned shellac solution, one 
part of petroleum ether was add ed , 03 nd the mixture was 
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vigorously shaken. After standing a few moments, the 
liquid separated in two layers ; the upper light-colored layer 
was the petroleum ether with the wax dissolved in it, the 
lower yellow brown layer was a clear solution of shellac 
with only a little petroleum ether adhering. Upon allowing 
the petroleum heat to evaporate spontaneously,  the wax 
that had been dissolved out of the shellac was obtained as a 
white residuum. By using alcohol at 95 per cent to dissolve 
the shellac, and then adding petroLum ether, a perfectly 
clear solution was obtained that only separated into two 
layers after water was added. Consequently an alcohol 
weaker than 90 per cent should be used. 

The shellac solution obtained by means of petroleum ether, 
however, has the advantage that the shellac is left, after 
evaporation, in a coarser form, and easily separates ; this 
may be obviated by adding one to three per cent of Venice 
turpentine.-A. Peltz. 

.. .. . . . 
fFor tbe 8clentlnc AmerIcan . )  

THE GAS MICROSCOPE, 
BY HENRY )tORTONi PH . D. 

The projection of images from microscopic objects directly 
upon the screen with the gas microscope has always been a 
thing much desired by all those whe have made use of the 
magic lantern as a means of demonstration ; but the diffi· 
cul ties attending this experiment have been found much 
more serious than was anticipated beforehand. This is es
pecially the case to one who has been accustomed to use the 
solar microscope, in which the advantage offered by the par
al lelism of the solar rays is of no great value. On account 
of the smallneRs of the object illuminated, as compared 
with the error� of focalizing- or concentration in the cone of 
rays coming from the condenser, all the advantages in the 
use of a lens in a magic lantern, as compared with its use in 
a camera or the like, disappear, and the lens of the micros
copic attachment is left to its own resources*, without any 
of that aid from the condensers which they afford so effec
tively to the objective of the magic lantern in its best form 
of construction. 

Among the errors, which thus become conspicuous, the 
most manifest and vitally important is the want of flatness 
of fleld. By reason of this, while the center of the image 
is well defined, the edges are indistinct and unsatisfactory. 
To obtain lenses free from this defect has been the continu
ous effort of some of our ablest opticians for the last ten 
years ; but the success so far has been very limited, and in
deed it  would seem as if the problem was one for whose 
solution we could hardly hope, for it must be remembered 
that lenses whose flatness of field in the table microscope 
leaves nothing to be desired in that direction, are entirely 
unsatisfactory when used in the gas microscope. 

One of the most intl uential causes of this we shall notice 
presently ; but we will here only remark that, as the result 
of a larger experience, we have become convinced that one 
must be contented with a moderate amount of success in 
this direction, and not expect what is, at present at all events, 
impossible. 

The second great defect that we encounter in the use of  
the microscopic lens for projection is  the irregularity of  
distribution of light upon the screen. By reason of this we 
may have a field of light, whh a small bright area at the 
center, rapidly fading off into darkness, with no well defined 
margin. The causes of this are . among others, the confu
sion or want of accurate concentration of the cone of rays 
from the condensers, and the smallness of the objective, 
causing it to cut off oblique or marginal rays. more or less 
according to their obliquity. To remedy this difficulty we 
can work in two directions. In the first place we may im
prove the spherical correction of the condensers or the con
centrated character of the source of light. The first of 
these improvements, as we have shown in another placet, 
has already been carried to its practical limit in the best sort 
of conde nsers, and the second involves the use of the elec
tric light or of sunlight. 

In the second place, any increase in the diameter of the 
microscopic lenses, without a corresponding increase in their 
actual len jth, insures a great gain as regards the eq ual illu
mination of the field. With this view alone, therefore, IL 
simple uncorrected or single corrected microscopic lens, 
such as accompanies the regular gas or solar attachment 
made for the last 50 years and still made by Duboscq and 
other French manufacturers, would be the best form, and, 
as regards the equal distribution of light on the screen, 
this is true ;  but when such lenses are thus used, and are of 
sufficient size to secure this result, their errors of spherical 
aberration and want of flatness become unendurable. We 
are then fenced in on either side by the necessity of a large 
and short lens to secure an equal illumination, and the dif
ficul ty in securing flatness or correction under these condi
tions. The most sll.ccessful compromise which we have yet 
found in this connection is the gas microscope objective of lt 
focus inch by Mr.J. Zentmayer, the well known manufacturer 
of microscopic stands and lenses. With one of these a well 
defined object, such as a lady bug, mosquito, or the like, 
may be thrown on the screen with a alear image, pretty 
well defined up to the margin, and a field of light so bril
liant and regular that it is hardly distinguishable from that 
of an ordinary magic lantern projecting a colored glass slide 
of the same object. Of course with such a power very min
ute objects must be rejected;  but by a judicious selection, a 
large series of interesting ones can be secured, such as the 
lady bug or mosquito al ready mentioned, the ant lion, field 
spider, and various water insect.s, or larvle of mosquitos 

"*On the subj ect here referred to, sec ScIENTIFlO AMERICAN , 1873, volume 
XXIX, page 163. 

tSCIE�TIFIC AlIERlCAN , 1,",73, page H",� ,  volume XXIX . 

Jtitufifit !mtritJu. 
and the different sorts of flies, also wood sections, and even 
objects so small as the eye of a dragon fly ; but above all 
with this power may be most successfully shown what are 
by far the most popular illustrations with the gas microscope, 
such li ving specimens as the vario us larvle above mentioned, 
and such other things as are to be found in stagnant water. 
For these the very simple and effective form of live slide 
devised by Mr. S. Holman, Actuary of the Franklin Insti
tute, Philadelphia, is inval uable. It consists of an ordi · 
nary microscopic glass slip, of greater thickness and size 
than usual, with a spherical cavity about t of an inch acrnss 
and n of an inch deep, ground and polished in the middle 
of one face. This, when in use, is closed by a thin glass 
cover, which is kept in place by adhesion and atmospheric 
pressure, the cavity beneath it being filled with water con
taining the insect or other object. If it is desired to use 
higher powers, we must be contented with a limited selec. 
tion of objects, choosing such as are strongly defined and 
well colored. Diatoms, blood disks, or other objeots which 
are delicately tinted or colorless, are quite unfit for such 
use. A strongly colored eye of a fly or sting of a wasp, or 
other parts of insects, such as a claw of a spider, answer 
well. 

In this case I have obtained the best results with Zent
mayer's r\ objective, using an extra condenser consisting of 
a plano-convex lens of about 3 inches focus and lt inoh diam
eter, placed about an inch back of the object. This greatly 
increases the illumination of the field. 

In using the gas microscope much depends upon the effi· 
ciency and convenience of the support for lenses and the 
stage, or what is known commonly as the gas microscope 
attachment. After many experiments and the frequent al 
teration o f  other forms, I have settled upon that represented 
in the accompanying woodcut as the most desirable. The 
portion holding the lens slides on a square bar receiving mo 
tion from the steep-threaded screw beneath, which is turned 
by the large milled head in the rear. This gives a very easy, 

smooth, and steady 
m o t i o n ,  abundantly 
delicate and yet admit
ting of rapid adj ust· 
ment. The stage is 
perfectly flat and un
obstructed ; and two 
v e r y elastic spring 
clips, whose tension 
can also be adj usted 

by a screw at the side, enable objects of almost any size or 
thickness to be held in position. 

Within the lar�e ring, terminating the apparatus toward 
the left, and which serves to attach it to the lantern, is a 
smaller ring which carries the extra condenser when re
quired. This form of microscopic attachment is manufac
tured by Messrs. George Wale & Co., Hoboken, N. J . ,  who 
are instrument makers to the Stevens Institute of Techno· 
logy, of that place. 

.. 4 ' �  • 
Minute Time Interval8 Measured by FrIctional 

Electricity. 

An invention which will enable us to estimate the veloci
ty of a projectile during its passage through the bore of a 
gun is one which the great advances which have been and 
are constantly being made in the science of gunnery has long 
rendered desirable. To meet this requirement, Dr. William 
Siemens recently renewed investigations into the subject, 
undertaken as early as 1847, and his studies have resulted in 
probably the most delicate and accurate chronoscope ever 
devised. To understand the nature of the novel prinClple 
introduced by Dr. Siemens, it is necessary to review briefly 
the previous labors of ' others in the same direction. 

The first attempts date from 1837, and were made by Pouil
let, who measured the time employed by a projectile to 
traverse a given path by estimating the intensity of the elec
tric current provoked by the pulsations of a magnetized 
needle. Wheatstone, in 1840. Konstantinoff and Breguet, 
in 1842-3 ,  and later De Brettes and others, sought an analo
gous solution of the problem in the use of magneto-electric 
registering apparatus, to which the names chronograph and 
chronoscope were given. Among these was included a de · 
vice invented in 1845 by Leonhardt, which consisted in a 
clockwork movement, the index of which was moved by an 
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contact with a wire, insulated uy rubber or gutta percha, 
which enters the bore of the gun through a hole mane for 
the purpose. The battery is provided with a commutator, 
which allows of the jars being simultaneously charged by 
a Ruhmkorff apparatus. 

When the gun is fired, the projectile successively destroys 
the insulating envelope of the wires which end in the hore ; 
the exterior armatures of the j ars are then put in communi
cation with the gun, and hence with the earth. As the ro
tating cylinder is itself in connection with the earth, the jars 
instantaneously discharge throngh the needle and mark dots 
on the cylinder with great depth and distinctness. 

The intervals between these points is measured with a 
micrometric screw, and the cylinder is previously covered 
with lampblack. Each of the black dots is th�n s urround
ed by a pale ring, and is easily recognized. The axis of the 
cylinder carries a gear, in connection with which the microm
etric screw is disposed. The gear has 100 teeth, aud the 
head of the screw is divided into 100 parts, so that at the 
rMe of 100 turns per second each division of the head of the 
s�rew corresponds to 0 '000001 second, an interval which 
can be subdivided. With a little practice in manipulation, 
the apparatus is made to give, for each shot fired, a numher 
of indications of velocity proportional to the number of jars 
in the uattery, and of communications with the gun. 

The great precision thus reached in gunnery experiments 
has determined Dr. Siemens to apply the same principle to 
the estimate of velocity of electricity even in suspended 
wires . The usual method has heen that of Wheatstone, 
according to which electricity in copper wire travels at the 
rate of 62,000 geographical miles per second. Wheatstone, in 
in his experiments, used a rapidly revolving mirror, in 
which he observed three sparks, of which two came from 
the two ends of a conductor destined for the discharge of a 
Leyd en jar, while the intermediate s park came from the 
middle of the conductor. Were the velocity of electricity 
infinitely great, the three sparks observed in the mirror 
would appear on a right line, parallel to the axis of rotation. 
But such is not the case, and Wheatstone deduced the ve
locity of the electricity from the intervals noted between the 
extreme sparks and that at the middle. It is evident that 
this kind of estimate is very uncertain, espeoially since reo 
sults obtained later, by Fizeau, Gould, Gonnelle, and others, 
by different methods, differ greatly from those obtained by 
Wheatstone. Dr. Siemens' method of measuring the velooi
ty of electricity in telegraphic lines oonsists in causing the 
electric discharge from a Leyden jar to reach the revolving 
cylinder. part directly and part through the length of wire. 
The interval between the t wo marks then gives a measure 
of the time occupied in traversing the wire. The indica
tions have been noted with great accuracy, and they show 
that the velocity of electricity is j nst half that announoed in 
Wheatstone's estimate, or 31 ,000 geographioal miles per 
second. 

.. 4 I .  eo 
Pneumatic Tu bell. 

'rhe Western Union Telegraph Company, in its annual 
report to its stockholders, just issued, says, of the experi
ment in adopting the tube system of transmit ting messages, 
that during the past year the central office in New York has 
been connected with the branch offices at No. 14 Broad 
street, No. 134 Pearl street, and the Cotton Exchange by 
pneumatic tubes. The tubes are made of brass, each 2i 
inches inten al diameter and t of an inch thick , and are 
l aid under the pavements in the streets at a depth of three 
feet. 

Messages are sent from the central office to the several 
branch offices by compres�ed air, and from the branch offices 
to the central office by atmospheric pressure or vacuum. 
The motive power is furnished by a 50 horse power duplex 
engine situated in the basement of the central office, which 
operates two double acting air pumps communicating with 
the compressed and vacuum mains termh.ating in the ope 
rating room. These are connected to the tubes extending 
under the streets by means of double sluice valves, which 
are so constructed that carriers containing mtlssages may be 
sent through the tubes in either direction by turning a cock 
connected with the compressed or exhaust air mains. 

With the usual pressure employed-6 Ibs. to the square 
inch-the time occupied in transmitting a box or carrier 
containing messages between the central office, corner of 
Broadway and Dey street, to the office at No. 14 Broad street electric current. 

All these attempts, Dr. Siemens thinks, failed because the (700 yards) is about 40 se�onds ; and between the central of-
fice and the offices at No. 134 Pearl street and the Cotton electric current marks intervals of time, not directly, but 

through the medillm of magnetic or mechanical apparatus. :e::!�:g:�:O�:e
n'!n;:��e 
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e
p::t�V:l�� He proposed, in the beginning, to use frictional electricity ; 

but as at the time of his proposition experiments in that The operation of the pneumatic tubes is very satisfactory, 
resulting in a material saving of both time and money. species of electricity were little investigated, the methods 

The total cost of the system is less than $30, 000, and l' n vogue were continued. Subsequently these have been 
about one half of the outlay will be saved annually, to say greatly improved; but recourse has always been had to the 
nothing of the saving in time, by the decreased cost of perintermediary apparatus. This is the case in the Nobel and 
forming the service by pneumatic tubes between these sta Boulenger machines, in which small errors in construction 
tions as compared with the former cost by wire. lead to greater ones in the indications. Recently Dr. Sie-

There are several other offices in the city where the traffic mens has perfected and successfully tested his frictional 
electricity apparatus, which is constructed as follows. We �:!::g:i��o�\::t;a�r:::e,

t�=� i����:��:�le
b[h��:�::;:� translate the description from the Revue Indu8trielle. 

tem will be extended to some of them after its value has A very light and highly polished steel cylinder is rapidly 
d d . h been more fully ascertained. rotated by mea.ns of gearing, provi e Wlt a very sensitive .. 4 • • • 

regulator, and capable of being instantly arrested in its move- A New Phylloxera Remedy. 

ment at will. The mechanism is so regulated that the cyl- M. Gachez recently announced to the French Academy of 
inder makes exactly 100 revolutions per I�econd. The com- Sciences that red Indian corn (maize) is an efficient remedy 
pletion of each hundred turns is suitably indicated so as to against the phylloxera, and that when it is planted between 
correspond with the beat of a seconds pendulum. Near the the rows of vines in a vineyard . the vines  are never in
polished surface of the cylinder is fixed a cond

.
ucting needle I jured. T h e  insect, he says, lea�es

. 
the vine roots in or der 

connected with the exterior armatures of an msulated bat- , to attack those of the corn. ThiS IS a new way of combat · 
tery of Leyden jars. The interior armature of each jar is in ting the phylloxera, and is easily tested . 
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CENTENNIAL NOTES. 

THE ENGLISH SILVER WORK AND ENAMELS . 

Some marvellously beautiful silver work is displayed in 
the exhibit of the Messrs. Elkington in the British section. 
The rep01tliSe decorations on the silver?'are were produced 
entirely by the hammer, the plate being struck on the back 
until the figures of the design are sufficiently raised. One 
fal se h � ow might ruin the work of months. The English 
enamels are among the finest exhibited, not excepting the 
Chinese and Japanese. They were produced in the follow
ing manner : The vase or other article is hammered into the 
required shape. In cloiM/tnt (panelled) work, which is by 
far the most prized, requiring as it goes greater skill and 
patience on the part of the artist, the patterns are traced 
very finely on the surface of the metal ; very thin gold, 
copper, or other wire is then bent by hand with delicately 
made tweezers exactly into the shapes of the ornaments, 
birds, figures, flowers, etc., which are traced on th5 metal ; 
the wire thus shaped is then soldered to the dish so as to 
follow out the design in all its intricacy ; this requires the 
utmost skill and delicacy of touch, for upon these lines de
pends the success of the patterns. The enamel is th en put 
in the spaces or cells between the wires ; it consists of me
tallic oxides made into a paste which, when put into the 
cells and subj ected to a great heat, develops the desired 
colors. 

This process is repeated again and again , the shading of 
one color into another and the filling of  all the cells requir
ing many meltings. The face of the work is then ground 
do wn smooth upon a revolving stone, or stoned down, as it 
is called. This method of enameling is of great antiquity. 
though it has never until late years obtained any great de
velopment in Europe. The Chinese and Japanese still prac
tise it, and their work, both ancient and modern, has been 
described and can be seen in their sections. The clwmp- leve 
(raised field ) process is the reverse of this, the cells for the 
reception of the enamel being cut uut of the metal on which 
it is p laced, leaving the raised pattern. The enameling is 
done as before described. 

uow DOULTON WARE I S  MADE. 

The superh Doulton pottery in the English exhibit is only 
a refinement upcn common stoneware. It is made of Dev
onshire and Dorsetshire clay, kneaded into a homogeneous 
mass, to which has been added a certain proportion of 
crushed stoneware of former manufacture. Mr. Doulton 
conceived the idea of making each piece unique, that there 
should be no copying of designs in shape or ornamentation, 
and that in every stage of manufacture the piece should be 
the direct result of the mind and hand of the workman. 
Workmen capable of being entrusted with this discretion 
he fount! in the Lambeth School of Art. Every bottle, vase, 
or cup is turned at the potter's wheel by the hands of a 
workman, and passes untouched from the wheel to the de
eorator. 

The ornamentation is of four kinds: raised ornaments ,  in
deuted or etched patterns, scroll work, figures or landscape 
engraved by incised lines, and they may be painted in va
rious colors. The encrustation is wi til clay, which has been 
whitened by admixture with calcined flint, and the orna
ments are first formed in a mold. The patterns are both 
simple and elaborate ; the simple ones are laid on by young 
girls, while the more elaborate have to be arranged by an ar
tist. 

The incised work is all done by an artist, Miss Barlow, 
and some very exquisite productions of her graver can be 
seen in the Main Building. In animal drawing. she seems 
to excel, some of her groups of horses being in the highest 
style of art. This work is done after the piece has been par
tially baked, and when it is in the biscuit state and easily 
cut. Color is sometimes rubbed into the lines, or the l ines 
may be le ft as they are. The coloring is done with metallic 
oxides, and the piece is then fired. 'fhere is a richness and 
harmony of coloring about a group of this stoneware which 
produces a pleasing impression. The ware is glazed, like 
all the common stoneware, by throwing salt in the kiln, and 
in every instance the piece is finished before it goes to the 
furnace. This enab les the manufacturer to turn out works 
of great artistic merit at a much lees cost than where so 
many processes are required to produce similar results. 

THE ECLIPSE ENGINES IN MAC UINEItY HALL . 

One of the most interesting exhibits in Machinery Hall in
cludes the various forms of Eclipse engine, manufactured by 
Messrs. Frick & Co.,of Waynesboro, Pa. The Ec l ipse station· 
ary embodies a large number of minor improvements and 
a novel design governing the distribution of the material of 
which the frame consists, which keeps the different working 
parts compactly together, and is calculated to secure the 
greatest strength with a given amount of material. The 
Eclipse portable engine likewise is of new and improved con
struction, and is furnished complete with every appliance, 
so that it is ready for i mmediate work. The same may be 
said of the agricultural engine, which, in point of lightness, 
easy portability, and high indicated power, is excellently 
adapted to the uses of farmers. Of some of these improved 
machines we shall shortly publish engravings with detailed 
description. In the meantime they may be seen at D 10, 78 
Machinery Hall. 

THE CENTENN [AL POSTAL ENVELOPE. 

In the Government Building is an exhibition of the manu
facture of stam ped envelopes, and a peculiar pattern of post
age shmp is printed upon them . These envelopes were 
sold only on the ground, and the sale, from May 10 to No
vember 1,  amounted to 8,500,000 envelopes, valued at 
$245,000. 

Jtitntifi t !mtr i tan. 
A PER�IANENT MUSEUM OF MINERAL AND METALLURGICAL most quiekly when the cotton i s  soaked with its own weight 

SPECIMENS. of oil . 

'fhe American Institute of Mining Engineers have ap
pointed a committee to take charge of the arrangements for 
establishing a permanent museum of mineral and metallur. 
gical products in connection with the Pennsylvania Museum 
and School of Industrial Art, the colleetion to be placed in 
one of the saloons of Memorial Hall. Many of the val uable 
collections from foreign nations which have been exhibited 
at the Centennial have been presented to the Institute, and 
among them the following : The entire collective exhibit of 
minerals displayed by the (J erman Government, including 
maps, drawings, statistics, etc. , presented by the Imperial 
German Minister of Trade and Commerce. Siegerland col
lective exhibit of iron ores, including the base of the Spie
gel iron pyramid in Machinery Hall. Mr. A. Borsig's dis. 
play, and the exhibit of the Luxembourg Mine and Saar
brucken Furnace Company, both in Machinery Hal l.  The 
entire exhibit of the Fagersta Iron and Steel CO lllpany, of 
S weden, including the valuable suite of test specimens hy 
Kirkaldy. The exhibits of Miller, Metcalf, & Parkins, Cre
scent Steel Works, of Pittsburgh, Pa. , and Cooper, Hewitt, & 
Co., of New York city. Modt'ls of blast furnaces and hot 
blast stoves, by Thomas Whitwell, MiddlesborrlUgh, En. 
gland. Rock Hill Coal and Iron Company's exhibit, etc. 

CHINESE VASES. 

Several - boxes of antique Chinese vases from the private 
collection of Hu Kwang Yung, Minister of Finance in Chi
na, were received, on the 2d instant, in the Chinese Depart
ment in the Main Building. The vases are extremely rare, 
and are beauti fully tinted in vermilion, ultramarine, blue, 
and gold, and are regarded as some of the finest remnants of 
the Eastern lost arts now extant. The specimt'ns of cloi8onne, 
antique china, and bronzes are particularly beautiful . 

TH E CENTENNIAL AWARDS. 
It is reported that the Centennial Commission has recon

sidered its action, in causing all reports ou awards to be 
signed by the President and Director General , and has de
cided to issue the papers with the j udges' signatures, as pre· 
viously intended. 

THE CLOl:lING OF 'l'HE EXPOSITION. 

All arrangements for closing the Centennial are being 
rapidly completed. The work of removing goods must 
begin on November 11 ,  and be finished before December 31 ,  
unless otherwise ordered by the Director General. Goods 
remaining without authority after the specified time will be 
removed by the authorities and sold to pay expenses. Most 
of the railroad companies in the United States having offi
cially announced that they would " transport at regular 
rateR all articles in' ended for exhibition at the International 
Exhibition of 1876, at Philadelphia, as well as all other 
articles forwarded by exhibitors for their own use, in con
nection with the Exhibition, and would return unsold arti
cles free ; exhibitors who expect to secure free return trans
portation for their goods must apply for certificates at the 
office of the Bureau of Transportation , where proper blanks 
for the purpose will be furnished. These certificates will 
be issued to those exhibit )rs who have furnished to the 
Chief of the Bureau of Tran'lportation duplicate bills of la-d 
ing or like evidence of being entitled to them." 

There will be a general �al e of all  the buildings belonging 
to the Centennial Board of Finance on Thursd�y, Xovember 
30, at 11 o'clock A. M. The list comprises the Main Build
ing and Carriage Annexe,Agricultural Hall, with Wagon an d 
Pomological Annexes, the Art Annexe, Photographers' Ex
hibition Building, Shoe and Leather Building, Judges' Hall , 
Butter and Cheese Building, G uard Station Houses, and va
rious other small buildings. Particulars of the sale will be 
furnished in pamphlet form on application, ten days before 
the appointed time. 

.. I ' � " 
New Investigations ou tile Spontaueo us C o m b ustlou 

or Oily R e t'use. 

Mr. J .  J .  Coleman, of Glasgow, has recently transmitted 
to the Societd Industrielle of Mulhouse, France, a memoir on 
the spontaneous combustion of oily refuse and on the rela
tive inflammability of the d ifferent oils employed for lubri
cating p urposes. He describes a series of experiments upon 
fragments of cotton, linen, j ute, and woolen waste, saturated 
with oils of different natures. The materials were placed 
in a box of tin, having a double bottom in which steam en. 
tered, so that the part which received the refuse could be 
maintained at a temperature of 1800 Fah. A thermometer 
was inserted in the oily substance so that the variations of 
temperature occurring therein could be noted. 

The results obtained show, first, that any vegetable or ani
mal oil inevitably takes fire after a few hours, under the 
above conditions. On employing cotton waste, the mass 
burns quickly and with flame, in contact with the air. 'Vool 
refuse is slowly transformed into a black carbonaceous mass. 
Second, the addition of mineral oil-known as lubricating 
mineral oil-serves to retard the spontaneous comb ustion of 
vegetable or animal oil if mixed in small quantity. If a 
large amount be added, inflammation is entirely prevented. 
The mineral oil used by Mr. Coleman is a very dense pro .  
duct (density 890), having great viscosity and emitting no  in
flammable vapors even in cont.act with an ignited body at 
any point below 3380 Fah., or in other words remaining safe 
at temperatures at which mixtures of less dense mineral oils 
or colza oil burn. The addition of 40 per cent of mllleral oil 
is sufficient to prevent spontaneous combustion. T wenty per 
cent doubles the time necessary to determine conditions 
favorable to the same. Spontaneous combustion occurs 

The Messrs . Dollfus, who presented Mr. Coleman's paper 
to the above named society, add the results of further in 
vestigations of  their own. They note the fact that access 
of air is indispensable to the obtaining of a sufficient eleva. 
tion of temperature to determi!le combu stion, and that it 
was found necessary even to blow air into the hot box. 

There is another advantage to be gained by mixing min 
eral oil with that of vegetable origin, in that the latter is 
thereby prevented from resini fyin/!" or thickening. on pro
longed exposure to the air. Mr. Coleman exposed in his 
hot air bath, for a period of 48 hours, vessels containing 
olive, colza, sesame, B.nd cotton sped oils. The first thick
ened, the second the same to a greater degree, the third still 
more, and the last yielded a semi-liquid, amber-colored mass. 
The addition of 20 per cent of mineral oil caused all to re
main perfectly fluid. The author concl udes that, for the 
lubrication of machinery, as well as for the oiling- of textile 
fibers, it is advantageous to employ a mixture containing as 
much mineral oil as is possible while retaining the material 
at the proper degree of viscosity. Col za and other oils em
ployed for lubricating heavy machinery are greatly improved 
by the addition of from 10 to 20 per cent of mineral oil, the 
small viscosity of the former preventing a mixture of 
greater proportions of the latter. For spindles, on the con
trary, it  is better to use a larger amount of mineral oil , 
making a mixture of about the viscosity of sperm oil. 

"' 4 ' � " 
Prot'eslJor A utllouy's Electric Ligh t EXI>erinlent"l. 

Professor 'Vm. A. Anthony, of  the Physical Department, 
Cornell University, sends us the fol lowing interesting ac
count of his recent experiment, which we bri�fly noticed on 
page 289, current volume. In that notice the lamp used for 
comparison of light values was incorrectly designated as  
the one used in the engine. Professor Anthony says : 

" The following is a brief descri pl ion of Illy experiwents : 
To the electro-magnetic machine, which was driven by a 
Brayton petroleum oil engine of five horde power, wires 
were connected for conveying the electricity produced to a 
room some 300 feet distant, from which daylig ht could be 
excluded, for photometric experiments. In thi8 room, the 
wircls were connected with a Foucault regulator for the elec
tric light, the light being produced by the passage of the 
electric curve between two carbon points. The electri c light 
being too brilliant for direct comparison with the standard 
candle, I took from my house a common coal oil lamp, hav
ing a flat wick one inch wide. The electric ligh t was found 
to be equal to what would have been produced by 234 such 
lamps. But 234 such lamps wou �d  have consumed nearly 1(i 
Ibs. oil per hour, while the engine, whnse power developed 
the electric current, which in turn produced the el ectric 
light, consumed but 6£ Ibs. oil in the same time. This fact 
was stated in the paper giving the results of my experiments 
merely as showing, in  a striking manner, how very small a 
proportion of the energy of combustion of the oil in the 
common lamp is utilized as light. " 

.. I '  � .. 
Rigllt or Passenger to a Seat, 

In the case of Barnet Le Van again st the Pennsylvania 
Rail road Company, in Court of Common Pleas No. 4, at 
Philadelphia last week, the facts are given as follows : 
The plaintiff in November, 1868, purchased at Harrisburgh 
a ticket from the defendants for passage to Philadelphia, 
the train on which he was to take passage being known as 
the Cincinnati express. When the train reached the sta
tion at Harrisburgh it con sisted of but two passenger cars, 
an ordinary car and a smoking car. The plallltiff asserts 
that he was cOllstitutionally unable to ride in the smoking 
car, and the other car was full. The plaintiff was afflicted 
with a disease which made st anding for any length of time 
positively injurious to him, and, as some other cars were 
added to the train at this  place, he asked permission of the 
brakesman, and was diI ected by him to enter one of them, 
a sleeping car, where he found a seat. When the conductor 
took up his ticket he demanded $1. 50 extra for the pri vi
lege of riding in the car, which plaintiff refused to pay, 
alleging that his ticket entitled him to a seat, and that there 
were no seats elsewhere on the train. The conductor 
afterwards put plaintiff off the train about eight miles from 
Lancaster. He walked in to Lancaster, and in the long 
walk his disease, as he  alleges, was aggravated to such an 
extent that he has never entirely recovered from the effects 
of it. Le Van's suit for damages has been pending eight 
years. On the trial the company's version of the affair was 
that the conductor allowed the plaintiff to remain in the 
sleeping car until there were seats vacant in oth .. r parts of 
the train ; that shortly after the train left Middletown the 
conductor requested him to take one of these seats and he 
refused, whereupon the train was stopped and he was eject 
ed. There was no  force, the defendants claimed, used o n  
the plaintiff except the mere laying o n  o f  hands. s o  that he 
should not seem tu assent to his being put off the train. It 
was the duty of the plaintiff, His Honor said, to accept the 
seat offered in the ordinary car, if such had been actually 
offered him, and that the conflicting versions of the affair 
must he reconciled by the jury. The j ury, after a deliber
ation of over two hours, returned a verdict of $8,500 dam
ages. -Cldcago Railway Review. 

II . I t; . 
IT is said that the price of steel Tails, which has  fallen 

one third within the last few y ears, is now so lOW that the 
business is really profitless. A movement is on foot f.)r an 
agreement between the manufacturers for regulating the 
production and prices. 
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To Dra"W and Paint Magic Lantern Slidell. 

They are first prepared by having them cut the right size 
in width and about ten inches in length (they can be bought 
for a small sum at any glass warehouse) ; clean them, then 
lay your picture on a pad of blotting paper, and place your 
glass over it ; the blotting paper will serve as a bed, and the 
glass will keep the picture in its place ready for tracing the 
outline, which is done with a camel's hair paint brush, using 
ivory black, ground up in the best drying oil , made thin 
with a little spirits of turpentine. The best outlines are 
funny men and women. animals,birds, and grotesque figures, 
sheets of characters, clowns, harlequins, etc. When done 
in outline with the black, they are filled in with the trans
parent colocs,mixed up as the black : only use carmine, gam
boge, Prussian blue (the more brilliant the colors, the better 
effect they produce), the above being for red, crimson, 
yellow,and blue. To form other transparent colors,mix car
mine and Prussian blue for purple, and lavender, gamboge, 
and Prussian blue for all the shades of green, using for light 
green more gamboge. Carmine and gamboge make a fine 
orange color, and for brown shades mix a little ivory black 
with carmine or lake, with a little gamboge to temper it. 
Many other tints are made by mixing the primitive colors 
first named-red, blue, and yellow-by using less of one 
color with another ; and if at any time the colors are too 
thick, thin with turpentine; it works more easily when not 
too thick and is more transparent_ 

When all the colors are finished, mix a nice thin black, 
and fill in carefully all the ground of the glass round the 
edges of the figures with the black, leaving no part of the 
glass slide plain. These slides should be made very well ;  
and to take better care of them,have them put in small wooden 
frames, with a tongue at one end to move them in the Ian · 
tern without the finger touching the glass part. Many beau
tiful designs can be copied from a kaleidoscope, which, 
when copied and painted on slides, are very beautiful, and 
show the colors to advantage. Drawing and painting slides 
is an instructive amusement, and worthy the attention of all 
persons connected with youth, as it gives them original 
ideas for combining colors, and thus can be brought into use 
for many pretty designs in a pleasing manner. 

. .  , . ..  
The Kahn"Weller Cotton See d  Huller. 

Some time ago, we published an engraving of what we 
considered at the time a very excellent machine for hulling 
cotton seed, the invention of Mr. David Kahnweiler, o f  this 
city. Attracted by the publication, an order was given for 
one of the machines by a gentleman from near Newbern, N. 
C. A few days ago, the machine was set in operation; and 
according to the Newbernian, a newspaper published in 
Newbern, " the cotton-seed huller was quite a curiosity ; it 
did the work finely and thoroughly, the kernels being taken 
from the hulls and separated from the chaff, which opera
tion prepares the seed for feeding to stock, while the hulls 
can be utilized for stock bedding. One tun of the cotton 
seed will furnish 1 , 000 lbs. , or about 20 bushels, of kernels 
which are said to be better for food for mules, horses, cat
tle, hogs, and sheep than an equal weight of corn. If this 
is correct, it will enable the South to feed an unlimited 
amount of stock, and to raise her own mules and provisions, 
and literally to eat cotton. "  

. . , . ..  
A CORRESPONDENT, Mr. H. McMurtrie, of Boston, Mass . ,  

informs us  that the Russian system of  technical education, 
recently described by us, has already been adopted by the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and will soon be in 
full operation. 

NEW BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS. 

THE LEATHER MANUFACTURE IN TllE UNITED STATES. By .Jack
son S. Schultz. Illustrated. New York city : Office of the 
Shoe and Leatbcr Reporter. 

The 8 1lthor of this work already possesses 9. worldwide reputation 8S one 

of the m o s t  enterpriSing and Intelligent as well as one of the largest manu

facturers in the American leather trade . The serics of articles, reprinted 

from the :Shoe and Leath.er Reporter, which compose this volum e ,  could 

therefore have heen written by no higher authori ty. certainly by none 

whose opinions and advice will command greater respect. While the whole 

book Is eminently practical and Is Intended for practical use . It  defends n o  

preferred theori e s ,  nor enforces any especial views.  On the contrary, it 

presents the merits and demerits of known systems and methods of leather 

making • •  as their advocates would state them , "  leaving all to the candid 

comparison of intelligent men ; and this done , the author suggests his 

preference, warranted by his own experience . Mr. Schultz . beSides, accom

plishes the dlftleult task of writing a technical book without technicalities ; 

and he does it admirably, for the general reader, knowing 11ttle or nothing 

of tanning, can read the work through with int.erest , and obtain a vast 

amount of really useful information. The Aelection and claSSification of 

hides Is explained In the first 'ohapter, the next takes up the sweating. then 

liming, then tleshtng and trimming ; then follows preparing the bark, and 

so on through all the various topiCS, including con struction of tanneries, 

cost of tanning, utiUzation of refuse , tanning processes, and finally a valu

able report on the hurnlng of tan In furnaces-on which suhject he pos

sesses more knowledge than he communicates-closes the volum e .  A num

ber of excellent illustrations are provided, and a portrait of the author 

constitutes the frontispiece . 

NEW MECHANICAL AND ENGINEERING INVENTIONS. 

IMPROVED WINDMILL. 
Andrew .J. Ball, Mount Vernon, Ohio.-Thls invention relates to 

certain improvements in windmills, designed to render tbe vanes 
of the same automatically adjustable, together and as a whole, In 
their position to the wind so as to diminish their areas of reslsr,. 
ance in proportion to the strength or force of the wind, Rnd thus 
equalize its power. The invention consists mainly in the arrange
ment of an oscillating tail blade with a supplemental tall and a 
deflector blade, which together effect the desired result in a pcr
fect and sensitive manner. 

IMPROVED RATCHET WRENCH . 
Robert R. Wilson, New Orleans, La.-Thls invention contem

plates the saving of time and labor In putting on or taking o!l' 

Jtitutifi t ImtritJu. 
nuts from a bolt o r  axle where they are inaccessible t o  the ordI
nary wrench. The invention consists of a compound wrench, pro
vided with a revolving part having several nut sockets or nut hold
ers of dilferent sizes. It is made to turn in either direction with 
the handle by means of a two-armed pawl lever held by a spring 
pin. One of the nut holders or sockets is open or cut out at the 
corners, to adapt it to turn nuts one or more of whose sides may 
be close to same obstacle. 

IMPROVED PAPER PULP ENGINE. 

.John S. Warren, Cumberland Mills, Me.-In using the machine 
for beating and grinding, the case is filled or charged through an 
opening in the screen, and power is applied to give a rotary mo
tion to the cone and tube and their attached knives. This revolu
tion of said parts engenders a centrifugal force, which causes the 
pulp to fiow up through tbe space between the tubes and cones, 
thc knives operating upon it during its passage. The pulp, as it Is 
thrown out, passcs down tbe sides of the case and establishes a cir
cuit, thus becomiug thoroughly Intermingled. 

IMPROVED WATER METER. 

Sebastian Plymale, Portland, Oregon, assignor to himself and 
Thomas Hutten, of same place.-'I'hls is so constructed as not to 
become choked by sediment or other impurities passlug in through 
the supply pipe. In the case is placed a tank, which is divided In
to two equal compartments, and balanced upon pivots. When 
the said tank is tilted, the head of a valve stem strikes upon a stop 
attached to the bottom of the case to allow the water in said 
compartment to fiow out. When the tank is tilted, tbe water fiows 
Into the upper compartment of said tank until that compartment 
overbalances the other and reverses the tank. This opens the valve 
of the full compartment, and allows the water contained in it to 
fiow out, while the other compartment receives water. By this 
construction, exactly the same quantity of water must fiow into 
each compartment each time to tilt it, and, by registering the 
number of times the tank tilts, the exact amount of water that 
has passed through the meter is ascertained. 

IMPROVED GEAR PLANER. 

Andrew Hanauer, COvington, Ky.-This machine has a radius 
bar upon which slides a tool rest, provided with two tool holders 
capable of moving vertically in opposite directions. One travels 
witb the radius bar as it is guided by a form or templet, and the 
othcr mo.es oppositely, receiving its motion through a lever and 
connecting rod from the tool rest. It also con6ists in an arrange
ment of a crank and slotted lever driven by gearing, and connec
ted with the tool rest by a connecting rod. It further consists In 
the arrangement of the pivot and feeding apparatus for the radius 
bar. The object of the Invention is to accurately plane both sides 
of the teeth of cast gear wheels at one operation, thereby saving 
the expense of handwork or of doing It with ordinary planes or 
sharpers. 

IMPROVED ORE CONCENTRATOR. 

Francis E. Mills, Vlrglllia City, Nev.-This invention consists' 
first, in arranging inclined tables in vertical series, like shelves. 
one over anotber, all held In one frame, and sloping In the same 
direction, but witb varying degrees of Inclination. The purposes 
are to enable a concentrator of large working capacity to be 
constructed at small cost, occupying small ground space, be 
easily housed and operated in cold weather, and be quickly swept 
at one operation; also, to Insure a proper and easy classification of 
the sands as they flow upon the respective tables, and thus secure 
a larger percentage of the ore; secondly, connecting with such 
vertical arrangement of tables a classifying head box, by means of 
wbich the sands naturally grade tbemselves as they fiow out up
on the dilferent tables, the coarsest and heaviest fiowlng over the 
bottom tables,the finest and lightest over the top table, and grains 
of Intermediate grades of fineness over the intermediate tables, 
the inclination of each table, respectively, and the volume of cur
rent, being adapted to the grade of sand it carries; thirdly, in 
employing on all stationary tables a tmvellng water broom,which, 
consls !lng of a perforated pipe, extending across the tables and 
fed with clean water under pressure, Is made to traverse the 
length of the table, close to the surface, and sweep olf the deposit 
in Its progress by jets through the perforations • 

IMPROVED SAFETY WHIFFLETREE HOOK. 
Adam A. Wise, Belle Plaine, Iowa.-Thls Invention consists in 

securing a trace to a whiffletree hook so that all liability of escape 
under any contingency is elfectuaUy removed, by making the end 
hook in two sections, each In the shape of a hook, but having the 
bend In opposltc directions so that one may overlap the other, 
form an enclosed space for the ring or loop of the trace, and 
be allowed to rise in order to admit said loop or ring. 

. .  , . ..  
NEW HOUSEHOLD INVENTIONS. 

IMPROVED LAMP CHIMNEY CLEANER. 

Daniel T. Freese, North Amherst, O.-Thls consists ift the ar
rangement of two fiat bow springs secured to a handle, the bow of 
�he springs being adjustable by a screw at the end of the handle, 
and also by a coil spring which permits the bow springs to yield 
more or less for chimneys of dllferent sizes. The fiat springs are 
covered with tufts of yarn. 

IMPROVED STOVE PIPE JOINT. 

Robert Mainer, Orilla, Ont., Canada, assignor to himself and 
Charles McInnes, of same place.-Thls invention consists of rivets 
at the end of one stovepipe entering Into slits of the other stove 
pipe end, and being locked by pivoted fastening hooks of the 
same. 

IIIIPROVED W ASllING MACHINE. 

Collins Fitch, Garnetsville, Ky.-As the rubber Is moved back 
and forth upon the clothes interposed between it and a hurdle,by 
operating a lever the hinges of the arms attached thereto enable 
the rubber to adjust itself according to the amount of clothes be
ing washed. 

.. . . .. . 
NEW AGRICULTURAL INVENTION S. 

IMPROVED CHURN. 

.James M. Roberts, East Monroe, O.-This churn has no metal 
parts to stain or otherwise alfect the milk or butter, and Is so con
structed that It may be readily repaired at home without its being 
necessary to take It to a foundery or blacksmitb sbop. Means are 
provided to give an oscillating motion to the dasher,whlch throws 
the milk toward the center of the churn and gathers the butter; 
and the cover and its attachments may be readily removed to give 
access to the Interior of the churn body. 

IMPROVED ROTARY CHURN. 

.John R. Bennett, Nunda, N. Y., assignor to .James A. Duryea,of 
same place.-Thls churn Is provided with dashers that revolve in 
opposite directions; and there Is a combination of a floating dasher 
with a feathered shaft in such a manner that while the dasber 
floats on the surface of the cream it Is carried around by the said 
shaft. Tbe advantage claimed is that the crpam Is confined by the 
fioating dasher, so that It Is more thoroughly acted upon by the 
wings of the dashers, producing an increased quantity of butter 
in a shortllr time tlI�n when the ordinarr dllslIer js used. 
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IMPROVED ROTARY CHURN. 

Andrew M. Mortimer, Salt Lake City, Utah Ter.-By suitable 
construction as a sbaft and plates reVOlve, beaters are vibrated to 
throw the milk into agitation, and the currents thus formed are 
broken up by the revolving and stationary bars,throwing the milk 
into violent agitation, and bringing the butter in a very short 
time. By withdrawing the shaft the entire operating mechanism 
can be lifted out of the box for convenience in cleaning the churn. 

IMPROVED HAY LOADER. 

Thomas Elliott, Peterborough, Ontario, Canada.-The hay is ele
vated by endless belts. The novel feature in the device rclates to 
means whereby the rake teeth may be conveniently adjusted 
closer to or farther from the ground, as desired. 

IMPROVED AGRICULTURAL STEAMER. 

Rulilf W. Rulilfson, Stamford, N. Y.-Thls consists In a fire box 
made of sheet Iron, open at top and bottom, provided with a door 
a draft opening, a pipe collar, and crossbars, to assist in support
ing the cooking vessel. Said vessel is also made of sheet iron, and 
bas a fiat bottom to rest and fit upon the upper edge of the fire 
box and upon the cross bars. Upon the bottom of the vE'ssel Is a 
rack to support the false bottom, which is perforated with numer
ous boles to allow the steam to pass through. The rack and per
forated false bottom support the grain or vcgetables abovc the 
water, and prevent any possibility of tbcir burning upon the bot
tom of the vessel; and they also prevent any dlri that may be npon 
the vegetables to pass through and settle upon the bottom of the 
vessel. 

NEW WOODWORKING AND HOUSE AND CARRIAGE 

BUILDING INVENTIONS. 

IMPROVED AXLE SET AND G AGE. 

William C. Carlton, Boise City, Idaho Tcr.-This is an improved 
instrument for setting and laying olf axles, and getting the gather 
and dish of wbeels. In applying the instrument to use, it Is placed 
upon the axle, and right hand or double clamps are adjusted to 
the shoulder and end of the right hand spindle, and the left hand 
or single clamp is adjusted to the shoulder of the left hand spin
dle. To obtain the dish of the wheel, the instrument is placed 
across the wheel close to the hub, with the inner prongs of the 
double clamps against the tread of thc tire. A sliding rule is 
moved to the center of the hub, aud is secured with a screw, thus 
getting the half diameter of the wheel. The instrument, after 
having been set and an axle made to conform to it, will bring the 
wheel on a plumb spoke. 

IMPROVED CHIMNEY. 

Mercy C. Halsted, St. Louis, Mo.-The smoke is conveyed upward 
from the furnace at the cellar of the building, between tbe Inner 
surface of an exterior cylinder and the outer surface of the inte
rior cylinder, by a splral fiue. The Interior cylinder is divided by 
a vertical partition wall Into two passages, of which the larger one 
Is designed for supplying fresh heated air to, and the otber for car
rying olf the elfete air from, the apartments. 

IMPROVED VENTILATOR. 

William H. Maxfield, Maysville, Harlan P. O., Ind. -The box fits 
In a collar, which Is set in a hole In tbe ceiling or wall. From the 
box a pipe leads to the chimney fiue; and in the lower part of the 
box Is a grate formed of two sets of parallel slots, placed the one 
above the otber, and so arranged tbat the upper set may be slid 
over the spaces between the bars of tbe lower set, to close, or par
tially close, the said spaces. The upper set Is moved by a lever. 

IMPROVED COMBINED CHIMNEY TOP AND VENTILATOR. 

.Joseph Harmon, Decorah, Iowa.-Thls consists of a ventilating 
tube that surrounds tbe chimney, and Is enlarged at the chimney 
top, the enlarged part being connected by draft apertures at the 
bottom of the enlarged part, and at the sides of the base with the 
outer air, to draw the air drawn up to and out at the exit openings 
of the top cap pieee. 

. .  , . ... 
NEW TEXTILE MACHINERY. 

IMPROVED FRINGE-TWISTING MACHINE. 

Samuel Mortimer,WestTroy, N. Y.-The object of this Invention 
Is to Improve the mechanical construction of the machine for 
twistIng fringcs. There are six novel devices introduced, the na
ture of which cannot be explained without drawiugs. The inven
tion consists In sockets attached to the guidc rods to receive the 
stems of the shells; in a spring with the jointcd upper twisting 
finger; and in the spiral spring with the sbaft thatearrtes the lower 
twisting finger. A toothed roller and its spiral springs are com
bined with the front bar of the carriage; and there is a combina
tion of the spiral springs with the fingers of the Inner shell. 

. .  , . ..  
NEW MISCELLANEOUS INVENTIONS. 

IMPROVED GROCER'S SAMPLE CASE. 
Hans A. Winden, Clermont, Iowa.-Thls triangular case is pro

vided with an accurately fitting block of corresponding form. 
Said block rests on spiral springs which keep the cross partitions, 
Inserted in the face of the block, In contact with the under side of 
the glass cover of the case, and thus prevent the samples from be
coming mixed or wasted. 

IMPROVED MASONIC BADGE. 

.James McCoy, Ypsilanti, Mich.-This consists of a masonic badge 
In which the legs of the compasses are pivoted to be carried 
above or below the square. There is a spring-acting pin, that 
slides by a thumb piece In guide projPctlons at the back, to be 
readily attacbed to the coat. 

IMPROVED PIANOFORTE ACTION. 

Martin C. Knabe, Phlladelpbla, Pa.-Thls Is an improved device 
for withdrawing the check from the butt nose, to allow the ham
mer to drop quickly and freely from the string after striking a 
blow. It may be adjusted to withdraw the check at any desired 
point • 

IMPROVED PASSENGER REGISTER. 

William Mehan, Hoboken, N . .J., assignor to himself, Hezeklah 
Butts, and .John Egan, of same place.-Tbis consists in the ar
rangement of a cam and friction roller with a turnstile and mova
ble platform, so constructed that the person passing the turnstile 
must step upon the movable platform, by the motion of which, 
under control of the cam, the apparatus is made to register once, 
and cannot be made to do more or lesi!. 

IMPROVED BREAST STRAP FENDER . 

.John C. Look, Bremen, O.-This consists of a wearing plate for 
the breast strap of a harness, made In two parts, hinged together. 
On one part is a brace for the joint and support for the neck yoke 
strap, and on the other forks to throw out the neck yoke ring, SO 
that the latter is locked in the fender when tbe strap is iU l>osi
tion. When it Is disconnected the ring is unlocked and thrown 
out by fiexing of the plate on the joint. The fender is attuched to 
lIe straps br loops, tlIrough which straps are pa�sed. 
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The Ghatrge for Inseri1nn under thi8 head is One Dol
lar a Lline ffYr e<reh insen1nn. If the Notice ex
eeedB Four Llines, One DoUar and a Half pu Lme 
will be charged. 

'rhe " Abbe" Bolt Forging Machines and the 
, • Palmer " Power Hammers a specialty. Send for reo 

duced price lists S .C .Forsalth & Co. , Manchester,N .H .  

tern has been filled and emptied ; and having 
again been filled with rain water, it is not conve
nient to empty It again. A. The cement lining 
of the cistern has evidently been allowed a suffi
cient length of time in whieh to set and dry per
fectly; the result is that the water has dissolved 
out a considemble quantity of the lime. The 
greater part of the lime may be removed as sul
phate by the addition of a calculated quantity of 
alum (sulphate of alumina and potash). Take a 
gallon of the water in question and add to It a 
strong aqueous solution of alum, of a known 
strength, In varying quantities, until the precise 
quantity of the reagent necessary has been de
termined. This quantity, multiplied by the num
ber of gallons contained in tne cistern, will be 
the total amount required. This is one of the 
best methods that can be employed In such cases; 
but it is somewbat objectionable where the water 
Is to be employed for cooking and drinking pur· 
poses, as it leaves in solution In the water a nota
ble quantity of the soluble sulphate of potash. 
There arc many other methods by which the 
lime might be removed from the water; but 
owing to the poisonous character of the reagents 
or the impmcticability of their application in 
your case, thcy are out of the question. Where 
the water Is to be used only for washing pur
poses, perhaps the cheape�t pian would be to pre
cipitate thc lime by tha addition of a solution of 
commen soap. This answers the queries of sev
eral other correspondents. 

Steel Castings, from one lb. to five thousand lbs. 
Invaluable for strength and durabllItr. Circulars free. 
E'1ttsburgh Steel Casting Co. ,  Pittsburgh. Pa. 

For Sale-State Rights of Patent Safety Horse 
Hopples ;  sells on sight. Address, for terms, circular s ,  
etc . •  J .  F. Rlesgrat, care of Box 773. New York city . 

Agrlcultuml Implements and Industrial Machln
eryfor Export and Domestic Use. R.H.Allen & Co . •  N. Y .  

500 Machines, new and 2nd hand, a t  low prices. 
See page 333, for particulars . S. C. Forsalth & C o . ,  Man
chester, N. H .  

For Sale-An 1 8  tun Engine Lat he, 7 �  ft. swing 
20 ft. bed, triple geared .  S. L. Holt Machine Co . , 33 
Haverhill St. , Boston, Mass . 

Book on Making and Working Batteries,Electro
typlng,Plating,&c. ,25 cts . T. Ray , Box 356, Ipswlch ,Mass . 

Lansdell's Pat.Steam Syphons-Lansdell & Leng's 
Lever and Cam Valve . Leng & Ogden, 212 Pearl St . ,N . Y. 

For Sale-Patent Right (17 years)-A Machine 
for trimming Cigarettes . Address or apply to Montes 
Uro ' s, 59 lleekman Street,  New York. 

To Clean Boiler Tubes- Use National Steel Tube 
Cleaner,tempered and strong. Chalmers Spence Co . ,N . Y. 

For Sale-Two first class Household Articles, by 
State or Counties. Address Duke & James, Lancaster,Pa.. 

Valves for Pipe Wells and Foot Valves. Always 
hold charge In sand . N ever out of order. One Inch , $2 . 
T . Magulre , Port Jervis,  N. Y .  

Baxter's Adjustable Wrenches, price greatly 
reduced .  Greene, Tweed & Co . , 18 Park Place , N. Y . 

Machine Shop to Let-the whole or part-Tools 
first class-capacity, 40 men-near Bosto n .  Address 
M .  S . •  13 Milk St . ,  Boston, Mass . 

The Cabinet Machine-A Complete Wood Work
er.  M. R. Conway, Z�2 W .  2d St . ,  Cincinnati,  Ohio . 

Wanted-Reliable man, with small capital, to 
take one hal! Interest In a good, practical, valuable pat

ent. Investment wlll be safe and protltable .  Address 

A. E. Blak e ,  Mendota , Illinois . 

For Sale-Geared Boiler Plate Rollers, rollers 
wrought Iron 6 ft. 2 1n .  long, 8X In. dlam . ,  has rolled Jii 
In. plates 4X ft. wide. G. Hardie, 62 Churcb St . ,  Al
bany, N. Y 

The Gatling Gun received the only medal and 
award given for machine guns at the Centennial Exblbl
tion. For information regarding this gun, address Gat
ling Gun C o . , Hartford, Conn . ,  U .  S. A.  

500 Machines, new and 2nd hand, a t  low prices. 
See page 333. for particulars . S. C. Forsalth & C o . ,  Man· 
chester , N . H. 

Latest and Best Books on Steam Engineering. 
Send stamp for catalogu e .  F. Keppy, Bridgeport, Conn . 

D. Frisbie & Co. manufacture the Friction Pul.
ey-Captaln-best In the Worl d .  New Haven, Conn . 

Patent Scroll and Band Saws, best and cheapest 
n use . Cordesman, Ellan & Co .• Cincinnati, OhiO. 

Chester Steel Castings Co. make castings twice 
as strong as malleable tron castings at about the same 
price. See their advertisement, page 333. 

The best Sewing Machine In the world-Makes 
the Lock Stitch, the Chain Stitch. and Embroidery Stitch 

rom two whole Spools . Agents wanted everywhere . 
G. L. Du Laney & C o . ,  744 Broadway, New York City. 

Town and Village Hand Fire Engines, with hose 
carriage and tlttlngs . only $350. Send for cuts and full 
I nformatio n .  S. C. Forsaltb & C o . , M anchester. N. H .  

Journal of  Microscopy-For Amateurs. Plain, 
practical, reliable .  50 cents per year. Specimens fre e .  
Address Box 4875, N e w  York. 

For Sale-Shop Rights to every Tool Builder and 
manufacturer for Bean ' s  Patent Friction Pulley Coun
tershaft . D .  Frisbie & Co . ,  New Haven ,:Conn. 

For Sale, Cheap-Centennial Shafting-In Ma
chinery Hall : 3 complete Unes, each 624 ft . long ;  l Une 
162 ft. In Pump Annex, l Une 191 ft.  In Machlnc Shop, 
l Une 112 ft. In Agricultural Hall, 4 Unes, each 182 ft. ; 
2 Driving C ounter Unes . All Cold Rolled.  For full 
specifications and price, apply to Jones & Laughllns. 
Pittsburgh , Pa .  

Superior Lace Leather, all Sizes, Cheap. Hooks 
and Couplings for fiat and round Belts . Send for cata· 
logue . C. W .  Arny . 148 North 3d St., Philadelphia, Pa. 

Magic Lanterns, Stereopticons, for Parlor En
tertainments and Publlc Exhibitions . Pays well on 
small capital . 74 1'age Catalogue free . Centennial Medal 
and Diploma awarded.  McAlllster ,  49 N assau St .• N. Y. 

Noiseless Exhaust Nozzles for Exhaust Pipe 
and Pop Valves .  T .  Shaw, 915 Ridge A v . ,  Phlla. ,  Pa. 
Fire Hose,Rubber Lined Linen, also Cotton,finest 
quality . E ureka Fire Hose Co . , 13 Barclay �t. ,N ew York. 

Walrus Leather, Emery, Crocus and Composi
tion for pollshlng Mctals . Greene, Tweed & Co . ,  18 
Park Place, 111 ew York. 

Shingle, Heading and Stave Machine. See ad
vertisement of Trevor & Co . ,  Lockport, N. Y. 

'rhe Scientific American Supplement-Any de
aired back number can be had for 10 cents, at this otllce, 
or almost any news store . 

500 new and second hand machines at low prices, 
tully described In printed lists . Send stamp, stating just 
what you want . S .  C. Forssltll & C o . ,  Manchestcr, N . H . 

To stop leaks in boiler tubes, use Quinn's Pat
ent Ferrules . Address S. M. Co , So .  Newmarket,N . D .  

Water, Gas, and Steam Pipe, Wrought Iron. 
Send tor prices . Ballev, Farrell & Co. , Plttsburgb, Pa. 

For Solid Wrought-iron Beams, etc., see adver
'Isement. Address Union Iron Mills Pittsburgh, Pa. 
for IItbograpb, &c. 

Solid Emerv Vulcanlte Wbeels-The Solid Orig
Inal Emery Wbeel-otber kinds ImItations and Inferior. 
Cautlon.-Our name Is stamped In full on all our best 
Standard Belting, Packing, and Hose . Buy tbat only. 
Tbe best Is tbe cbeapest. New York Belting and Pack
.ng Company, 87 and 38 Park Row, New York. 

)I. Shaw, Manufacturer of Insulated Wire for 
galvanic and telegrapb purposes,&c.,259 W .27th St. ,  N. Y. 

F. C. Beach & Co., makers of  the Tom Thumb 
Telegraph and otber electrical machines, have removed 
to 530 Water Street, New York. 

Hyatt & Co.'s Varnishes and Japans, as to price, 
color,  purity , and durability, are cheaper by compar18on 
tban any others extant. 246 Grand s t . , N . Y .  FactorY,New
IIrk, N. J. Send for circular and descriptive price list. 

Power & Foot Presses & all FruIt-can Tools. Fer
racute Wks . ,  Bridgeton, N.J. & C. 27, Mcby. Hall ,Cent'l. 

For Soild Emery Wbeels and Machinery, send to 
the Union Stone Co. ,  Boston, Mass . ,  for Circular. 

For best Presses, Dies, and FruIt Can Tools, Bliss 
.. William., cor. of PlymQuth and Jar, Brooklrn, N. Y. 

Hydraulic Presses and Jacks, new and second 
nand. Lathes and Macblnery for Polishing and Butllng 
metals. E. Lyon, 470 Grand Street. New York. 

Diamond TOOJ8-J. Dickinson, 64 Nassau St., N. Y. 
Slide Rest for $8 to fit any lathe. Goodnow & 

Wightman, 23 Cornhlll, Boston, Mass . 

"Dead Stroke" Power Hammers-recently great
ly Improved, Increasing cost over 10 per cent. PrIces ra
iuced over W per cent. Hull & Belden Co . •  Danbury,Ct 

G. E. P. will find a description of a cheap 
galvanic buttery on p. 234, vol. 34.-J. M. will find 
a good recipe for shoe blacking on p. 27, vol . 34. 
-H. L. G. will find directions for coloring gold 
on p. 43, vol. 3O.-C. H. will find a recipe for a de
pilatory on p. 186, vol. 3(.-J. R. C. will find some
thing on moles In the SKin on p. 347, vol. 32.-W. 
S. will find directions for straightening wire on 
p. 299, vol. 34.-L. R. P. will find a good recipe for 
mucilage for labels on p. 202, vol. 31.-H. R. E. 
will find directions for making printing Inks on 
p. 298, vol. 31. A cheap battery Is described on p. 
234, vol. 34.-A. A. A. will find a recipe for a ce
ment for fastening glass to brass ou p. 117, vol. 
32.-H. N. H. should varnish his brass with the 
preparation described on p. 310, vol. 35, for silver. 
-H. E. N. will find directions for making an In
cubator on p. 273, vol. sa.-F. W. M. will find di· 
rections for galvanizing iron on p. 346, vol. 31.-P. 
will find an answer to his query as to speed of 
navy cutters on p. 251, · vol. 35.-R. T. M. will find 
an explanation of his wagon wheel difficulty on 
p. 298, vol. 3l.-E. H. will find a formula for the 
width of belting ou p. 244, vol. 34.-A. B. C. will 
find an explanation of the transmission of vocal 
sounds by electric wires on p. 327, vol. sa.-E. B. 
will find an article on taking the kinks out of 
saws on p. 11, vol. sa.-J. H. will find directions 
for lacquer or bronze on cast Iron on p. 11, vol. 33. 
For japanning cast iron, see p. 122, vol. 27.-D. & 
D. will find directions for enameling leather on 
p. 122, vol. 27.-M. S., F. G ., J. A. T., C. A.,J. C. C., 
G. A. C., and others who ask us to recommend 
books on Industrial and scientific subjects, should 
address the booksellers who advertise In our col
umns, all of whom are trustworthy firms, for cat· 
alogues. 

(1) A. E. H. says : I send you by this 
mail a piece of copper tube taken from a coil 
used for cooling brine. You will notice that there 
has been a cbemical action which destroys the 
copper, but this only occurs when It Is threaded, 
or close to the threads. What Is it that produces 
this action ? The coil was put together with 
plumbago and oil as a lubrlcaut. A. It seems 
very probable that the corrosion was caused by 
the galvanic action set up between the copper 
and carbon (graphite) in contact with moisture 
and thc fatty acids In the lubricant. The salt wa
ter Is in no way accountable for the corrosion. 

(2) W. H. A. says : Please give me the th 
ory, causes, and circumstances attending the un 
dertow on the sea coast. A. The following state
ment, from Maury's "Physical Geography of the 
Sea," may be of Interest In this connection : 
" Suppose the case of a long trough, opening Into 
a vat of oil, with a partition to keep the oil from 
running into the trough. Now suppose the trough 
to be filled up with wine on one side of the par
tition to the level of the oil on the other. The 
oil Is introduced to represent the lighter water 
as It enters either of these seas from the ocean, 
and the wine the same water after it has lost 
some of its freshness by evaporation, and there
fore has become salter and heavier. Now sup
pose the partition to be raised, what would take 
place ? Wby, the oil would run In as an upper 
current, overfiowlng the wine, and the wine 
would run out as an under current." 

(3) J. O. G. says : You state under the head
ing of " English Fire Engines " that the engine 
lifted the water 32 feet In a perpendicular line. 
Is It possible for a fire engine, with its many 
joints and Imperfections, to raise a column of 
water 32 feet without the Intervention of a foot 
valve in the suction ? A. From all that appears 
in the statement, we should say that the engine 
just lifted the water slowly, which would be 
quite pOSSible, with a very accurately construct
ed pump. 

(4) G. A. A. says :  I am building a steam 
chimney 00 feet bigh with 6 feet base, with a 
round fiue 2 feet across Inside ; should this fiue 
run to the top of chimney or not, to get better 
dmft ? A. To the top, as we unders.tand you. 

1. For a lightning rod, will common gas pipes 
do ? A. It will be better to make the rod of a 
single piece of metal, with a copper tip added. 
2. Is It necessary in connecting lightning rods 
with city water pipes to connect underground, 
or can I connect It with a right and left coupling 
above the ground, say Inside the shop ? A. It Is 
better to connect It underground. 

I Intend to reset my boiler, which Is a 50 horse 
power tubular, horizontal. My principal fuel Is 
wet tan. How shall I set the boiler to get best 
results ? A. See p. 339, vol. 33. 

(5) O. T. B. asks : How many cubic feet of 
water per minute will a cast Iron pipe 150 feet long 
of 6 inches bore discharge, if laid horizontally, 
receiving Its supply under 12 inches head and dis
charging into open air ? A. About seventeen, If 
the interior of the pipe is smooth. 

(6) V. asks : Can the water in a newly ce
mented cistern of 4.,000 gallons, which Is strongly 
impregnated with lime, be made fit for drinking, 
cooking, and washing with by the use of alum ? 
If so what quantity should be uled ? The cll-

(7) J. P. M. asks : Will mercury evaporate
when heat is applied ? How long will It last un
der a constant heat of 104° ? A. Mercury Is vola
tile under the tempemture mentioned, and will 
evaporate, but not very rapidly. 

(8) J. W. B. says : Please give the chemical 
analysis of quinine. A, The sulphate of quinine 
[(C.oH,N.O.)SO.+14 (H.O)] is the medicinal pre
paration commonly called quinine. The vegeta
ble alkali quinia Is obtained from the yellow bark 
(cinc/uma cordi folia), in which it occurs mixed 
with cinchona, and combined with qulnic and 
qulnotannic acids. 

(9) T. M. asks : 1. How many cnbic feet of 
carboniC acid gas c�n be obtained from 1 lb. of 
marble dust ? A. About five. 2. What amount 
of acid per lb. is needed ? A. About � lb. This 
is the calculated amount ; it will require some
thing more than this in pmctice. 

(10) J. D. says : Please give me a recipe for 
filling the grain of sole or other heavy leather, 
and making It firm and stilf so that it will resist 
pressure and dampness, which will not rot or de
stroy the durability of the leather ? A. We under 
stand that very good results have been obtained in 
similar cases by the use of carbolic acid, but can
not furnish you with the details of the process. 
It is necessary [0 have the leather very dry, and 
to force the acid Into the pores by hydraulic 
pressure. 

(11) J. H. N. asks : Does everything that 
exists on the face of the earth contaJn polson ? 
A. Every known substance, if taken in excessive 
quantity, will prove destructive to human life. 

(12) W. S. D. says : 1.  I have a keel boa. 
U feet 2 Inches long, 3 feet 2 inches wide. She 
draws 16 Inches when loaded. I have an engine, 
IOverted cylinder style, with link motion. Cyl
inder is 2� incbes in diamcter with 4 inches stroke; 
the engine weighs 100 Ibs. without wheel. Is the 
engine (with boiler In proportion) too large for 
the boat ? Would It do to build a boiler a little 
too small, say 16 x 30 inches, and run the engine 
with ali or � cut olf ? What should be the dlam
eter and hight of fire box, and the size and num' 
ber of tubes for uprigbt boiler of that size ? A. 
Build a boiler large enough to supply the engine. 
You can use tubes 1%: or 2 inches In diameter. 2. 
Wha t 8hould be the diameter and pitch of pro
peller? A. It may be 15 Inches in diameter, and 
have 2 to 2J.jl feet pitch. 

(13) T. J . G. says : In a book of instruction 
on shooting the following rule is laid down : 
" When the sun shines from the left, It will illu
minate the right side of the back sight and the 
left side of the fore sight ; and when these two 
points are aligned on the target, it will cause the 
ball to go to the right of the mark, and vice verBa." 
Now I maintain the very opposite, that is, that 
the ball will go to the right in this case. Who Is 
right ? A. As the sights on a rifle are usually ar
ranged, we do not see how the statement in the 
book will hold good. 

(14) J. H. D. asks . What substance, suita
ble for a tmveller's pocket, will, by burning, bcst 
disinfect the air of a room ? A. The vapor of 
burning sulphur (sulphurous acid) Is one of tile 
best of disinfectants, but has the disadvantage of 
a very pungent odor, and in any conslderablc 
quantity is irrespirable. Chlorine or bromine wa
ter, chloride of lime (hypochlorite of lime), car
bolic acid,'etc., are very powerful disinfectants, 
80 that a small quantity only will be requisite. 
Such a quantity may be carried in the pocket. 
These will not burn, but an ethereal solution of 
bromine probably will. 

(15) E. H. asks : 1. In speaking of cement 
to be used In making concrete buildings, do you 
mean ordinary water lime, or some of the Im
ported cements, such as Portland, etc. ? A. Ro
sendale and like cements of this country make a 
very good concrete. Portland cement makes a 
very superior concrete. 2. There are concrete 
buildings in this vicinity, the mortar of which Is 
composed of sand and gmvel mixed with quick
lime only; would such buildings be durable ? A. 
Walls of concrete in which common lime Is the 
only binding Ingredient cannot be depended up· 
on for a permanent career in this climate. 3. 
Would concrete make a good building for a shop 
in whioh t@ run woodworking machinery, or 
would the jar have a tendency to crumble the 
walls ? A. When properly constructed and time 
given them to harden there is no reason why 
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tbey should not answer well. 4. How thick 
ought the walls to be for a building 30 x 40 feet, 
16 or 18 feet high ? A. Such a building would re
quire a girder through the center if two stories 
in hight, and the walls would do at 14 inche 
thick ; If one story in hight, the walls should be 
18 Inches thick. 5. Would concrete do for the 
foundation on ground overfiowed by water dur
ing part of the year, or would it be preferable to 
lay up a stone wall with hydmulic mortar ? A 
Concrete would do. 

What is the rule for finding the size of�shaft 
for tmnsmltting a given horse power, speed be
ing given ? I wish to know how large a line shaft 
30 fect long, to run at 300 revolutions per minute, 
would be needed to transmit the powcr of a 12 
horse engine. A. About 1� Inches in diameter. 

(16) C. asks : What is the weight of a 13 
inch cast iron ball ? A. About 300'37 lbs. 

(17) J. H. L. says : 1. I am about to erect an 
outside cellar of brick ; it is to be entirely sepa 
rate from any other building, and I want to have 
It frost· proof. It is to be 18 x 22 outside ; the out
er wall will be 9 inches and the Inner wall 4 inche 
thick, with a space of 12 inches between the two 
walls. Should this 12 Inch space be filled In with 
something, or left open, to secure a perfectly 
frost-proof building ? A. If your cellar is to be 
sunk in tO the ground its whole depth, or the 
greater part thereof, it would be better to make 
its outside wall 13 inches, the space 6 inches, and 
the Inside wall 4 inches, the fioor joists being ex
tended to rest upon the exterior wall. The inter
mediate space will answer without filling, if made 
tight. 2. What is the best meaDS of ventilation ? 
A. A slight ventilation may be provided for the 
cellar itself without materially reducing the tem 
perature. 

(18) J. H. B. asks : Does the ostrich, after 
laying her eggs in the sand, brood them like other 
birds, or does she leave them to be batched by 
the sun ? A. She incubates at night, and leaves 
them in the sun in the day. 

(19) X. says : W e are digging a reservoir to 
supply a trough for horses and cattle on the street; 
the rescrVOlr is 7::1 mile away, fall about 30 feet. 
Wood pipe, about 2 inchcs internal diametcr, I 
used. The reservoir IS 17 feet deep. Is it econom
Ical to dig the trench for laying the pipe as deep 
as the reservoir, that is, 17 feet ? They are doing 
this for 25 or ao rods, In order, as they say. to take 
all the water from the reservoir (or in other 
words, from the bottom) in a dry season. A. A 
regularly gmded pipe from the bottom of the 
reservoir will make the surest job, as In many 
cases siphon pipes have failed to act, mainly, It is 
thought, from the common cause-the collection 
of air at the bighest point of the pipe. In this case 
the use of wooden pipes would be likely to add 
to the difficulty. 

(20) A. B. C. says : 1. I have a cast iron 
frame for a lamp, that has become soiled by 
smoke and files. How can I cleanse It for re
bronzing ? A. Use sulphuric acid diluted In wa
ter. 2. How can I put on the bronze so that 
kerosene �moke will not remove It ? A. Try the 
recipe given on p. 231: vol. 32. 

(21) J .  M. B. asks : Which is the best way 
to make a telescope speculum, 5 or 6 inches in 
diameter ? A. We would advise you to make 
your refiector of glass, and silver it. Unless you 
have had some expericnce in working specula, 
you will find it not easy to make and not very 
good when made. Take a thick piece of glass 
and grind and· polish It to the curve you wish. If 
you wish it to have 5 feet focus, you must grind 
it on a curve of 10 feet radius. 

(22) W. L. W. ask s : What substance could 
I put on the sights of my rifie to make them vis
ible in the dark ? A. Put a little phoBphorus on 
the foresight. 

(23) W. H. E. says : I am copying photo. 
graphs on glass, io oil paints. Can you give me 
a recipe for a mixture to make the photograph 
stick to the glass, so that it will not peel olf . or 
leave a shiny appearance between the picture and 
the glass ? A. Use a paste made by mixing starch 
with a little cold water ; then add boiling water, 
and stir until it is of a uniform creamy consist
ence. Press out the air bubbleR and excess of 
paste from between the picture and glass, and 
let dry slowly. 

(24) P. H. C. asks : How can I obtain the 
meridian altitude of the sun for any place at any 
given date ? A. From 00°, subtract the latitude 
of the place, which gives the co-latitude or its 
equal, which Is the distance from the horizon to 
the equator ; then, if the sun Is north, add his 
declination, and if south, subtract it. 

(25) E. C. says : In bu ilding a new house, 
second hand brick were used for partition walls, 
some of which were from an old chimney. Plas
tering is laid directly upon the bricks, then hard 
finish and paint. Several coats of the latter fail 
to cover a stain which comes through from the 
bricks. What is the remedy ? A. The most ef
fectual remedy is to cut out tbe smoky bricks 
and replace them with new ones. 

(26) E. S. W. asks : 1. How can I construct 
a portable retort, to make gas of coal, wood, or 
grease, to fill a 30 x 40 inch gas bag ? How large 
a retort will be required ? A. A retort about 18 
inches long, having a diameter of about 10 inches 
and a movable cap at one end , will answer. The 
retort may be of iron. 2. What degree of heat is 
needed to bring the gas over ? A. The heat of a 
good coal or charcoal fire will be requisite. You 
will find descriptions of gas apparatus in any 
good work on chemistry or chemical technology. 

(27) B. S. C. B. says : I have an astronomi
cal glass of 60 inches focus. How can I fix it so 
that I can look at the sun with impunity, over
coming the extreme brightness ? A. Put a dla
phmgm over the object glass with � inch aper
ture ; then use a neutral tint shade glass between 
he eye and eyepiece. 
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(28) J. E M. asks : Is t.here a non-co duc

tor of magnetism ? A. Yes. An interval of 
space. 

(29) C. E. T. �ays : An "Engineers' Poeket 
Book" s tates : " Watcr may be reduced to 50 Fah.!f 
confined in tubes of from 0'003 to 0'005 inch in di
ameter ; this is in conscquence of the adhesion of 
the water to the surface of the tube, interfering 
with a change in its state. Is this true, and if so, 
how do you know it ? A. We do not know whe
ther it is true or not.  It might be tested by ob
serving whether the water would How 111 the 
tube at this te m perature. Probably the author 
has some authority for his sta tement, although 
he does not give it. 

(gO) T. M. sayF :  1 . 1. F. states that, in 
building a grist mill, to use 48 cubic feet of water 
per sccond, with a 48 inch pipe to convey water, 
the How m ust be 4 feet per ,eeond, or 240 feet per 
minnte. 'Vo uld not a larger pipe or penstock 
give better resnlts with less velocity. say 100 feet 
per minute ? A. There might be some gain , but 
possibly not enongh to pay for the increased pri ce 
of pIpe. 2. What wonld be the difference in the 
velocit�c of water nnder any head, say 15 feet, 
with a draft tube (and vacuum pi pe) or without 
one ? What is the formula ior velocity in a va
cuu m ? A. Without t he draft tnbe, the total head 
is that of the water. Wit.h the draft tube, the head 
is increased by the weight of the atmosphere, 
equi valent, for a peJiect vacuum in the tube, to 
a column of water 34 feet high. 

(il l )  ]\f. B. L. say s : 1 am making a mftgneto
electric machine, in which I have two 9 inch per
manent horseshoe magnets. I tried a pair of 
electro-magnets 1% inches long, with a diameter 
of 1)4 inches and % inch core; the resistance of 
the magnets is 300 ohms (each spool 150 ohms) . 
The current from these c0l11d not be felt. Please 
let me know what the resistance of a pair o f  
spools for such a mach ine should be . A. The 
resistance ' of your spools is correct, and you 
ought to get a powerful shock from yonr ma
chine. If you do not get it, the fault will proba
bly be found in your connections. 

(32) C. E. A. says : The followmg is a cheap 
device for oiling loose pulleys : Cut a shallow 
screw thre ad, of 1 inch pitch, right and left hand. 
nearly the whole length of the eye of pulley hub 
(the threads can be cut after the pulley is bored 
and while it  i, in the lathe) . Then it will readily 
be seen that, while the pulley is in motion, the 
oil will follow in the grooves from right to left 
and left to right, neady the whole length of pul
ley hub, without any ehance to escape, as the 
groove ends within )4 inch fro m the end of hub. 
It will be necessary to fit a plug in the oil hole, as 
the oentrifugal forco will have a tendency to 
throw the oil out. A. This is  a very good idea 
where the bearing surface is ample. 

(33) J .  M. L. asks : How can I make a fl uid 
tha t, when a stick or paper are dipped into it, aud 
cxpospu to the air, will take fire ? A. Pho;,phorus 
is slightly soluble in ether, more so in benzole or 
turpentine. If a solntion of phosphorus be made 
in either of the abuve solvents, and a drop uf the 
�olution be allowed to evaporate in the air, the 
phosphorus, which is left behind in a very finely 
uivided condition-thus exposing a very extend
ed surfaee for oxidation-takes fire spontaneously. 
If paper or other similar combnstible material be 
moistened with one of the above solutions and 
subsequently allowed to dry in a warm air, it 
will becomp- inflamed at the moment of the igni
tion of the phosphorus ; this flame, however, wiH 
�peedily be extingubhed b.v the coating formed 
on its surface by the deposition of the white an
hydrous phosphoric acid. The best solvent for 
phosphorus is bisulphide of carbon. 

(3t) H. B. a�ks : How Cdn I make hyposul
phi tc of lead ? A. Add a slight excess of an 
aqueous solntion of acetate of lead (sugar of 
lead) to a strong solution of hyposulphite of soda; 
the w hite precipitate which fOl"ll ' s  is hYPosul
phite of lead. It is very sparingly soluble in wa
ter, but d is,olves i l l  alkali ne hYl'osulphites with 
the formation of double salts. It may be dried 
at 2120 Fah. without decomposition ; but at a 
higher tempe" ature it blackens and gives olf su l
phurous oxide, and leaves a residne of sulphate 
and sulphide of lead. When heated in the air it 
glow" like tin Jer. 

(iJ5) J .  D. B. I1sb : 1. "Vhat will make gel
atin insoluble in water, withont losing its adhe
eivc p .. operty ? A. If  treated with a strong solu
tion of bichromate of potassa in water, and then 
exposed to strong sunlight, any form of gelatin 
is rendered superficially insoluble. Tannic acid 
rendel's gelatin insoluble by forming with it an 
insoluble tannate. Gelatin is also rendered insol
u ble by solutions of corrosive sublimate. 2. Is 
glne or gelatin soluble in ether, and how rapidly 
does it dissolve therein in comparison with wa
ter ? A. It is insoluble in ether, but dissolves to 
some ext.ent III a mixture of strong vinegar or 
a<:etic aCH] and alcohol ( vinegar 4 parts, alcohol 1 
part: heat.) 3. What acid is best for etching type 
Ill otal ? A. Usc nitric acid. 4. Is kerosene injuri
ous to leather ? A. Kerosene is liable to render 
the leatho l' brittle and reduce its tenacity by re
moving a part of I t s  natnral oil. 5. Inking roll 
erB can be kept soft in kerosene, but will the ker
osene have an inj urious effect ? A. If the rollers 
are of the same compoaition as those usually em
ployed by printers, the oil will not injure them. 

(g6) "" . S. V. says : 0 \Y. J. can preserve 
citron by boiling the sliced fruit, in enough water 
to cover it well, until tender ; then to 2 1bs. fruit 
add l ib. sugar (A) and 1 lemon, sliced, and cook 
until the sirup is thick. The first w. ter should be 
poured off, and as much more added before add
ing the sugar, eto. The bettcr th e sugar, the bet
ter the sau ce. 

(37) Professor C. "'- . MacCord Rays : You 
give plaoe to the statement that the curve de-

J citutiftc �mtrica;n. 
scribed by a point i n  the conn ecting rod, between lay, h e  Is usually glad t o  seek the aid of persons 
the centers of the crank pin and the cross head experienced in patent business, and have all the 
journals, is a perfect ellipse : This statement Is work done over again. The best plan Is to solicit 
correct If the length of the eonnectlng rod be proper advice at the beginning. If the parties 
equal to that of the crank, and the stroke of the consulted are honorable men, the inventor may 
cross head four times a5 great, that is, twice the safely confide his ideas to them; they will advise 
throw of the crank, bnt not otherwise. whether the improvement is probably patentable, 

and will give him all the directions needful to 
MINERALS, ETc. -Specimens have been re- protect his right. 

ceived from the following correspondents,and Ho,v Can I B est Secure My Invention 'I 
examined , with the results stated : This Is an inquiry which one inventor naturally 

J. H.  P.-No. 1 is sulphnret of Iron. No. 2 is asks another, who has had some experience in ob
graphite in quartz rock -J.B. P.-The markings taining patents. His answer generally is as fol
are a thin coat of oxide of manganese, formed 

I
' lows, and correct: 

by deposition between surfaces nearly in con- Construct a neat model, not over a foot in 'lIlY 
tact.-E. A. C D.-It is carbonate of soda mixed dimension-smaller if p03sible-and send by ex
with some sulphate of soda.-A box, with no press, prepaid, addressed to MUNN & Co., 37 Park 
name or address on it, contains one of the cpeira Row, together with a description of its operation 
-large garden spiders -O. S.-The gelatin sent and merits. On receip t  thereof, they will examine 
is prepared from the finest material, tinted with the invention carefnlly, and advise yon as to its 
one of the aniline colors, by passing it, while in patentability, free of charge. Or, if you have not 
a viscid condition, between rullers. time, or the means at hand, to construct a model, 

'1'. H. B. asks : How can rice imitations of 
alabaster ornaments be m ade ?-A. R. asks : How 
can I brighten bronze castings ?-J. K. asks : 
What paint Is the most durable for coating mir
rors over th e silvering ?-W. D. asks : Why, In 
Engltsh coaches, are the hind wheels turned in at 
the base instead of being at right angles with the 
axle ? 

COMMUNICATIONS BECEIVED. 

The Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN ac
Imowledges, with much pleasure, the receipt of 
original papers and contributions upon the follow
Ing subjects : 

On the Trisection of an Angle. By A. B.,J. B., 
and H. A. H 

On the Russian Frost Plant. By J. S. 
On the Sun's Retrograde �Iotion. By J. H .  
O n  Mea8uring the Width o f  a Stream. B y  

W. A. D. 
On the Canadian Patent Office. By F. L . •  T. 
On the Sun's H eat. By H. S. W. 
On the Ball Puzzle. By J. D. 
On Hats and Bald Heads. By J. H. 
On Professor Huxley's Lectures. By W. M. 
On Land Waterspouts. By S.  McD. 

Also inquiries and answers from the following : 
W. W. P . - C .  F. G . -J . w. H . -P' . •  1. L . -.T . K .  F . -
C .  Jlf. - W .  K , -" .  J . - J .  C .  D . -G .  J, . p .  

HINTS T O  CORRESPONDENTS. 
Oorrespondents whose Inquiries fall to appear 

lbould repeat them. If not then published. they 
may conclude that, for good reasons, the Editor 
declines them. The address of the writer should 
always be given. 

Enquiries relating to patents, or to the patenta
bility of inventions, assignments, etc., will not be 
published here. All Buch questions, when Initials 
only are given. are thrown into the waste basket, 
as It would fill half of our paper to print them all ; 
but we generally take pleasure In answering briefly 
by :nail, If the writer's address is given. 

Hundreds of inquiries analogous to the following 
art' sent : " Who sells the best utensil for steam
ing cattle fodder, ete. ? Who makes machines 
for making square b iscnlt tins ? Who sells phos
phor bronze ? Whose is the best apparatns for 
extracting lead from ores ?" All such personal 
inquiries are printed, as will be observed. in the 
column of " BuBlness and Personal." which Is 
specially set apart for that purpose, subject to 
the charge mentioned at the head of that col
umn. Almost any desired Information CRIl In thi� 
way be expe il tlously obtained. 

VALU.E OF PATENTS, 
AND 

H ow to O bta i n Th e m .  
Practical Hints to Inventors. 

ROBABLY no Investment of a small 
sum of money brings a greater return 
than the expense Incurred in obtaining a 
patent, even when the invention Is but a 
small one. Large Inventions are found 
to pay eorrespondingly well. The names 
of Blanchard, Morse, Bigelow, Colt, Erics
son, Howe, McCormick, Hoe, and others, 
who have amassed immense fortunes 
from their inventions, are well known. 

And there are thousands of others who have real
ized large sums from their patents. 

More than FIFTY THOUSAND inventors have 
availed themselves of the services of MUNN & Co. 
dnring the 'l'HIRTY years they have acted as so
liCItors and pnblishers of the iilCIENTIFIC AMERI
CAN. They stand at the head in this class of busi
ness ; and theIr large eurps of assistants, mostly se
lected from the ranks gf th" Patent Office : men ca
pable of rendering the best service to the inventor, 
from the experience practically obtained while ex
aminers In the Patent Office : enables MUNN & Co. 
to do everything appertaining to patents CHEAPER 
thaIl any other reliable a,<rency. 

HOW TO _ � This is the 

OBTAIN � -L.-:_ Jr ��
i
�;g i�� 

'UW'� nearly ev
ery letter,desoriblng some invention,which comes 
to this offi ce. A positive answer can only be had by 
presenting a complete application for a patent to 
the Commissioner of Patents. An application con
sists ofa Model, Drawings, Petitlon,Oath, and fnll 
Specification. Various official rules and formali
ties must also be observed. The elforts of the in
ventor to do all thl� business himself are generally 
without sncoe�s. After great perplexity and de-

make as good a pen and ink sketch of the improve
ment as possible and send by mail. An answer as 
to the pro�pect of a patent will be received, usu
ally by return of mall. It Is sometimes best to 
have a search made at the Patent Office ; such a 
meas ure often saves the cost of an application for 
a patent. 

Preliminary Examination. 

In order to have snch a search, makc out a 
written description of the invention, in your own 
words, and a pencil, or pen and ink sketch. Send 
these, with the fee of $5, by mail, addressed to 
MUNN & Co., 37 Park Row, and In due time yon 
will receive an acknowledgment thereof, followed 
by a written report in regard to the patentability 
of yonI' improvement. This special search is 
made with great care, among the models and pat
ents at Washington, to ascertain whether the im
provement presented is patentable. 

To Make an Allpllcation Cor a Pate nt. 

The applicant for a patent must furnish a model 
of his Invention, if  susceptible of one; or If the in
vention be a chemical production, he must fur
nish samples of the ingredients of which his com
position consists. These should be securely packed, 
the inventor's name marked on them, and scnt 
by express, prepaid. Small models, from a dis
tance, can often be sent cheaper by mail. The 
safest way to remit money is by a draft. or postal 
order, on New Y ork, to the order of MUNN & Co. 
Persons who live in remote parts of the country 
can usually purchase drafts from their merchants 
on their New York correspondents. 

Foreign PatentH. 

The population of Great Britain is 31,000,000; of 
France, 37,000,000; Belgium, 5,000,000; Austria, 36,-
000,000; Prussia, 40,000,000; Russia, 70,000,000. Pat· 
ents may be secured by American citizens ill all 
these countries. Now is the time, when business 
is dull at home, to take advantage of these im
mense foreign fields. Mcchanlcal improvements 
of all kinds are always in demand in Europe. 
There will never be a better time than the pres
ent to take patents abroad. We have reliable 
b usiness connections with the principal capitals 
of Europe. A large share of all the patents se
cnrcd in foreign countries by Americans are ob
tained throngh our Agency. Patents obtained in 
Canada, England, France, BelgiUm, Germany, 
Russia, Prussia, Spain, Portugal, the British Colo
n ies, and all other countries where patents are 
granted, at prices greatly reduced from former 
rates. Send for pamphlet pertaining specially to 
foreign patents, which states the cost, time gran
ted, and the requirements of ea

'
ch country. Ad

dress MUNN & Co., 37 Park Row, New York. Cir
culars, with full information on foreign pat.ents, 
furnished free. 

Canadian Patents. 

In order to apply for a patent in Canada, the 
applicant must furnish a working model, showing 
the operation of the improved parts; the model 
need not exceed eighteen inches on the longest 
side. Send the model, with a description of its 
merits, by express or otherwise, to Mnnn & Co., 
37 Park Row. Also remit to their order by draft, 
check,or postal order,the money to pay expenses, 
which are as follows: For a five years' patent, $50; 
for a ten years' patent, $75; for a fifteen years' 
patent, $100. The five and ten years' patents are 
granted with privilege of extension to fifteen 
years. 

Trademarks. 

Any person or firm domiciled III the United 
States, or any firm or corporation residing in any 
foreign country where similar privileges are ex
tended to citizens of the United States, may reg
Ister their designs and obtain protection. This Is 
very i mportant to manufacturers in this country, 
and equally so to foreigners. For fnll particulars, 
address MUNN & Co . ,  37 Park Row, New York. 

Design Patents. 

Foreign designers and manufacturers, who send 
goods to this country, may secure patents here 
upon their new patterns, and thus prevent others 
from fabricating or seiling the same [Xoods in the 
market. 

A patent for a design may be granted to an y 
person, whether citizen or alien, for any new and 
original design for a manufacture, bust, statne, 
alto rellevo, or bas relief, any new and original 
design for the printing of woolen, silk, cotton, or 
other fabrics, any new and original impression, 
ornament, pattern, print, 01' plcturc, to be print
ed, painted, cast, or otherwise placed on or worked 
Into any article of manufacture. 

Design patents are equally us Important to citi
zens as to foreigners. }'or full particulars, send 
for pamphlet to MUNN & Co, 37 Park Row, New 
York. 

Copicl!I 01" Patcntl!l. 

Persons desiring any patent Issued from 1836 to 
November 26, 1867, can be supplied with official 
copies at reasonalJle cost, the pdce depending 
upon th(, ex tent of drawings and length of speci
fications. 

l NOVEMBER 1 8 , 1 876. 
Any patent Issued sin ce November 27, 1867, at 

which time the Patent Omce comm enced print
ing the drawings and specifications, may be had 
by remitting to this office $1. 

A copy of the claims of any patent issued since 
1836 will be furnished for $1. 

When ordering copies, please to remit for the 
same as above, and state name of patentee, title 
of Invention, and date of patent. 

A pamphlet containing full diI'ections for ob
taining United States patents sent fn e. A hand
somely bound Reference Book, gilt edges, con
tains HO pages and many engravings and tables 
important to every pat.entee and mechanic, and is 
a useful handbook of reference for everybody 
Price 25 cents, mailed free. 

Address 

M U N N  & C O . ,  
PUBLISHERS SCIENTU'IC AMEllICAN, 

37 ParI. Row. :"lew York. 
BRANCH OFFTCE-C orner F RDe} 7th �treetjiol, -W a 1-i ! t 

iagt.on , D .  C .  

SCHEDULE OF PATENT FEES. 
[)n each Caveat. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  810 
)n each Trade mark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $�li 

)n llllng each application for a Patent (17 years) . . . . . $lli 
In Issuing each original Patent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $�O 
)n appeal to Examiners-In-Chief . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $10 
On appeal to Commissioner o f  Patents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $�O 
)n application for Rel'sue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $30 
On llling a Disclaimer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10 
)n an application for Design S »  years) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10 
)n application for Design ( 7  year.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $1li 

On application for Desllm (14 vearsl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $30 

THE VALIDITY OF PATENTS. 

We recommend to every person who is 
about to purchase a patent, or about to com
mence the manufacture of any artiCle under R 
license, to have the patent carefully examined 
by a competent party, and to have a researeh 
made In the Patent Offi ce to see what the condi
tion of the art was when the patent was issued. 
He should also see that the claims are so worded 
as to cover all the inventor was entitled to w nen 
his patent was issued ; and It is still more ebsen
tial that he be informed whether it is an infringe 
ment on some other existing patent. Parties de8ir
mg to have such searches made can have them done 
throngh the Scientific Amerioon Patent Agency, 
by giving the date of the patent and stating the 
nature of the information desired. For further 
'nformation, addre85 MUNN & CO .• 

37 PA�K Row ,  New York . 

In81de I'age, each lnsertion - - - 7li cent8 a lin". 

Back Pal{e, each Insertion - - - $1.00 a line. 
fiJngravtngs may htad advertisement8 a,t the sam,e rate 

per line. by m"ea8urement. a8 the letter pres8 . Adver· 

ttsement8 mU8t be recezved at publicatwn ojftce as eurlll 

a8 Friday morning to appear tn neott i88ue 

S BONSER'S STEAM TRAP Is Warran ted 
�_ . to work i n  any position � it does not r e q u i re any 
leveling.  ReIHl for Circular . H. BONRER, D ovel', :S .  H .  

T H I S  N E W  
�mn� ELASTIC TRUSS 

Ha�8. Pad d im'ri n �  (rOill ull other'R. I :'!  cup_�hap)e,  w i th  �elr·AdJ l lH jn�  Ba l l  i ll C (> D t e r ,  adap t s  i t.�dr to n i l  po)-, i t i ORM  a!"the hody ,  wh i i e  the  ball i n  
t h e  c u p  I r '  ases back t h e  in ... 
t stines j ust 'is a. peraOll would Wi i h  The f!nge . W i t h  l ight p !'�l<ure th�  Hel"ll ia  h h l' I 'l 1<l'C llrdy dar and night. nlHl u radICal c u re cert a i n .  It. is etl-:-IY , durahlo fl.nd cheap. Spnt  by moll \ .  Circular� frec. 

ECCLESTON T R U S S  CO., M a r s h a l l .  M i c h .  

E M  P L O Y  M E N  T. 
A N Y  PEHSON of ordinary intelligence c a n  earn a living 

by canvassing for T h e  Ill ustra ted 'VeekJ y .  Experience 
i s  not n e ('.es8ary-th� only requldte being, as i ll 811 s u c-

ieJd�����S���� '�f lT��ls&&CC �T�Y�'4 S�r��re
o; ����1� �{!l.

l's . 

Pond's Tools. 
ENGINE LATH ES, PLANERS, D RI LLS, &c. 

.3cnd for Catalogu e .  DAVID w .  PON D ,  Succeswr tu 
LUCIUS W. PON D .  Worcester, tnas8. 

M A C H I N E R Y  
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION 

COLD ROLL ED SHA F T I N G ,  HAN(H:H�.' PULLE YS, X\\-¥tM?r��E��,
LiJNJ,h;tt� ITE EMERY WHEELS 

GEORGE P L A C E ,  
121 Chambers & 1 03  Reade tit • .  , N e w  Y o r k  (;lty. 

Lehigh l�ITlery W heels. 
• l One o f  o u r  firm, who h a s  had a large experience w i t h  

emery wheels,  sars they are the best h e  ever used " 
L. V. EMEHY W HEEL CO . ,  Welssport, J'a . 

Order a Wheel and try I t .  

]') ATENT, DOUB LE-ACTING, WATER RAM
. _ V alves balanced perfectly u n d e r  any h e a d . N o  
spri Il ll8 o r  weights . Sure to work where oth ers fall . 
A(ldresfi C HODGKIN::;, .Marlboro,  N Y. 

T H E  BEST 
G O L D P E N S  

ALCOTT LATHES,for Broom , Rake and Hoe Handle. 
S. C. HILLS. 51 Cortl andt St . ,  N. Y 

48 GOI,n STREET. NEW YORK. 

© 1876 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.



FOR SALE. 
BARGAIN S EXTRAORDINARY 

-:0: -
N::.Jo�!'ib�c::: .J!���e�'!f�l::'«;'�{e�rffJ�!t'i�� 

ers being seconli hand. 
MA(JHINE TOOLS. 

Pr:.ANERS : 22 ft .x4j 1n. square , *1 ,900 ; 16 ft.x41 in . sq. ,  
:J1�50; ,W��, �nlt��27 t��[�· �:?x'�'I��:N���ioJ� ��t� 
x81 1n . .  �47U ; b tt .x2 l lu ... .>60; 4 ft .x"5 ID .N . •  I465 ; 4)(ft. 
f�� I:i�:!�

; 
186�\6�1�.;

. !��� ����t!M'f�::I�
t
'I:�,dN�! 

'I
�EAR CUTTERS AND MILLING MACHINES . - Putnam 

Gear Cutter, cutUOI!( 21 in , SO  in. , index, with arbors, 
Mool New Haven Gear Cutter. cutting 48 In. In dlam. ,  
'850 ; Combined Gear Cutl er and MlIltng Machine. N . •  
2( I n  • •  $i50; Milling Machine. platen 15x8. N . •  :140; Lm· 
coin Mlll ng Macillne. $:/00. 

UPR[Gll'r DttILLS AND I )RILL PRESSBS.-52 in. Warner 
& Whitney Uprlgllt Drm, ,�; Pond . No .  2� Upright 
Dril l, N • • $3tiO: 1'ond Nu .  I Upright. Drill , N . •  '1'195 ; 
Upright Drill. Pond· •• 20 In . •  $IOO ; H-�l ln. Uprlgbt Drills. 
�I In. , Pond' ••  each $55 ; 5% ft bed. 12 m. swlug drill or 
speed Lalhe. Mor.e & Cu . •  '10; 5 Speed Lathes. N • •  6 ft. 
xl� m • ,75; 5 ft. hed, xl8 ln. swing, '75; 5 ft .x14 ln .. '50 ; 
6 �P����'i'G �,f�CIJINES.-WoOd & Light Upright SpUner. $300; Pond Upright Spllner. 'i5 ; Small Upright SllUner. 
$
�'RESSES t Combined Punches and Shear8) .· -No. -

Fowler Power Prcs.iJ,$t75 ; No. 2 Fowler Pre�I!I,$215 ; GearS 
cd d.mbl� Press 7,000 lb:i. , 1200 ; Taft Power .Press. t145 ; 
Heavy Power Irou �hear, �; 4� In. Pulley Chuco<ing 
Lathe. with 36 In. Hortun tbree Jawed Cbuek. $310 ; 130lt 
Cutter and Nut Tapper, 1}.4 In. , ,17; ; No 1 Durrell Nut 
·!'apper. N • • $2iO; tJomblned Pipe Cutter, 1l0lt CULter 
and Nut Tl:I.pper, $225 ; 14'OX 01' Pipe l;4'ittmg Lathe , 5 ft.x 
15 i n . ,  $22.� ; 1 �5 lb . �team Hammer, $�75; Trip or Helve 
Hammer, '150; 80 in. swing, 14,!i ft . bed , BorJ.ng Lathe, 
47

:;?,iGINE LATHES-All back geared, screw cutting, com· 
fl��� ;�l? �!���
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N . •  $2,200 ; 25M ft. bed :16 m . swlng.N" " .550 ; 2\l ft. be?, 
26 ln swing. N . •  $WU; 22 ft.x24 in. ,  ./Y •• 4550; 20M ft.x2/! 
in . ,  N. , '�25 ; l'1 ft. .x83 in . ,  1,,;t5 ; 2O ft.x24 1n., Comp��2',d 
rest. power cross and inuependent rod feed, N. , """""'i' 
20 ft. bed, DO in. Hwing, !ltear"d l'ace plate, $1 , 600; 16 ft :x2 
In . •  $650; 16 ft . x26 In . •  N. , $:;2'; ; 16� ft .xS.o; In •• $5tJ() ; 16 ft. 
xt4 i •• . , N. , 11475 ; 14 ft .x20 In. , jy ,  ..... "!!.i 14 ft.xl5 in . ,  
$'JO<J ; 12M ft.xOO I n  . .  ' .Otl ; 10 f t  x20 I n  . •  ./Y . •  $S2O ; IO ft .x 
17 tll . . .. . . $�o;O ; 9 ft .xIS In . . N . •  4360; 8 ft.XI� In . •  $2\1. ; 
M ft.xl7 In .• 225 ; 8 ft . . x20 In . •  $110 ; 1 f c .x20 ID. , $1,0 ; 7 1t . x  
18 In . ,  N . •  :f.2tO ; 7 ft .xl7 In . •  N • •  $200 ; 6 i t  xl7 ID. , N . •  
*295 ; 2-6 it.Xl5 in . ,  each '230 ;  ti ftxl6 ln , :&�15 ; 6 f,t .x17 
In • *.00 ;  6 ft.x 8 In .• 195 ; 5 ft.xlti In . ,  N . •  $280 ; 5 f�.xla 
tn. �lti� ; 5 It .XIS in. , 12.0. Not t-crew cuttIng, 16 ft . 
heeL 24 In .  swing. $175 ; IG ft. x 20 In . •  double beaded , 
'850 ' 16 ft .x20 In • uuuble headed. '150; 1 1 ft.xl2 In . ,  
$ 125 ; 8 ft .xl7 I n  . •  $215 ; 8 ft.xl8 m . •  $125 ; 6 ft.xlS In . ,  
$ '�JJc�s��a!;

n
in��iiorton Chuck. $140 ; 24 In . 4 jawed 

Chuck, N .• li tO.; ; 15 1n .  8 jawed tJhue� . .  N .. $50; 12 In. 3 
• jawed Chuck, N .• 1\44 

PORTABLE AND STATIONARY EN
GINES AND BOILERS. 

2 stationary. h01'lzontal .l:!.n�l.ue�, l;)' llllUCr 22x30, each 
150 h. p . •  N. , eacn $2.8UO ; 15U II . p. sta. hor. Engine. 
�Ox48, $2.SW ; 125 11 . p  . •  ta. bor. Enl<lDe. ISX ,2

h
N • �.425 ; 

00 h. p. sta. hor. boller, '700; btl u. p. sta. or. Corhs. 
En�lne. 14x48. $1 ,500 ; 75 h. p • •  ta. hur. Engine. N. , 14x:l6, 
1li1.650; 7. h . p. PULUam Macblne Co. sta. hor. Engine, 
16x86. $1.6UO ;  50 h.p .  ata. 1I0r. Engine. 14xOO. $1,000 ; 5U 
h .p .  st •. hor . .Engine. 1�XS6, N .• '1.4/5 ; 75 h.p . lJ prlght 
Corll.s En.pne. 16x36.$1,00tJ; 60 h. p.8ta.hor. Boller.*500; 50 
h .p .  sta. hur. I!:nglue, 16x36, $700 ; 5U h.p .  sta. hor. Boll
er. $i25; 50 h.p . loOCOmOtlve Jo'lre Box Boller. $875 ; 2-SO 
t·g':I��f°.'��\\J:. �li;b:�:k'����"xlM

e
���In'J��� �1?Os\\; 

2-50 to 60 h . p. 2 tlue 13ollers� each $425 ; 40 h .p .  2 11ue 
���I'itil�gk,�el� &;'2
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gi,le, 1 .xt81$1,&..� ;  as n p . i:::loadley Porttl.Ole Engine, 12xlH, 
�1 .250;  35 h .p .  sta. bor. Engl"e, 12x24. $625; OO h.p . por' .... 
ble Engine. 12x18. $1.270 ; 00 h .p .  Upl'lght Engine. 11x24, 
*:i85 ; � h. p. ISta. hor. Engme, and .O h . p. Uprlght Boll· 
er. 1<850 ; 25 h. p. Portable -,,-nglnc, IUXIH, $!150; �5 h .  p. 
�g:,
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e
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h. p. UprL:llt tloller. $1,100; 2&'h. p. Uprlgbtlloller, $SOO ; 
�:e. �xVf.ri��; ��1\;'.
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h .  p. HOidley Portable Engine. New .tyl • $900 ; 15 h. p . 
��'. ��
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p:"¥�&�i·I�;:�H�i'��. ��m 1�.hp .PSt�
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glne. 7�XI4, !jI2tJl) ; � h .  p .  tioadley Portatile Englue, New 
style, $59� ; 15 h. p. Sta. hor. Boller. $175 ; 8 b. p. Upright 
��\!l':h:U�il�l'�$l� ; �
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de,lrcd!45U ; 6 h. p. rortable I!:nglne, MOO ; 6 h. p. bta. 
ho- . E ne. 5�xlU. $160 ; 5 h. p . •  <oot >Ie tlODUI Safety 
Boller, 65 ;  4 h. p. Upright .En�lne. $ISO ; 2 h. . Sta. 
hor. Bo ler. $70 ; I� h. p. Uprlg .. t J>nglne an� 1I0lfer, N. 
$180 ; New 5 1ncb Steam Gages. IW lb • . •  $6.5U pach ; N ew 
�i�' 8�����t��st�hr':i1�:�:20 ;
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Gages for any size 130lle , $10 eacb. 
SAW MILL AND WOOD WORKING 

MA(JH I N EKY. 
Excelsior Machine. N • •  $<75 ;  25 ft. Circular Saw Mill, 

set works, carriage, saw and belt ing, with draw-In rig
glng $350 ; Brown �'rost Log Dog $2\1 ; 112 ft. � In. heavy 
log chain with sheave. per lb .  4�c ; Up and -down baw 
��t!:�

o
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to edge 18 ft., '�O ; 16 ft. board Edger ,$60 ; 19 ft. Edger.$45 ; 
10 ft. t.:dl<er $50 ; IJft bed 81dc Jolnter.$50 ; Uprlgnt 1301> 
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Mlll aDd jointer. $60 ; Lath ";awlng Machine, 3 saws. 
tl'l5 ; 20 heh Rotarj6Bed Planer, N. , $825 ; 26 In. Rotary 
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'I'ongueln� and Grooving Macllioe. H. 13all & Co. make, N . •  $850 ; No.
8 

Woodworth Double Plantng. Tonguelng, sud liroovlng Machines, Wttherby, Hugg,& Richardson make, $900 ; 3 of R. lIall & Co. · s  N · , .  4 Woodwortll Planers and Matchers eacb , $725 ; Woodwortb Double Planer and Matcber, No. 0 size, R. Ball It Co. make, N. , $7t5 ; No. 2 Planer and Matoher, Woodwortn. M. COChrane & CO . ' 8  make, $475 ; R. Hall & CO.,Excelslor Planer and Matcher. N . •  375 ; Woodworth Plauer. 24 1n. Ball & Co .. make , ,a,, ; No. l Woodworth Planer, 24 In. Rlchard.on. Merlam & Co. · s make, '160; 2( In. Cvllnder Phmer, Baxter Whitney's make, *145 ; 16 ill. eta. �ed, Woodworth Planer $90; Power Matcher, 1 Jointmg, Ton�uelng and Grooving to 16 In. wl,",e. $225 10 In Buzz Planer $70 ; 8 In . Buzz Plan er, '75 ; Gray Jd 
;' g.
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�a:f�: 12f }tx:f'�: Daniel ' s  Planer pll:l.ning 8 ft.x25 1n . ,f:Jo ; Danfel 's Planer, 8 ft. x 2J in. $L50 ; Daniels' Planer, Richardson. Meriam & Co. make, 8 ft . x 24 In. $190' No. I� Davis DovetailIng Maculne.$I60 ; Hor. tJornerlng and Shaping Macblne. R. 13all & Co .• make. $45 ; Andrews' Box Board Sawing 
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s!�fnk I�"a� cbtne. Saw llxU, $70; Cylinder Stave Sawing Machine tor kits . saw lIxl5. !tH ; Wheeler. Melick & Co . •  slnl<le Hor.c Power with Wood sawlnK Attachments, $165; Gray &; Sons single Horse Power. $90 ; Capstan Horse Power, l or 2 l1or8e8,$85; Upright haper 01' IrregularMolder,$lOO ; Upri�ht Shaper or [rregular Molder, wood frH.me, '65 ; 8 81de Monitor MOldcr.I(UsS·

l.
atent. R. Ball & Co. make, ;a���1, IU,7

·B£,i ' &,,
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:��:s Itf�x'¥�"lr., I��� . No. 2 Lee 4 s�de Molder. $520; No. 2 Hou· ton Molder,' 4 side, N. , '��' ; No. 2 Rogers & Co . •  Molder. 8 Side, *321 ; Large size , Iron Frame. Molder. R. Ball & Co . •  
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�r..{j; ���F!i�J Sasll Molder. Ball & CO . ,N  • •  $140 ; Sash Molder and Dove. taller, '90 ; No . 2 H. B. Smith Tenoner. f\ouble heads and copes, $150; No. 4 Ball Tenoner. $140 ; No. 4 Ball Tenoner, 'l'!5 j Wood frame Tenoner, ''KI; Wood frame Tenoner, $3� ; No. 2 Smith Power Mortlser, $150; Foot Power Murtl .er. $38 ;  Horizontal Car Boring Machine. Ball & Co., N . .  $'lO; Iron Fr .. me Band Saw. N . •  ' 150 ;  :�r: �::s, r::g�,I¥M ; 'J��r���
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138 ; 4 Wood Frame Saw Benches at $SO '26. 121. and 118 ; Railway Cut-ofrSaw, Iron frame, N., Ball'" $92 ; Cut-oif Saw Bench, $SO; 26 In. Cut-ofr Saw Arbor an,l bench for Wood Sawing. $SO' Weaver Hand Power Circular and Scroll Sawin 1<. Borlng nnd Planing Machine. N .  f14O;  Baldwin Wood loathe. hOllOWaUger S
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le, 2 re-
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¥.�:��: �lfJ 2fa��e ��sO����i toOls, '110 ; 24 1n. Wood Turning Lathe. N . •  *96 ; 16 ft. 

bed. 24 m. awing Wood Lathe, '95 ; 20 in. Wood Turning 
Latbe, N., $87 ; 7 ft. bed, 19 in. Iwlng Wood Lathe, $45 ; 
Thre<e HOOd and Tall Stocks for Wood Latbes eacn. $20; 
Stretchlnl} Macblne wltb three Chucks, $75 ; NO . 8 ROdel. 
b
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chine $S ; Smith Blind StUe Boring Machine. tfi8; 2 Hori
zontal Boring Macblnes. $SS and $,6 'j Boring Macblne 
and Chucks. 'SO ; Squaring and Groov ng Machine, .. <;() ;  
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Grlndfng Machines. N . •  each. $16 ; Matcher Cutter Set
ting Machine, N .• $9 ; Double I!.mery Arbor and Stand 
$36 ; Emery Wheels and Arbor •• ,18 and $20 ; 20 Steel 
Saw Arbors. N .• large and small. from ,9 to $21 ; 3 Grind
stones and framcs, '4, ,S, and '7.50. 
(JOTTON WOOLEN AND WASTE MA

CHINEky, SEWING MA(JHIN ES, &:e. 
Complete OLtIlt tor a Waste MIll . lncludh g �4 In. Water 

Whecl . 6 h. p. Boller. &c . •  $650 �uu partICulars on a8-
�16�:�hOe�� �?'W���: �J��!lltllfi25 ; �8��rg�
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Shearer, $35; 200 Sheets Press Paper, 21xSO, �; �r 18s 
Plates , lOx21, 9OO 1bs . ,  $27 ; Press Screw, 3 ft.xS in . ,  and 
!��k�::8'n\
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�ooters. '75 each ; 4 Pepper Footers, each *40 ; 12 Man· 
hattan Sewing Machines, each $25. 

BLOWERS AND FA NS. 
No. 7 Sturtevant Blower and Hot Blast Apparatus, $400. 

FIRE EN GINES, STEAM PUMPS, &:c. 
First Class Amoskeag Steam F'lre En�lne Rotary Pu:n

P
. 

'1.200 ;  2 Hand Jo'ire Jo;I11<lnes (Hunneman), with 2 Hose 
Carriages for same, 1425 e J.ch ; ew .... anu Fire Engine: 
Bnd Hose Carriage $850. A merlcan Portable Fire Ex· 
tinguishers, '18 each; No. " Sutherland Steam Pump,. 
$180 ; Hotary Jo'lre Pum� N .• $125 ; Balance Wbeel Steam 
fil'��'p'J:J.
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Wright Pump. N . . $155
1
' 2 No. 2 KnOWles Pumpsc!,aclr 

$150; No. 2 Knowles Bo ler Fecd Pumps. ,150 ; 2 1'<0 .  I 
Knowles Pump. $90 & $85' most new Steam Derrick. 65 
ft. m��h 52 ft. boom. i550 ;2-2OO gall. Copper Kettle., 
each .....,; 425 gall . Copper Kettle, $SOO. 

WATER WHEELS. 
All complete wlth 8haftlng, Couplings. Gcars, Boxes.,,"e. 
5 ft . Blake Wheel .  �375; 5 ft. Whitney Wheel, .850; 8 ft. 
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Water Wheels. each 175. 
HA Y PRESSES. 

No. X. P. K. Dederick Perpetual Hay Balfnl< Press $320; No. 2 Ingersoll & Dougherty Hay Baling Press, $75. 

Bored , tu.!e'C:� sc��:.t
L
a�lj,�ian�e�·: 9 ft.l:21 In. 5c . per lb. ; 86x2U. 5c . lb . ;  6M It.x20 In .. 4�c. lb. ; 54xI!OM, 4c. lb . ;  5 ft .xI2, N . • 5�c. 16.,; 5 ft.x25. 8Mc. lb. ;  4SxSO�. 4c. lb. ; 48x 12

12 
5c. lb . ;  4Sxlu. Vtl"" Ib 'il'l2x22M. 5c . lb . ;  

t��M: 5fio;
I
�:":22x1;�e:gli �S:":':ll c���et�.
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l�: Cast Iron Pipe, 8c . lb. 
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what you want. and where you saw this. 

S. (J. FORSAITH &: (JO., 
Machinists &: General Machine Dealers, 

Manchester, N. H. 
PAD'S DamUC118 Spring Steel Selr·A�usting 
.s.w.e.e.p •• 

-8�.10-111.2-1.4-1.6-1.11 ... .. Brac���� Fret 
PrICe. $1.2.'i 1.00 1.75 2.00 2.25 1I fit & pf ! 
With each frame is meluded 12 ao leasare 
mim itable and original fret or A WO RKSIIOl> 1'01\ patterns. 8 hracket Rn".V COlI PI.l>TE �;iii----------iiit1' I" Olt . .  f l .25 

blades, 1 sheet Impression 
r.
aper. I bra,l awl, witb 

fnll mstructions. Rr mai , prepai<l , Oil receipt 
of price named. 100 scroll work < le8lgn� free. on 
receipt of stamp. GEO. PARR, BuJIalo, �. Y. 

POTTER'S AMERICAN MONTHLY. 

Wood-Working 
. Such as Wo()dworthPlanlng,Tonguelng. and Groovl. 
Machines, Daniel'S Planers, Richardson's Patent y:, 
g��\1a��r�e�.
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rally. ManU�f�¥f�'ltR�. RTTGG & RICHARDSON, 
26 Sallshury street, Worcester. MUI. 

tShoD formerly occupied by R. BALL & CO.) 

S H A  F T S . P U  L L E Y S.H A N G E R S  
C O U P L I N G S  E T C .  

Ill ljtock, and for Bale DY 
WILLIAM SELLERS & CO. 

Philadelphia. and 79 Liberty St. ,  New York. 
PrIce IIlta and pamphleta on application. JI!e:0 00 SCREW-CUTTING F O O T L A T H E 8-jpU • Foot Drill Presses. Send for Circular to 

H. L. SHEPARD Cincinnati. O. 

LOO K eo B •• t R.lIing articl •• iD the World. 
r .. r .u.OO. AT<ftIN���t��·&��= ��,\�'t. 

VELOCIPEDE CARRIAGES, OF LIGHT CON
Itructlon, fast Ipeed. Worked by hand CNukl, also oy foot treaales. 11IDstrated In tlI.lU!:B rtFII.l AMI£RICAN SU ...... LM:MF.NT No. �. 'ro De nad llt  �hl. 01l1C6 ana of all new. agenta. Prlc8 10 oenta. 

Prize Medal Awarded Centennial Exhfbition 1876. 

BAIRD' S 

FOR PRACTICAL MEN. 
Our new and enlarged CATALOGUB OF PRACTICAL AND 

�O
�:�1m�::.��:tls�l.!���:� 

8vo .-sent free to any one 

IF" We are now receiving and keeping ID stock the 
most important ENGLISH AND AMERICAN SCIBNTIFIC 
BOOKS a8 tney are �ubllsbed. and are prepared to furnIsh 
all American Rnd Foreign publications In this depart· 
ment of literature. 

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO., 
INDUSTRIAL PUBLISB.BBS, BOOKSBLLlCBS .AliD IllPOBTBBS, 

1'110 Walnut Street, Philadelphia. 

E A G L E  F O O T  L A T H E S ,  tl With Beroll and CIrcular Saw Attach
mel\.ts, Slide Rest, Tool., &c,..j allo Small 
Engtne Latbes. Metal Hand r18nen

t 
&c. 
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WM. L. CHASE & CO. 
M & 97 Liberty St. New York. 

·V ....... 'l'eGAB. HOW MADE IN . .... .,. �  . 10 HOURS trom 
·Clder. Wine or Sorghurn.11Dllhov, WIIng arvg •• Name p .... 
per, and address J,. .  I .  SAGE. Sprlnlf1leld, Ma ... 

�Lehh!h EIllery Wheels. lUESECK� BRO . •  Pittsburgh. M ' f'rs Engines, &c . •  

::rl·sf�cIi�� . �ri. {.'�'h�isM';"l'I
v
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'" E IE N � M E L 
, n  F I N  E J ET B LAC  K every V a.' l  ely o f t u r n . d  w o o d  w o '  k 
p :' I ' ts  o f  tll a c h l n t' l  y: c A so t l n g. 5 .  l i n  W J I  t a n d.  o t h H  r n t! t ..l l  
__ c l k E'NA M E lE D J E T CO {lO S . l n w D o d  D r mE'h. l , m � dl! t o  0 1  r h r  A � [ R I C A �  [ N . � [ l C O  I 1 W A R R E N  S T P R O \l I D E t-J C E  R I 
1::00 A MONTH a certainty to any person selling our 
V LET rF.R Book. No�press, brush or water uoed. 

Sample 1I00k wortn $3.00 sent free. Send stamp 
lor circular. 

EXCEJ.8IOR CO .. 17 Tribune Building, CHICAGO. 

Y O U R  
G R AV E L  R O O F ' S  

L E A KJ!i  
SIHISGLJo�. SLATE, AND GRAVEL ROOF CAN BE 

rI ,rmanently repaired with our 
Granite Pointing Cement, 

aO;" trilUng expe'lfiAJfn�6grF��UI�[j. OF N. Y. 64 Cortland St ••  New York �ETS OF DRAWING INSTRUMENTS 75 to 
*100. Drawing Materials of al\ klDds. 

evels. Com�88e8, Tape Measures ; Aneroid Barome
terfrom I" Incbes to 6 Inches In diameter. 

Telescooes from t50 to '�50 each. 
Spy Glasscs from es to "25 eacb. 
Microscopes from es to II 000. 
PrIced and Illustrated Catalogues. Part 1st, 64 pages

\ Mathematical. vataloguesl Part 2d, 120 pages, Optlca 
IDstruments. Sent OD appl cation. 

JAMES W. QUEEN & CO., 
Opticians, 

� (JheetDDt St .. Philadelphia, Pa. 

=='" J M  CAR PENTER "- " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '  " " ' " 
MANUFACTURER OF P'IRI!T CLASS TAPS AND 

DIES, Pawtucket, R. I.  

H U B B E L�S PAT E N T  
Self-Slotti ng Screw Mach i n e .  

Capaclty-75 Gross Screw .. tbreaded aDd .Iotted. per 
day. For Licenses, &c., addre .. JOHN S. LE"G. TREA· 
SUREE RUBBEL SCREW Co , LIJlITJID, 212 Pearl St. ,  �ew 
York, Box SG65 . -$� -8- YOUNG AMER WA

-
SCROLL !'IA W beats tbe 

_ _ _ ���:_�:�.BE�G�EH. M·f�':�ll�latnspo�._Pa. 
�57 60 AGENTS' PROFITS per week. Will prove om • It or forfe1t$500. New articles arp- Just pat· 
ented . S��fl�'biirM[�fi��lii8 #�I���

s
k New York. 

FO R O N E  DO LLA R �:;Ml!
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)lAS Box, contalnlDg tbree beautiful and useful pre
sents. to any part of the country. post paid . or to a club 
of live ONE BOX FREB. ar Will also send. on receipt 
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CIncinnati. Ohio . 

Cotton Seed Buller. 
Highest Award at the Centennial ExhIbition. D.Kahn

weiler'S Celebrated Patent. used by 011 Mills and Planta
tions. Read Judlles' Report. PlaDtation Power Huller, 
'17� ; Hand Machine. '75. 120 Center St •• New York . 

LEHIGH EMERY WHEELS. 
L SHOVEL CO. ,  f' ethlehem, Pa  . .  say : . .  We  have 
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:�:;�w . • t.esi����'ME'i.\!'�H�:L 

t
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OTIS' LU'ETY HOISTIlfU 

Machinery. 
OTIS, BROS. &; (JO. 

NO. 34S BROADWAY, ,'lE W  fORK 

Thp H a-A 0 L E Y . 
P O R T A B L E  S T E A M  E N G I N E .  

W ITH AUT O M AT I C A L  CUT · O FF R E. G U LAT O R  
/\ '\,1 0  B i\ L A " ( E O  \- A l \. l- .  

T H E  BEST ,.Q m OST E C O N O M I C A L  ENG I N E  MADE 
S � ND F O R C / R C U L A R  

TheJ.C . H OADLEY C O .  LAW R E N C E .  M A S S .  
S I AT f  W H E P E  '( O U  S A Vt  T H I S  

STEAM ENGINES �'UR SALE 
I offer tbe following very superior Todd & Hallerty En-

flDes for sale at greatly reduced prices : One lSx86, one 
4xlR ,sawmill) . one 12x14, one llx24.1 one 10x24. one 9x20. 

one 7x16, one 5xl0 on le�B, one 8xh, portable one 8x16, 

�����s �r�:��:J a�n1� of
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specillcatione and estimates for all kinds of rope and bag-
gIl�=lnery. Send for des

':J�PJ�viJ!l"b�
larand price 

10 Barclay St. , New York, or Paterson. N . J. 

SPA.RE THE (JROTON & I!IA. VE THE (JOST. 

Driven or Tube Wells 
$200 a month. Outllt wort,h 'I free �o agenu. turnllhed to large consnmer. of Croton and Ridgewood 

EXCELSIOR M'F'S Co • • 151 Mlcb.Av., Chicago. :�;�"ntr�h�p�:.Rg::e�f.:gm:�c�
ab�f�:n.�;.ft 

Steel Oastings, P. BL��e��:� cl co., 
From )o( to 10,000 Ibe. weight. AD Invaluable substitute Manufacturerlof the Blaladell Patent Uprlgh� Drills and for expensive forglngl, or for malleable IroD castings re- other lint-class Macb'nlst's TOOlS 
�
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LINA STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. the Toll-Gate ! lm�o��e'gf 'l)'g
t
:6f:dtB')� PlaD1Dg 4 MatchtnJr IInd l Address.wltb stamp, E. C. ABBEY. Bullalo , N .Y 

MOUldln
!b

Re'88wtng, and TenonIng Mac�1:r�D L hi h E WI I ��'fi
s
N"� tld'Il%:r;�I�:'sO'1;(lW�att:���·. Y. e !!  mery lee s .  

�eDO for tJaTalOlnle. 1 lS1 J.'oe,." St. N. Y. 01\9. sa;�!'!�e':r�fe��r�i":liee's :<,,I:'�:����J�.au�eJ:; .R
. 

BIG PAY 
to lell our HUBBER 1'RINTING bTAllIPS 
Termsfree. TAYLOR & Co.,Cleveland,O. 

LEHIGH EMERY WHEELS. 
JOHNSON, BLACK & CO . •  tltove M·f·rs. Erie. Pa. � Wheel sent them I I  cutl!l FIRST RATlC ana wears 

well . "  L. V. EMERY WHEEL CO . .  Welssport. Pa • •  
GEORGE C .  HICKS & CO., 

Baltimore, Md. 
CLAY RETORTS, TILES. FIRE BRICKS, &c. pr Terra Cetta Pipe. of all sizes. 

L. V. EMERY WHEEL co . . W�I.s"ort Pa. 

Reverse Motion 
Paneling, Varle',. 
Mould.1JJ.g and 

Do vetailing 

�taa:a�!�«;'t 
any d e l l gn  or 
style of mould In 
the lolld wood 
w i t  h neatnes. 
aDd 
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M o u l d e r  

Brainard Millin� Machines :�d �m�� Universal Milling MaehYnes from $200 upwards ; Brown's Patent Screw Machines. &c . •  &c. Address IlRAINARD M. M. CO •• 1st Milk S� . •  BostoD. M88I • •  

© 1876 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.
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Back pge . • • • • • • • • .1.00 a line. 
In"lde l' .... e • • • • • • • • .,.3 cenh a line. 
1f}n,gra�ing8 mall heael acl�.rIl8emeni8 al Ih. 8a .... rau 

p.,. line, bll mea8uremenl, a8 Ih. Ie".,. prea8 . Ael
�erll8emenl8 mU81 be recei�eel al publleal/on ojJIce a8 
earlll a8 Ji'rtelnll mormng 10 appear in n.",1 i8BU'. 

MILL STONE DIAMOND DRESSING MA
CHINES. SImple, etrectlve and durable . Also, 

dIamond-poInted tools for trueIng Emery Wheels, Grind
stones, Chilled Iron, and Paper Calender Rolls, and other 
fi�����d'! fou

�F3:��'J .1]f8kP�'ll'g��� �.:'i:';u�f�N ��� 

l'H1!O UNION HWN MILLiS, Pittsourgh, Pa.
The attention of Engineers and ArchUects Is caJled 

to our Improved Wrought-Iron Beams and Glrllers (pat
ented) , In which the compound welds between the stem 
and llanges, which have proved so ,!bJectlonable In the old 
mode of manufacturing ,are entirely avoIded. We are pre
,ared to furnish aJl sizes at terms as favorable 88 can be 
g��::I� �:g;;���':i c��
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IMPORTANT FOR ALL CORPORATIONS AND 
MANF'G. CONCERNS.-Buerk's Watchman's 

Time Detector, capable of accurately contr011lng the 
motion of a watchman or patrolman at the dltrerent ata
tlons of his beat. Send for circular. 
J. E. BUERK, P. O. Box 919, Bo"ton, Ma"s. N. B.-The suit against Imhaeuser & Co. ,  of New York 
:::e i�<;,I�������e�r::!{n.ftnf�h;�'u;:;4& 1!o�e:.:'�!�lr. 
lng, contrary to the order ot the Court. Persons using 
clocks Infringing on my Patent, will be dealt with accor · 
ding to law. 

Blowinll" a larll"e OrKan at 
American Institute Fair. 

S H R I V E R ' S  
H yd rau l i c  

ORGAN BLOWER. 

T. SHRIVER & CO. , 
S3S E. 56th St. , N. Y 

Last Ohance. 
Buy YO UR Tickets 

N·o-w- ! ! 
D R AW I N C  P OS I T I V E LY 

Thursdav, Nov. 3 0th, 
OR MO'NEY REFUNDED. 

A F o r t u n e  fo r o n l y  $ 1 2 .  
THE KENTU CKY CASH Dlii TRIB UTION C O . ,  

�g;�g�
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will have the First of theIr series of Grand Drawings af 
MAJOR HAI,L, In tbe CITY OF FRANK. 
:r&��V�h'I" dFs��{r:��l't��j;e �c��l6'h�Yd,:::'

lc
th�

c
l� se SsOfo 0 , 0 0 0 ! 

Tho". P. Porter'
L
f:r'5�VGn.-fs. 

Gen'l Manall"er. 

One Grand Cash Gift . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 100,000 
One Grand Cash GUt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30,000 
One Grand Cash Hitt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  �3,OOO 
One Hrand Cash Gift . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  �o,ooo 
8:: g�::S 8::t gm : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :  18:333 

188 8:::t 8lft: :I .1'833 ::�t: : : : :  gS:333 1.00 Cash Hlfts of 400 each . . . .  40,000 100 Cash Gifts of 300 each. . . .  30,000 200 Cash Hifts Of �OO each . . . .  40,000 600 Cash GUts of 100 each. . . .  60,000 10,000 Cash GUts of 1� each. . . .  l�O,OOO 
To.al, 11,1�6 HUts, All Cash. . . . . . .  600,000 

PRICE OF TICKETS : 
Whole tickets, '12 ; Halves, '6{' Quart�!� $3; 9 Tickets, ,10111_ 2ThO Tickets, '800 ; � T ckets, �; 9� TIckets, ,1 • ..., . .  lOO,OOO TIckets at $12 eacb . 
BJa% �?�it� ·c�;,�·�fi:::�;.�tle°'H�n�'lrv�°'i5U\!:.�I�
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Cblef Justice of Kentucky, and other distInguished 
����r�:et tg�fJ�:: ;���n"tU�ay 
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tend tbe drawing. 
The payment of gIfts to owners of prize tickets Is a8-

8ured. A bond, with heaVy tenalty and 8Pgroved seenr1-
:1i�� �:e
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Court at Frankfort. 8ubject to inspection of any one . 
fhls ls a new feature, and will absolutely secure the pay
ment of gifts. 

Remittances can be made by Express, Draft, Post-
�gtk"iJ.°;8'c��e&1'8ii"BJ�'ijk�l6�1h'.NmJ�'1Vl�}� 

All communications, orders for Tickets, and appJlca
tlons for Agencies sbould be addressed to 

HON. THOS. P. PORTEIt, 
General Manaller. Franktort. Ky. 

or G. W. BARROW &; CO., 
General Ea8tern AlI"ents, 110 Broadwav, 

New Y ork 

ROSE-BUDS IN WINTER 
Strong !!'or llo8e�, specially prepared for f'altplanting and 

Quick 'bloom", aent safely by mail, �stp:aid. lfive splendid 
varieties, all .abeled, for $1.00 1  liJ;0' 82.00; 19 do. 83.00 1 26 do. 84.001 36 do. 6.00. Forl0 cents 
each ad(Jitional, lMeent emlum Rose to 
every dollar's wo Send for our new GUIDE 
TO ROSE.CI Bnd choose from 2yel: 300 
finest sorts. Address DINGEE & CONA:RD 00 .. 
RoSE-OBOWERI. West Gl"IIve. Ohester 00 •• 1' .. 

Ititutifit  !mtritltt. 

Plw. "l where lOU. JaW Wr. 

T H E  B E S T  
AND MOST ECONOMICAL 

Boiler Feeder 
IS 

FRI EDMANN 'S INJ ECTOR,  
MANUFACTURED BY 

N AT H A N  &. D R E Y F U S ,  N ew York. 
1 08  Liberty St. 

- : 0 :-

S e n d  t o r  C i r c n l a r .  

COMPRESSED AIR MOTIVE POWER.-For 
particulars of the most recent practlce.z.send20 centl 

lor SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEM�;NT, Nos. 1 
'l�� , �L������l��s 

5 n��I':,vt=: I':.f sr.'k����:r\'f::'''3 
Works. with dimensions. etc. 

A S B E S T O S  R O O F I N C .  
The only reHable substitute for tin, at about one-balftts cost, 

g�!s���8�itrn ��1�er!'�d;'r:rO��?O��8ft/����!d �; :�
e
�n:: 

A S B E S T O S  P A I N T S .  

er�l�:�o��s; ;r:::in�;td��:�fee��oJ :g::�:!i��lC�!�;:��O:e �:�: erings for exposed wood and iron. In pails, kegs and barrels. 
A S B E S T O S  S T E A M · P I P E  A N D  B O I L E R  

C O V E R I N C S .  
The cheapest, most durable and effective non-conductors In 

:s:;;-fe��T�:ui:fo�r}�� ��h:l}el!:,e::n��:l�:t��:.ef�de:��tu�et�tle: 
A S B E S T O S  S T E A M  P A C K I N C .  

Indestructible, self· lubricating, fiat, and round, all sizes. 
F l re . P roof P a i nts a n d  C o a t i n g s ,  C e m e nts 
fo r Ste a m ·  ... o l nts,  Acid and C a s  R eto rts, 

Leaky R o ofs , &c. R o of P a i n t ,  
S h e at h i n g  a n d  L i n i n g  F e l t " .  

Asbestos Boards, Paper, Thread, Cloth, &c. 
These articles are ready for use, and can be easily applied by any on8. Send for Samples, Pamphlets, Price Lists, etc . 

H. W. JOHNS, 87 Maiden Lane, N,Y" 
Patentee and Manufacturer, Established 1858, 

P te For showing beat of yrome rs, Ovens.Hot Blast Pipes, 

B
oller F

I��Ni'¥*�\�t"�lj"/:"so�!1 J���a�t'iirer. 
149 Broadway, New York. 

Machinists' Tools. 

R OCK D R I LL I NG  M ACH I N ES 
A N D  

A I R  C O M P RESS O R S .  
MAN u rAC T U R E D  BY BUR LEICHRoCKD RILl C O .  
SEND FOR PAMPHLE T .  F I T CH B U R G  MASS.  

How T O  BUILD CHF.AP BOATS. B y  Pad
dlefast. A series of articles showIng how any 

person may build a boat, with economy. Each article Is 
�f;e

o
c'n���le�I��n�r�:ii,

nl� .
and diagrams, wIth minute 

No . 1 . The Three- Dollar 8cow.-D1rectlons for con
stNctlon, with 7 llJustratlons. Contained In SCIENTI· 
FIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 25.  Prlce 10 cts. 

No . 2 . The Five-Dollar Rowing Skiff.-Wltn full di
rections for construction. 1S illustrations. Contained 
In

}0�Ir.N1IJ:,;::r�!�];!�tr
N s�Ytr:t��}�wITg 'l�h-

lustratlon. FuJI directions for construction of boat, 
�m��i'I?ig'A��i'i�Aw

a
�bp�rllM

e
i:NT,�g������ 

10 cents. 
NO . 4  . .A. Twel�e-Dollar Bow Boat.-14 illustratIons . 
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how to bend snd arrange tke ribs, dimensions of all the 
f,arts, and rlIrections for construction In full . Contained 
n 
1'Iy��:,;�:i� n!�:e���t-�u���::'�:���� h!3i.r>ihIS 

OlB.ce and of all News Dealers . $1:: I:: � $77 a Week to Agents. Samples FREE. 
UU � P. O. VICKERY, Augusta, Maine. 

The Scientific American 
REFERENCE B O OK. 

Danbury Drill Chucks, 
N eW- 1 8  7 6-Pattern. 

I7' GREATLY IMPROVED-ALL CAST STEEL . ...&I 
P R I C E  R E D U C E D TO $8.00. 

Sold by al1 dealers In Mechanic' s  Tools . 
THE HULL & BELDEN CO. , MANUFACTURERS, 

Danbury, Conn . 

rR I CT I ON CLUTCH E S 
-<�� A N O  E LE VAT O RS .  

VO LN EY W .  M A S O N  & C O .  P R OV. R  I 
At Centennial Exhibition ,  Machinery Hall. D. 9, 66. 

Also at entrance to Pump Annex. !t0W
'

TO MAKE SPIRAL SPRINGS. By 
Joshua Rose . With three engravings of the tools, w c are easily made, and complete gractlcal directions 
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H
���i;���I"t Ai���'1iriii� ""NT No. 20. To be lIad at this olB.ce and at all New. Stores throughout the country. 

TO ELECTRO�
A

Ll
c
1fl�k�\�LERS, AND 

BATTERIES, CHEMICALS, AND MATERIALS In lets or Single, with Books of Instruction for NIckel, Gold, and Silver Platl?,. THOMAS HALL, Manufac-
JlOJl-COJlBUSTIBLE ITEAl[ BOILER I; PIPliI 1���t�a��g"dn�\�':ru�9sen�

o
f':':e�

ld Street, BORton, Mas. 

COVBIllllG PORTLA.ND CEMENT 
WITH "AlB SPACE" IDIPBOVEDIENT. 
s&v��� r. :1P3f. ?W.

t
y. ?M

L
N�t,RJl :l�lt?��; 'Mo. 

M. 8ELIG SUNIOB ok CO., 
Importers of American Machinery, \-OOIS, Agncultural 
Implements, WholeoaJe and Export Hardware and Ma
chlllery Merchants. Est'd 18&6. 

LONDON, ENsLi.ND, and BERLIN, GlIlUIAliY. 

Lathes, Planers, Shaners Drills 
Gear &; Bolt Cutten &e. E. G<ttriJ),i1ewark, N.:? 

PERFECT 

NEWSPAPER FILE. 
--:0:--

The Koch Patent Vile, for preserving newspapers 
magazine., and pamphlets, has been recently Improved 
and price rednced. Subscribers to tbe SOIBNTIJ'IC A"
BBIC.4.N and SCIBNTIFIO AKBBICAN SUPPLlIlfENT can be 
s'fK.Plled for the low price of t1 .50 by mall, or ,1 . 25 at the 
? s"6I��¥'l�IB

a
�imr61'l" ���'krl�e� ec�::gt��� e�at-':: wbo wlsbes to preserve the paper. 

KUNN a: CO" 
PubUshers i!<lIUTIJ'IO AIouu:(UJf. 

ROMAN '" KEENE'S. For Walkl, Clsternl. Founda
tions, Stablel, Cellan,Brldges, Relervolrs. Brewerlel. etc. 

Remit 10 cents for Practical Treatise on Cements. 
S. L. M,,1IOIUNT '" Co .. 76 South St. ,  New York. 

N O  Y E' 8 

�M!a�R�r!�!!'W!tlfu! Mlllstonel, <'ortable MillS, Smut Machines Packers,MIIl Pica, Water Wheell, Pullef.s and Gearin .. , specially adapted to llour mlllij. ��
n
3o�c.t�r.''iiutralO, N. Y .  

Portland and Keene's Cement. 
From the best London Mannfacturers. For lale by 

JAMES BRAND, 85 Beekman St. ,  New York. 
A Practical Treatise on Cement furnIshed for 25 cents. 

b N i agara 
. Steam Pu m pWorks 

ESTABLISBlID 1828. 
CHARLES B. HARDICK, 

N o  lI 3  A d a  .. . S t r o o t. 
BROOKLYIf. 1(. Y. 

[NOVEMBER 1 8, 1876. 
THE TANITE CO., 

STROUDSBURG P A. 
E M E R Y W H E E LS A N D  C R I N D E R S .  
GEO. PLACE, Gen'l Agent for N .Y .  city anti State. 

BOGARDUS' PATENT UNIVERSAL ECCEN
TRIC MILLS--For grtndln, Bones Ores, Sand Old Cruclblel, Fire Clay, Guanos, 011 Cake, Feed, Corn, Corn ana Cob, Tobacco, Snu1ft Sugar, Salts, Roots 

:f1?�
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b
e��er �ll: Also for Palnts,}'rInters' Inks, Paste !lliacklng, ete. JOHN W. THOMSON, successor to JAMES BOGARDUB, corner of WhIte and Elm Sts. ,  New You. 

WOOD & LIGHT 
Machine CO. 

WORCESTER, MASS. 
Manufacture all kinds of 

Iron·Working 
Machinery, 

including many novelties. 
Shafting, Pulleys, '\:. 

Send for Circulars. 

BLOSSOM ROCK, HARBOR OF BAN FRANCISCO. 
Full Account of Its Removal , Metbod and Cost. By 

Col. R. S. Williamson. With 25 illustrations, dla�rams, 
�ce fo
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SUPPLEMENT, No . 24. To be bad at this OlB.ce and of 
al\ News Dealers. 

DAMPER B'BST AND LEVERS REGULATORS .... GAGE COCKS, 
MURRILL &; KEIZER, 44 Holllday St .. Balt " 

HARTFORD 

STEAM BOILER 
Inspection & Insurance 

COMPANY. 
t. B. FRillLII, y, PrIs't. 1. 1. ALLEI, PnI't. 

I, B, PIE1tCE, SI:'J, 

PUNCHING For tbe Best and Cheap. 
AND est address THE STILES 

DROP PRESSES
'" PARKER PRESS CO. ,  

• MIDDLBTOWN t CONN. 

OI' TD 

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 
For 1 8 7 7 . 

THlI KOST POPULAR SCIEJlTIFIC PAPER 
II THlI WORLD. 

THIRTY-SECOND YEAR. 

VOLUME XXXVI.-IfEW SERIES. 

The publishers ot the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
beg to announoe that on the 1lrst day ot January , 
1877, a new volume oommenoes. It w1ll oontinue 
to be the aim of the publishers to render the oon� 
tents of the new volume more attraotlve and use
ful than any of Its predeoesson. 

To eM MeohaRl,i,c and MQlnu/actwrer. 
No person engaged In any of the meohanloal pur

suits should think of doing without the SCIEN
TIFIC AloI:RICAlII. Every number oontalns from 
six to ten engravings of new maohlnes and Inven
tions which cannot be found In any other publioa
tion. 

The SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN Is devoted to the 
Interests of Popular Solence, the Meohanlo Arts, 
Manufactures,Inventions,Agnculture,Commeroe 
and the industrial pursuits generally; and It Is val
uable and Instruotlve not only In the Workshop 
and Manufactory, but also In the Household, the 
Library, and the Reading Room. Each volume 
oontalns hundreds of Notes, Reoelpts, and Sugges· 
tlons and Advloe, by Praotlcal Writers, for Work
Ing )(en and Employers, In all the various arts. 

TERDIS OF SUBSCBIP'l. ION . 

One copy of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAlII will be 
sent for one year. 52 numbers, POSTAGE PRE
p AID, to any subsorlber In the United States or 
Canada, on receipt of three dollars and twenty cents 

by the publishers. One extra copy of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN will 
be supplied gratis for every club of five subscrihers 

at $3.20 eaoh; or six oopies for $16.50 without extra 
oopy. Postage free. 
The SclentUlc American Supplement. 

A weekly paper, uniform In size with the SCIEN
TIFIC AKmuCAN, but a distinot publloation. It 
oontalns working drawings of engineering works, 
ud elaborate treatises on every branch of Science 
and Mechanics, by eminent writers, at home and 
abroad. An Illustrated cover protects tbll hand· 
somely printed sheets. Prloe, 15.00 per annum. 
Single copies 10 oents. 

One copy of the SClENTIUC AMERICAlII and one 
copy of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT will 
be sent for one year, postage prepaid, to any sub. 
scriber In the United States or Canada, on receipt 
of seven Dollars by the publishers. 

The safest way to remit is by Postal-Order, 
Draft, or Express. Money carefully placed inside 
of envelopes, securely sealed, and carefully ad
dressed, seldom goes astray; but it is at the sen
der's risk. Address all letters and make all or
ders, drafts, etc., payable to 

MUNN & CO ., 
37 PARK ROW. NEW Y ORK 

THE " Scientific American" is printed wlta 
CHAS. ENEU JOHNSON & CO'S INK. Tenth and · 

LOmbard Stl Pblladelphla, and 59 Gold St. ,  1'< ew Yor\!: 

© 1876 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.




